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and were perfectly carried out.
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else. The party learued that Mr. ami Mrs.
B. were to leave the boat at Rock laud and
finding his baggage they spirited two bags
their staterooms. Mr. Burbank soon
discovered that the bags were missing and
on inquiring was told that “an old gentleman with a white beard’’ had taken them
away.
Thereupon he excitedly inquired of
every official on board if he had seen “an
old gentleman with a white beard walking
off with two bags.’’ Meanwhile about 25
yards of white ribbon had been tied on the
bags, and the party then went on deck and
sprinkled the substitute bride and groom
with a quart or two of rice. There were

about

aldo District Lodge (iood

n

Templars.

District Lodge of Good Templars
Leading Star Lodge of Centre Lin-

do
with

iDfch.
Niue lodges were repabout 100 members of the orwere present.
Two new lodges were reTed
organized since the last meeting.
excellent dinner was served by the local
t" which the visiting members did
v

...

Sept

-'•j.ted and

The district degree was
..'erred on seven candidates.
Among the
:s present were Grand Chief Templar
gt-rs. Br<* A. II. Newbert, District Tom'f Knox District Lodge, Geo. II. Up*

justice.

ie

Mirror Lake Lodge, West Camden;
and two members of Georges

f

Newbert

.ey Lodge.
At g p. m. the doors were opeued to
and the foliuwiug program was

the
suc-

il'.y carried out: Music by Essie Cal*
1 address of we.i -ijue by J. 6. Mulbehalf of Leading Star Lodge, reby the secretary in behalf "f the DisI,"dgc declamation by Charles Iloss;
M-rnam.
Grant Rogers, G. C.
_.

:u

-i-

addressed the

audience

on

the

people, to the
j'U-stiou. He spoke for over ail
:iiter*stiug and appropriate

responsibilities

i.

irks

’ii

1

E.

1

t

of

seemed very
hairman of the coin-

hat tie- rime

Flies,

follows:
••■:. That- wr thank our Grand Chief
>r
i—,ini Rogers, for liis presence
-:
ind for bus words of emvtiragea

;

iireported

iti«

:< ><

as

a
dozen Dartmouth men in the
party and after singing college songs and
indulging in college reminiscences they
made ready to see Mr. Burbank and
his wife off at Rockland. The boat was at
the wharf and all the passengers were

gatuereo arounu to see the tun, for it had
been noised around that the “bride and
groom” were to leave the boat at Rockland
and all wanted to see the send-off. The
missing bags covered with white ribbons

brought out amid great applause and
more rice throwing.
The groom made a
short speech in which he mentioned the fact
that they had been marrb l just four years.
But nobody believed him. lie was lifted
upon the shoulders of four college athletes,
and followed by his blushing bride, his beribbuued baggage and a laughing throng,
was carried all over the boat and
finally
were

down to the lower deck to the gangway.
Here an. it her laughable incident took place.
former sweetheart,
rushed up to the astonished Mr. Burbank
with a more than cordial greeting anil the
laughter of the merry onlookers could have
been heard half a mile away.
When the
embarrassed “groom” at last freed himself
from the presence of his “first love” he was
A

woman,

oiks

!

extend a hearty vote
le ading Star Lodge for their

u

we.-'ome
;s

session

i i.-'S.-

and generous entertainment
of our District Lodge,

resolutions

by

e

rising

a

unanimously

were

belonged to the order,
Secretary in lielialf of this District
Ige ivturm-d the greetings of Knox Disf
Lodge and stated that in this district,
lb lodges and less than 1,000 members
ester who

bhe

minister who

one

is a

Good Tem-

ar.

4

.'j)

j-.

tn.

tins session

a

the lodge closed its labors
and all went home feeling

speut and that they
id say to those who stayed at home,
here ignorance is bliss, you don’t know
the time

at

was

well

bat you miss.”

The next meeting will be held with Winook Lodge in Burnham village, Nov.2i>th

Reunion of

the

Gay Family.

he Gay family
held their reunion
1't. ;>Oth at Ritchie Grange Hall, Waldo,
he day and traveling were all that could be
--.sired. The following relatives were preset: J. L. Chase and
family, Levauseller
.inily, Warren Johnson and family, George
irtlett and wife, Charles French and wife,
-*«irge Holmes and wife of Waldo, Elijah
1

ay and family, H. C. Thomas, wife
.d of Morrill, Abial and Richard

and

Gay and

Belfast. There were also some invitfriends. Tin* forenoon was spent in makd acquaintances and transacting business,

de of

following officers were elected for the
nsuing year: J L. Chase of Waldo, Presi
'’■nt: Mrs. N. 6. Chase of Salem, Mass., Vice
President ; C. A. Levenseller of Waldo, Sectary Fred Gay of Morrill, Historian. It
as voted to hold the
next^reuuion at the
he

mie

place

tin- last

Thursday

iu

September,

the afternoon remarks were made
Lea\ niseller, J. L. Chase, Albert,
Un-hard and Abial Gay and invited frieuds.
iticliard Gay said that so far as lie knew
ione (J the Gays had ever been
millionaires,
iiminals or town paupers. They had all
nude good citizens, earning their living by
he sweat of their brows.
Music was given
Annabel Johnson, Nellie French anil Al»*rt. Gay; recitations by Annabel,
Sidney
and Flora Johnson, Albert Gay and C. A.
Levauseller. The meeting was very much
njoyed by all present and it is hoped that
those from a distance will be able to meet
with us next year.
fC. A. Levauseller, Sec.
in
■y S. V

is'.'S

Secret

the Auditorium at Bangor was
practically finished last Sunday night. Each
dressing room has a commode, and besides
on

are

toilet

rooms

for the chorus.

Bangor S. S. Co. will sell
round trip tickets to Bangor and return,
from bay and river ports for one fare. Tickets are good to return to and including Monday. Oct. 18th.
The Bostou &

Mme. Nordica, with her husband and her
sister, Mrs. George Walker, arrived in New
York from Havre on Saturday, in steamship
La Bretagne. She was never in more su-

perb voice.

After the Maine festivals she
has a tour of 40 concerts.
The Belfast chorus will go to Bangor to attend the Maine Musical Festival by steamer
Castine, leaving Lewis’ wharf, Belfast, this,
Thursday, morning at 8 o’clock, direct for
Bangor. The boat will return Sunday forenoon. Forty members of the chorus will attend and a limited number of excursion
tickets will be sold to others at $1.25 for the
round trip, or 65 cents one way.

Bangor to Rockland by Trolley.
There seems to be a belief in electric railcircles that 185)8 is to see a. great development of the trolley lines in Bangor and
vicinity. The Bangor, Hampden & vVinterport line is now completed from the city to
Hampden Lower Corner, a distance of about
six miles, and cars are running with a transfer over the Sowadabscook stream while a
bridge is being built. This bridge has granite
piers and steel superstructure, and will be
completed in a few weeks. The officials of
the company say that the line will be built
to Winterport next year, and that they expect before long to reach Stockton Springs,
where is located the summer resort of Fort
Point. Then, they think, the Rockland &
Camden road will come along to Belfast and
possibly to Searsport, making, with a little
further extensiou of the Bangor road, a continuous trolley line from Bangor to Rockland.
way

—

l

Work

these there

vote.

Newbert. extended the fratergreetings of Knox District Lodge and
*■ "t thr condition of affairs in Rockland.
'!• i\ nave touched the key to the solution
ti.e i..|i:• >r (|(iestion when he said that in
ity f Rockland, with a population of -V
’here might be a church member who
I*
;i
Good Tempiar, hut there was not a

dave

Festivals.

we

A. II.

■

a

The Maine Musical

‘;

t

evidently

carried ashore by Lis college mates, who gave
the good old Dartmouth yell and bade the
young “bride and groom" a hearty Godspeed. In college Burbank played many a
practical joke on his classmates, hilt they
think they have squared accounts at last.

•nt.

■*o!.-«•<{. That

Societies.

A delegation of seventeen members of
Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F., went;to

l nion Monday to attend, by invitation, a
meeting of Bethel Lodge in the evening.
Several members of Mt. Battie Lodge of
Camden were also present by invitation.

When the visitors arrived an excellent supper was served, after which the lodge was
ailed to order and the degree wrorked by
Bethel Lodge.
After the lodge closed a
musical entertainment was given and another supper served. The visitors left for
home shortly after midnight. They got some
rain on the wray, but the heavy squall wrhich
struck here did not reach them.

County Orange.

Waldo County Pomona Grange met Oct.
5th, with Victor Grange, Searsmont. The
day and traveling were fine and the attend-

good. The officers were all present
except Steward and that place was filled by
G. C. Levanseller. A class of six was instructed in the fifth degree. The address of
welcome by J. W, Farrar and the response
by Lizzie Cunningham were excellent. The
ance

the roll call:
following granges responded
Star of Progress, Jackson, by J. Wallace;
The newly wedded pair kept their own Rising Sun, Knox, by E. R. Wentworth;
Farmers’ Pride, Lincolnville,by G.G.Abbott;
counsel as to the time of their departure on
their bridal tour, with a view to escaping Honesty, Morrill, by D. O. Bowen; Mystic,
the customary avalanche of rice and old Belmont, by M. Pease; Union Harvest,
shoes. Thursday they drove to Citypoint Montville, by S. Poland; Dirigo, Freedom,
B. F. Foster; Georges River,
Liberty, by
where they took the 1.05 p. m. train fur Han- by
Abbie S. Moody; Equity, Belfast, by H.
N.
H.
It
is
over,
reported that one Belfast
Davidson; Seaside, Belfast, by J. R. Duntou ;
young man went up on the train and gave
them a parting salute of rice, but they cer- Victor, Searsmont, by J. W. Farrar; Frederick Ritchie, Waldo, by C. A. Levanseller;
tainly escaped a general demonstration.
South Montville, by C. M. Howes; Sunlight,
About 35 of tlie wedding party left WedKnox, by Ellen Sbibles. Knox county was
nesday afternoon on the steamer City of
reported by E. E. Light, and Somerset counBangor, and not having the bride and groom
ty by R. W. Ellis. Remarks for the good of
with them they took as substitutes Mr. and
the order were made by F. W. Shepherd and
Mrs. E. D. Burbank of Des Moines, Iowa,
J. G. Harding.
By special request of
who were married in 1893. Mr. Burbank is
Sandy Stream Grange, Unity, it was voted
traveling for Ginn & Co., and was a class- to hold a
special meeting with them Oct.
mate and particular friend of Mr. Hilton at
2tit.li. The noon recess was then taken.
Dartmouth College. He was always foud of
The afternoon session was opened with
good jokes and as ready to laugh at one on
music by the choir. The question, Resolved'
himself as when he got one on somebody
That it is for the interest of the Patrons

into

e

of Waldo

Arraigned

for

Rockland, Me., Oct.

Mrs.

Lucinda Foss

1).

Murder.
F. A.

Curtis and

arraigned to-day in
the municipal court on the charge of the
murder of Charles YV. Bowen. The arraignment of Mrs. Foss was a surprise, as she
was not arrested until this
morning. The
accused pleaded not guilty, but after a hearing, which lasted all day, Judge Hicks found
probable cause and they were committed to
jail to await the action of the grand jury. A
few new facts were brought out. The State
put in only enough evidence to hold the acwere

cused, while the defence put in
whatever.
Divorced

no

evidence

at Rockland.

At the recent term of S. J. Court in Rockland the following divorces were decreed:
Enoch S. Small of Camden, from Lizzie
F. Small of Deer Isle.
For three years
utter desertion.
Stella H. Hannau of Washington, from
Sidney L. Hannan of Liberty. For gross
and confirmed habits of intoxication.
Minnie Harding of Washington from Benjamin B. Harding of Warren. For gross and
confirmed habits of intoxication.
J. Addison Merchant from Mattie C. MerFor three
chant; parties of Rockport.
years utter desertion.
Mary E. Weaver from Samuel F. Weaver;
For cruel and
parties of Washington.
abusive treatment. Ordered that libellant
be permitted to resume her maiden name,
Mary E. Linscott.

to
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Yachts

and

Boats.

1. W. Parker hauled out his sloop Wave
last Friday.
The steam launch Guinevere and sloop
Marjorie were hauled out Saturday.

189L

The Waldo County Veterans.

The News of Belfast.

The annual meeting of the Waldo County
Veterans' Association was held with Geo. G.
Davis Post, Brooks, Oct. 7th. About two
hundred veterans and their wives were

W. R. Howard went to Waterville yesterday for a few days on business.

O. R. Webster intends to buy a naphtha present. The towns represented by delelaunch for use next season in his boat busi- gates were Belfast, Searsport, Frankfort,
Monroe, Jackson, Unity. Freedom, Burnness.
ham, Morrill, Swanville and Knox. The
The sloop Agnes came from Swan’s Island
president, A, Stinson, called the meeting to
Friday to bring Mrs. Jane Wyman’s house- order at 10.
JO a. in. The reports of the secrehold effects to Belfast.
tary and treasurer were read and accepted.
A. L. Robbins has repaired the damages
The Association then proceeded to the elec-

the Inca sustained in her recent disaster, tion of officers.
President Stinson was reputting in considerable new planking, etc. j elected, but declined to serve, and on mo1
C. E. McIntyre, W. A. Merriam and Chas. tion of Hon. A. E. Nickerson James G.
Jones of Rock port have been on their annual Harding, of Thomas H. Marshall
Bel-

gunning trip among the islands in McIntyre’s
yacht Surf.
S. B. Holt has hauled out his newly acHe is to make her
3 feet wider before he launches her again
He is putting some new door timbers in the
Fred.

quired yacht, the Gale.

Capt. H. D. Gilman has had the Jennette
hauled out in Dyer’s dock, and talks of putting a new overhanging bow on her. It is the
first time she has been hauled up since Capt.
Gilman took charge of her.
The sloop Silence (formerly the Stranger)
has been sold by Charles Kennedy to C. II
Gray of Old Town, a summer sojourner at

NUMBER 41.

Post,
unanimously elected president;
secretary, H. R. Dawson, E. M. Billings
Post, Monroe; chaplain, A. P. Hatch, Burnham ; treasurer, F. L. Palmer, E. M. Billings
Post, Monroe. Dinner was provided by the
Relief Corps of Geo. G. Davis Post, Brooks.
After dinner the meeting was called to order
in the church, as the G. A. R. hail was not
large enough to hold the people. Music was
furnished by the Brooks Cornet band, who
fast

was

marched to the church under command of
their drill master, J. H. Gordon.
The committee on time and place of next meeting re-

and Mrs. Chas. F. Shaw will leave toto visit friends in Waterville.

Mr.

morrow

to

the

present time about 5,000 pounds of lobster
meat is disposed of in this city every week
and the dealers figure about six lobsters to
the pound of meat.
It has been decided to make a test case of
the legality of selling lobster meat without
first showing that the lobster was of legal
length. The outcome of the case will be
watched with the deepest interest both by

ville.

R.

Diinton, Esq.,

F.

went to Portland
business.
Miss Ella M. Folsom went to Boston Tuesday for a short visit.

Monday,

on

Mr. and Mrs. O. G. White left yesterday
visit friends in Boston and vicinity.

Alonzo Dutch returned Saturday from
business trip to Boston.

Herbert J. Morrison and John Hurley
Boston yesterday on business.

Mrs. Wesley J. Bailey went to Brunswick
Monday for a short visit.

went to

and Mrs. C. D. Miles of Dorchester,
are visiting Mrs. M.’s mother, Mrs.
Eben Edwards.
Mr.

Mass.,

The Art Offer made by the Ladies' Home
Journal recently has been taken advantage
of by the young people in the Universalist
church, and they expect shortly to place on
exhibition and sale the entire set of fifty
pictures, all of which are reproductions in
color of paintings for which high prices were

paid.
Luke S. Greenlaw of Reno, Neb., is visitrelatives in New England. He was
with his brother William J. Greenlaw of
Northport the past week and left for Massachusetts yesterday. Mr. Greenlaw will be
remembered by many of our older citizens
as teacher of the “apprentice school” from
1853 to 1857. This is his first visit east for
more than 35 years.
%

ing

ported in favor of Morrill, the first Thursday
in November, The following program was
North Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron
given; Music by band; prayer by cliaplairr; Pitcher went to New York last Saturday,
of Northport. Webster has hauled her out on address of welcome
by John H. Gordon; re- where they are to remain for the winter.
Waldo county to organize a mutual fire in- the beach south of the steamboat wharf.
sponse by A. Stinson; music by band; re- Mr. Pitcher has made extensive improvesurance company, was discussed by M. B.
C. F. Brown of Pulpit Harbor has begun marks
by H. R. Dawson; recitation by Mrs. ments on his buildings and grounds this
Hunt, D. O. Bowen, J. H.Cunningham, B. F. work on a small gasoline launch, 22 feet Rowe; remarks
by Dr. A. J. Billings; reci- summer and now lias the prettiest stand in
Foster, R. W. Ellis, J. G. Harding, C. M. long, for the Lamb Gasolene Engine and tation by Mrs.
remarks by Eeon- the village... .The hunters, Messrs. Chapin
Merithew;
Howes and J. W. Farrar. W. W. Stetson, Power Co. of Portland. She will be finished ard
Rowe; recitations by Miss Hobbs and and Hutchinson of Boston, arrived Tuesday,
Lecturer of the State Grange, was present with Southern cedar, oak and
Miss Stinson; remarks by Audrew Johnson; and are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
mahogany.
and gave a most excellent lecture.
The
Messrs. David Fuller and O. E. Copeland recitation by Carl Jenkins.
A. E. Nicker- Mitchell... W. S. Hatch and Millie Mitchell
grange was closed with music by the choir.
of Thomaston have bought of Boston parties son proposed a rising vote of thanks to the are attending the State Sunday school conThe next meeting will be with Sandy
the steam yacht Munasca, a boat 37feet long, people of Brooks for their hospitality, and vention in Bangor-Mr. and Mrs. Geo. U.
Stream Grange, Unity, Oct. 26tli, with the
with accommodations for 25 passengers. at four o’clock the meeting adjourned. [H.
White went to Brockton, Msss., Wednesday,
following program: Opening exercises; con- She has a
where they will reside during the winter
22-horse-power engine, using oil R. Dawson, Sec’y.
fifth
ferring
degree; address of welcome by- as fuel. The yacht will be used to
saason.
carry
Helen C.Thomas ; response by Mvrs Brown :
Down the Bay for Ducks and Fish.
pleasure parties.
Millinery Openings. Miss Southworth
report of granges; suggestions for the good
W. E. Page has completed the changes in
ami Miss French are ready to display their
l)r. ami Mrs. E. A. Wilson and
of the order; appointment of committee on
g-ests,
the yacht Catherine. He has enlarged the
Prof. H. C. Tinkliam, daughter Mabel Mrs. large assortment of fall and winter goods.
time and program for next meeting; recess;
it 22 inches wider
room,
standing
making
Richmond of Burlington, Vt., and Mr. and Miss French has gloves, hosiery, underwear,
music; topic, Was the last legislature justiand 3 feet longer, and raised the wash boards Mrs.
fied in making so large appropriations? to
Francis Tinkliam of Newport, drove to etc., and a large line of fancy goods. Miss
4 inches. He has also led all his halyards,
be opened by P. W. Ayer; continuation of
Lincolnville last Thursday by buckboird, Southworth will have her opening of trimsheets, etc., into the standing where tlie
med millinery Saturday, Oct. ltltli, one day
the fire insurance question.
The remain- downhauls,
gentlemen of the party joined
the craft much easier to
room,
making
der of the program to be furnished by Sandy
(.-apt. W. L. Howe and Mr. Stimpson only-The Misses Ellis announce their
handle.
opening of fall and winter millinery for FriRhoades on the sloop Ithe for a
Stream Grange.
risking and
day and Saturday, Oct. 15th and 10th. They
The launch Cochise, bought at Maranacook gunning trip down the hay.
They went diA Good Horse Gone to his Rest.
last week by Jr he Decrows, arrived Thurs- rectly to Isle an Haut, where they remained have a choice line of fall gloves and novelties.... Mrs. It. P. Chase is preparing for her
Prince is dead. He had attained the good day on a flat car and was put overboard at until Friday noon, risking. The Tinkliam
opening of fall and winter millinery Oct
horse age of thirty years, and liis infirmities Lewis wharf. She is a well-found and fit- brothers had uever visited our coast but are
21st and 22d, when she will have on exhibited craft, able, and is said to have a record ardent sportsmen and wished to
were such that it was a merciful thing to
try duck
tion pattern hats and bonnets in exclusive
close his existence painlessly. During the of 9 miles an hour in fresh water. She has shooting, so a run was made to Matinieus,
Our milliners have all visited the
been given a number of experimental trips but tlie weather was not favorable.
Monday designs.
past summer lie had been used about two
proved the most favorable and the decoys New York and Boston markets, and can be
hours a day, which kept him in fair condi- and found very satisfactory.
There was a yacht race at Carver’s Harbor were set at three o’clock in the morning and depended upon for the late:.: styles.
tion, but the Sunday rest in bis stall stiffenWells & Co.’s Opening. The fall openThe Rockland Star corre- 13 ducks were tlie reward,of early work.
ed his limbs, and with the coming of cold last Saturday.
weather, when he must have been kept spondent says: “It is undisputed that the 1 hey caught a large lot of risk and as usual ing of Wells & Co., Tuesday and WednesEthel is a fair and square winner and still the line broke on the largest one—a halibut day, was very successful notwithstanding
within doors, he would have become
perfectly helpless. He made a good appearance holds the championship as well as the $15 —just as it was brought to tlie rail. Dr. the threatening weather. There was a conand retained much of his spirit utir.il the purse. The R. Mont Arey sailed proudly Tinkliam succeeded in lauding a large cod, stant stream of visitors to the store through1
last. The day before lie was taken to his homeward and won $10, aud Wallace’s boat at which he was very much elated. Mr- out both days and every lady who attended
final resting place in the country he. was came next and put in a claim for the re- Francis Tinkliam left the party at Matini" I the opening had the privilege of examining
photographed in harness by Frank Blodgett, maining $5. The other two boats got left." cus iu a naphtha launch for Rockland and j the very latest styles in fai' and winter
The latest and most stylish
and the picture shows as stylish looking an Dunbar and Clayter were the owners of the arrived here early Monday. In response to j millinery.
shades are in brown and many very taking
A
other boats.
a telegram he and his wife left on tlie boat
animal as one could wish to see.
Prince
Monday afternoon for home. The party combinations are seen. The trimming is
came to Belfast when two or three
years old
in natural plumage, ostrich feathers
found it anything but pleasant on the
Meeting of the School Committee.
aud was owned by Edgar Paul. He sold
trip largely
home Monday and Capt. Howe made Cam- being extensively used. The old style of
him to A. A. Small, anil lie to Dana B
The Belfast school committee held a specden as a harbor, not wishing to continue the natural plumage is revived. The hat which
Southworth, who used him as a driving ial meeting last Monday
evening. At a trip to Lincolnville. Drs. Wilson and Tink- attracted the most attention was an evening
horse. It is said that Mr. S. drove in from
previous meeting, when the resignation of kam arrived home
hat with shirred crown uf pink vc.vct, ;i
Riverside cottage, Quailtabacook, to the Mr. R. L.
Monday evening.
Ilsley as Principal of the High
deep puff of lavender, a lavender plume,
Southworth farm in 40 minutes; and then School was
received aud accepted, the secwhite aigrettes and white chiffon rosettes,
and later Prince had few rivals as a roader.
Resolutions of Respect.
retary of the board was instructed to prewith steel ornaments. This hat possessed
Nineteen years ago, when Prince was 11
pare resolutions appreciative of the services
Whereas Our Divine Master above in liis the rare
quality of being equally becoming
years old, he was bought by A. A. Howes of Mr.
I'sley, to be signed by the committee infinite wisdom lias entered our Order and to either blonde or brunette. Another very
and had since been used in the business aud
and forwarded to him at North Abington, removed from our midst our dearly beloved
sister, Hannah Couant, a charter member of handsome head-dress was all blank, of shiras a driving horse, and it would be difficult
Mass.
The following resolutions were
Morning Light Grange, who was always red velvet with ostrich plume and aigrettes.
to till bis place in either
capacity. Did adopted Monday eveniug:
faithful to the order.
A brown hat with owl plumage, in which
space permit much could be said as to bis
Resolved, That we tender our heartfelt
Resolved, That in the resignation of Mr.
breast anti tail of
intelligence. He could be sent to and from Reuben L. Ilsley, as Principal of our High sympathy to her children ami friends iu the head, wings, talons,
the house or .store without a driver, would School, the city of Belfast sustains the loss their bereavement, and may they look be- the bird were used, was very pretty. The
yond the shadow and, by faith, behold their store presented a gay appearance with new
of one of its best and most faithful teachers.
turn and back up for a
load by simply
mother and sister, waiting their coining on
Resolved, That during Mr. Ilsley’s admin- the
millinery, ribbons and trimmings tastefully
other side.
being spoken to, and did not require to be istration our High School has steadily imResolved, That although bowing in sub- arranged and the effect heightened by growhitched. All wlit) had to do with him re* proved, its moral tone greatly strengthened,
mission to His will, Who doeth all tl
mgs
ing plants and flowers. Miss Florence Wells
garded him as a marvel of a horse, aud his its scholarship increased, and its students well, we
deeply deplore the loss of our bear is milliner and Miss Edith Mason assistant.
greatly elevated.
late owners and their families had real afwhose
life
was a lesson for
exemplary
Resolved, That Mr. Ilsley has shown him- dicier,
fection for old Prince aud mourn his depart- self to be a valuable citizen as well as au us all, and whose pleasa.it voice was always
Accidents.
Mrs. Jeremiah Bridge of
to cheer in all our undertakings.
ready
able
teacher.
ure.
was quite severely
injured in a
Resolved, That our charter be draped for Bucksport
the space of thirty days ami these resolu- carriage accident in this city last Friday afJohn F. Tilton,
tions be placed on our records, a
I
Obituary.
James EE. Howes,
copy for- ternoon. Mrs. Bridgeand Mrs. Flora Reeves
warded to the family of our sister, and
George Grotton,
of Bucksport were visiting Mrs. Lydia Jipbe
in the local papers.
Mrs. Mary A. Cottrell died at her home in
printed
Herbert T. Field,
School
son, and the three had been into the coundear
mother
and
Farewell,
sister
George S. Mills,
the
rest
East Belfast, Oct. 7th, after a brief
Committee
sweet,
illness,
Weary with years and worn with pain,
W. R. Howard,
try to visit a friend. When coming into the
of
of heart disease. Mrs. Cottrell was born in
till in some happy place
Farewell,
Chas. A. Pilsbury,
Belfast.
city about 5 o’clock the horse became frightWe shall behold thy lace again,
Moutville, Sept. 1, 1822, her maiden name
L. Hayford,
’Tis ours to miss thee all our years,
ened at a tire by the side of the street and
W. G. Hatch,
being Lucas. She married Capt. ChristoAnd tender memories of thee keep;
n front of
A. A.
ran upon the banking
Roscoe Black,
Thine in the Lord to rest; lor so
pher Y. Cottrell of Belfast and came here
"He givetli his beloved sleep.”
it was voted to pay Miss Grace E.
Small's residence on Cedar street. The carwith him in early womanhood.
Walton,
He died 21
Belle J. Palmer,
of the North Primary school,$2 per
j Com. riage was overturned, the top and one
years ago, but her home has been on the principal
C. E. Durham,
J- on wheel were broken off and the occupants
week for extra work devolving upon her.
same place for more than 40
ISettie Fairbanks,) Res.
Her
years.
Mrs. Bridge was unable to
The matter of non-resident pupils came up,
thrown out.
life was well spent, being devoted to the
and it was decided that the law covering
move and was taken to Mrs. Jipson’s in a
care of her family and the welfare of those
Transfers in Real Estate.
hack. Dr. Ham was called and found that
about her. She leaves one son, Capt. Chris- such cases should be observed, and the
no bones were broken and there were no
topher Y. Cottrell of Belfast, and one daugh- tuition in grades below the High school
The following transfers in real estate were
serious bruises or cuts, but the patient was
ter, Mrs. Jennie S. Braley of Malden, Mass. was fixed at 25 cents per week.
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
Both were wfith her when she died. One
suffering severe pain internally. The others
for the week ending Oct. 13, 18l»7: Geo. W.
Concerning Local Industries.
were not injured.
The horse ran down
sister, Mrs. Eliza J. Bridges of Pittston, Pa.,
Brown et als., Warren, to Frank E.
Moore,
and one half-brother, Orringtou
The
Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. is Searsmout; laud and buildings in Sears- Spring street to the McClintock residence
Going of
Clifton, Me., survive her. The funeral was building two stave machines for customers, mont. Chas. H. Woodman, Chelsea, Mass., 1 where the carriage collided with a shade
tree and was badly demolished. The horse
held at her late home Sunday afternoon, some heavy machinery for the Belfast Light to Hattie J. McFarland,
Union; land and
Rev. C. H. Wells officiating. A large num- & Power Co., ami is having a good run of buildings in Northport. Charles Durham, kept on to Centner’s stable and stopped.
ber of mourning relatives aud friends at- job work. They have set up one of their Boston, to Geo. V. Pingree, do.; land in Mrs. Bridges’ injuries proved to he not very
tended, and the floral offerings were many granite polishers at the machine shop for Isles boro. Charles Durham, Boston t,o Al- serious and she went home by boat the next
and beautiful.
bert J. Pingree, do.; laud in Islesboro. morning... .Dr. E. L. Stevens was called to
exhibition.
Swanville Tuesday evening to attend LeonThe Mt. Waldo Granite Co. has closed an- John Cookson, Winter port, to John F.
The Belfast Schools.
ard Harvey, who had four ribs broken by a
laud
and
Hussey,
do.;
in
Winterbuildings
other large contract for furnishing stone for
Allen M. Small, Freedom, to J. H. kick from a horse.
Superintendent Brick is looking closely the Philadelphia mint. This company has port.
after truancy.
Monday he visited the var- at present 150 stone cutters at work and is Damon, Unity; land and buildings in FreeIslesboro. Mrs. Catherine Sherman died
still adding to its force. At Mosquito niouu- dom. Wm. If. Thomas, Belfast, to Roseltlia
ious places in the city where young people
J. Swift, do.; land and buildings in Belfast. Oct. 5th, aged (K> years, 2 months and 22
tiin they are daily putting on men.
are employed and gave notice that the law
Chas. F. Ginn, et al., Belfast, to Geo. H. days. She was the oldest person in town.
relating to school attendance is to be strictThe Short Lobster Law.
Ryder,
Monroe; land and buildings in Mon- She had been confined to her bed for a numly enforced. The law provides that every
ber of months and retained her faculties to
roe.
S.
S. Brown et al.,
child between the ages of 5 and 15 shall atWaterville, to
Portland, Oct. 11. It is suspected that j
the very last. She had been a remarkably
tend school lb weeks in each year beginning certain people down the bay have for some I Isaiah C. Tuttle, Unity, land in Unity.
with the spring term. Mr. Brick found a time been violating the short lobster law by Oliver E. Keene, Liucolnville, to H. A. active woman all her life. Rev. James Boyd
boiling the fish and sending Luce, do.; land aud
few boys at work and made arrangements surreptitiously
buildings in Lincoln- of the Free Will Baptist church, of which
the meat to market out of the shell. At
for their attending school.
Three flag days, occur next week : Sunday,
Oct. 17th, the surrender of Burgoyne, 1777;
Monday, Oct. 18th, the surrender of Corn-

PERSONAL.

Mrs.

Sherman

had been

a

member since

early womanhood, conducted the services
The Belfast Creamery.
and spoke of the varied scenes and changes
The new Belfast creamery will probably* witnessed by the deceased during the past
be ready for business the first of next week. century-Mr. Charles Pendleton is under
wallis, 1781; and Thursday, Oct. 21st, the
the doctor’s hands with a bad trouble in his
Most of the machinery and apparatus is in
Discovery of America, 1492. As the first
throat. His recovery is somewhat doubtful.
named comes on. Sunday two will be observposition and the connections made to boiler,
They had a pound party at Union hall Fried together the next day, which is also a flag the general public and the fishermen.
etc.
The
has
the
vats,
caengine,
creamery
for his benefit and the net receipts
day. Superintendent. Brick is preparing a
for taking the milk of 300 cows, and day night
new printed folder
We live in a country of which the princi- pacity
giving the list of flag
were about $20-Mr. Thus. W.
Gilkey reto
be
made
can easily
accommodate double
days, storm signals, etc.
pal scourge is stomach trouble.
mains about the same as when first taken.
It is more wide-spread than any other dis- that number. Mr. F. C. Baker, the manaH's power of speech is about gone and his
First Case Under the Law.
ease, and, very nearly, more dangerous.
will arrive to-day aud make the final
One thing that makes it so dangerous is ger,
recovery is very doubtful_Capt. Montfor
the
milk
and
The
first
understood.
cream
case of enthat it is so little
taking
arrangements
Biddeford, Oct. 8.
If it were better understood, it would be from the farmers. It is understood that the gomery of sch. Robert McFarland of Thornforcement of the law of 1895, requiring
practising physicians to register before a more feared, more easily cured, less univer- creamery is to take either milk or cream as aston was in town last week visiting friends.
board of medicine and prohibiting the un- sal than it is now.
warranted use of the title “doctor,” has ocBurnham. Mrs. Oshea Whitten, who is
So, those who wish to be cured, take the patrons prefer, aud will sell principally
curred here. J. Richard Spillings, a travel- Shaker Digestive Cordial, because it goes to as cream, though some butter will be made. H4
years of age, fell Oct. 5th and broke her
as
no
other medicine The
ing medicine vender, who has been here the root of the trouble
product will be disposed of principally thigh near the hip joint. The probabilities
several weeks, and has been known as Dr. does. The pure, harmless, curative herbs
are that she will never walk
C. H. Vito, was given a hearing in the Bid- and plants, of which it is composed, are in Boston, where Mr. Baker has a large
again, if she
deford municipal court on a charge of violat- what render it so certain and, at the same trade in dairy products. The business must
lives through the suffering.
His
cure.
the
in
so
a
act
defence
was
question.
time,
gentle
ing
a benefit to this community as cash
that he had not claimed to be a registered
It helps and strengthens the stomach, prove
New Orleans estimates its loss from the
will be paid for the milk or cream, and the
physician in this State. Recorder Weymouth purifies and tones up the system.
fever epidemic at $25,000,000. That
held the respondent for the January term of
Sold by druggists, price 10 cents to $1.00 natural effect will be to increase the number yellow
would have paid for a good deal of sanitary
the supreme court.
per bottle.
of milch cows kept in the vicinity.
work.

Mrs.

W.

Tuesday foi

L. Hanson went to
a short visit.

a

Searsport

Mrs. F. W. Pote visited friends in Belfast

Tuesday

and

Wednesday.

Mrs. Henrietta Grant of Winterport visited S. L. Dodge the past week.
a

Mrs. Francis Jones returned Monday from
visit in Albion and Waterville.

Mrs. Annabel Hopkins of Brewer went to
Boston Monday for a short visit.
Miss Lettie Doak of South Brewer visited
relatives in Belfast the past wt ek.
Fred L. Banks, Esq., of Boston was in
the first of the week on business.

town

Helen A. Carter left Saturday fur
she will spend the winter.

Mrs.

Lowell, where

Mrs. Celia Herrick of Stockton Springs is
her nephew, Wellman L. Hanson.

visiting
Mr.

for

a

and Mrs. T. B. Diusmore left Tuesday
short visit in Boston and New V rk.

Mrs. Warren Hanscom and
Thomaston are here on a visit of

.hid
f
month.

a

Miss Matilda F. El well ame from Boston
week on business and returned. Mon-

last

day.
Adoniram Rigby of the Ot\ f Mex
ar
-.s,t his me cm Mrs. F.
rived Monday r
§
Brick.
Mrs. Martha J. i.
-nd Mrs
Fierce left Monday morning for a
Boston.

\

G.

G.

i.iit

in

James Mitchell, wife ami daughter spent
Sunday with Mrs. M.’s parents, Mr and
Mrs. John N. Stewart.
John and M illiam Mitchell have gone
from Union to Portland to work on the government fortifications.
Senator Frye left Lewiston
Monday for
Ohio, where he is to take the stump for three
v eeks in the
coming campaign.
Norman Ward well, Esq., of Bangor
Belfast Sat unlay to take depositions
case to he tried in Bangor this week.

was

in

in

,i

Mrs. G. G. Winslow is spending tin week
Bangor attending the Sun.lay School Convention and the Maine Mtis: -ai Festival.

in

Mr. L. C. Smith, who spent the past thr.
months in Searsmont, has returned t Belfast and expects to spend the winter '.
••

Hon. Fred Atwood and County A:
Bowden of Win erport were in the «• iry
first of the week attending Probate
O. D Wilson, Esq., of Searsim-or >.■•••
last Friday fr< in a four weeks \ isit
d.l ighter, Mrs. Sidney Keene, in S

■

>

the

.;

i,.•.i

o

,-i

■

Mass.
Messrs, tleo. If. Johnson, C. P. Ha
and B. F. Dunton exp.-et
start u
v
days on a deer hunting trip to northern
Maine.
Grand Secretary Brackett and Mm. Br
ett went to

Farmington Mon.la;.

the semi-annual session of tl
of Good

.■

\

ml

art.

>.ige

grami i,

Templars.

Mr. and Mrs. John ( n.
land last Friday from

they passed the

summer,

w

an.i

w.m:

:.

;

ir

home in Searsmont.
David Alexaml
Tlmrsdav for the first time
hiand has been out several times
has not been able to resume has ness
James

Nickerson

and

iter*

•.

imt

p.e.o.

Tuesday for Greeubusli. Mrs N kmm
1 win visq frie
accompanied them
U in
Greenhusli while tl e men go d.-.-r hunting
Capt. E. E. Pend let..', will g..
I i,. s t
To-day for a week's v sit. IPs p
American Express messenger n t!
••.mi
will he supplied during his ahs.-a ,•
p p
Sawyer.
..

Drs. A. July of Waterville and Geo. l;
Caldwell of Ellsworth were guests
Dr. \\
P. West of this eity
Tuesday. They all.
•'

Rockland yesterdav to attend tie
of the Maine \>t-r nar\
Medical Association of wi.n li in. West .s

went

to

quarterly meeting
Secretary.

Hon. Hiram Bliss, Jr., of
Wushiugt* n.
who was attending
art rn tins
w.(taken violently ill at the Thorndike .h.e.
where lie is stopping, one day last w. .-k,
for several days his eondition w--.
t,
y
alarming. He is now able to he
;,tid
attend to his business in court. Mrs. p>. *.s
was with him during his illness, and e
,,s
attended by I)r. Aider.. fRo. klaud Uomi.
••

1 Hill Carnes, of tin* firm of Bradman \
Carnes, cigar manufacturers, of tins
r\
started Monday for a two week’s visit
to liis parents m Pennsylvania.
II.
,mie

here two years ago and this is his rirst
n
home. While away he will buy a ye n 's
supleaf tobacco in the New Y rk md
ply
Baltimore markets.
«T. Alonzo Nutter, well known in the
hotel circles of New England, ha* i. ased
the Hotel St. Marc in New
York, with w Inrii
he had previously been connected,
Mr
Nutter in years gone by was well ko uvu t,»>
the traveling public of this State,
through
his connection with the Boston ,V
Bmgor

Steamship Company,

as

steward.

Dr. John F. Hill will he a ean.p 1 ite f, r
the member of the executive emim
tneu
lvennebee county, who will he n ta d
the delegation [mni the r,.Unt\
next
legislature. There are no meof any eamlidate
,«
appearing :a
against him. His friends sav tin
u
n )>,
m» opposition.
Dr. Hill w ih spei d a
t1,1,1 Of Jos time m St. Louis the
eoining
winter, dividing it between Augusta and

the western

city

Mrs. Hill

owns

a

hand-

residence in St. Louis, her former
home. Dr. Hill will make ins first
tr.p m
November. [Augusta Age.
some

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Adams arrived h

uno

Friday morning from a month’s trip, during
w hieh
they attended the Sovereign Grand
Lodge of Odd Fellows, in Springfield, 111. Mr.
Adams

member of the committee on
was obliged to he in
Spring*
tield one week before the
opening of the
regular session. While in Springfield Mrs.
Adams was presented with a solid silver
Lincoln souvenir spoon, and Mr. Adams
with a volume of Coffin's Life of
was

a

appeals, hence

Lincoln,

and StilIson’s History of Odd
Fellowship.
Two chapters of the last named work were
written by Russell G. Dyer of

Portland,
formerly of Belfast. Since leaving Springfield, Mr. and Mrs. Adams have visited in
New Albany, Ind.;
Louisville, Ky.; Cincinnati. Ohio; Washington, I). C.;
Brooklyu,
N. Y.; New York City and Boston.

Editorial

The

Notes.

The Treasury Department is now rejecting otters of gold which are coming from

Sugar Industry.

Beet

[Correspondence

mam

of The Journal.

Washington, Get. 4, 1897. Secretary
But then Wilson, of the Department of Agriculture, j
ban Fianciseo and other cities.
this is not a Democratic administration!
j is confident that the result of this year’s 1
1
! experiments with sugar beets will add
There is Mr. Bryan making two speeches
300 per cent, to the beet-sugar factories j
a day in Iowa and jin t aching to break inof the country.
to Ohio and New Yuik, but the wily McT know of people who stand ready,”
j
Lean am; bheelian are sternly motioning
said he, in speaking on this subject, “to j
him away.
It’s too bad. in view of Mr
establish twenty beet-sugar factories iu
Bryan's fondness for public speaking.
this country next year.”
“That w ill be a pretty big increase, will j
A good deal was heard about coercion in
it not, Mr. Secretary?”
the last fall's campaign. The latest case
the manager of the Democratic campaign,
Allan O'Myers, has ordered ex-CongressTowne and other silverene

man

“It will. We

from Ohio in the announcement that

comes

orators

J

Dingley law receipts foi
September exceed those of

of

the month
the second

a

developed a de$13,000,000, while the second
the Dingley law was only about

iao-

naik party
ai

arc

]• *1 ssii.•

t

i■

are

in search of

doubt in my mind of the entire feasi-

‘‘That

The first meeting is to be held
October 14th. It is understood that a
considerable amount of money is to be invested iu the enterprise, and that the Wing
will be fitted out with an entire new plant,
including a building to be erected for the
purpose in Harlow street, East Market
A. Wilson.

on

the retention in the Unit-

square,

a great deal of
money which
goes abroad'.’”
A hundred millions is a good
‘Yes.
deal of money, and especially when it goes
out of tiie country.
If we can distribute
among our farmers the hundred million

tilings.

means

likely to adopt the single
hit. especially among the

j

ei

i.-an

h •..ncmis

feil\...

“The I

dollars which

we now

send abroad for

our

sugar it will be a very important tiling to
a:. >»t
nisi sentiment in the
i them and to the country ill general.
It
...
.inpaitlal and wimllv national will be
!
especially so to labor. People talk
which lias determined the provisions
;
about labor and about doing tilings for
■>:i’sjie\ law. and the wist* and stateslabor and for the cause of tlie workingman.
e
r.tusances of Piesident M< Kinley
\\ hat can lie done more to the
advantage
far t»- destroy the remnants of
of the workingman than to put into his
T
•••th-nalism which years ago tlncatpockets a hundred million dollars which
»
ed u> destroy tin union.“
we send out of the
country every year for

|

■

>,.:iii:an

views and

!

attitude in

single

a

1 amount

article'.’
which

set of

linotype machines, and

other

the
are

article

ail

on

news pages like those of Boston, which
the worst in appearance in the country.

They let out half the first page to the highbidder, keeping for their own scare
heads only the part that lies uppermost on
the news-stand; they break the news artiest

cles for advertisements and make the reader
story through three or four disorderly pages over shoes and under tootlipowder, etc.” This is unfortunately true. But
only one Boston paper chops up its shipping
follow

a

Jietaiiatory legislation with reference to experiments with the sugar-beet seed
tariff is not being heard from, despite w hich you sent out last spring?”
“We are gathering the beets produced
the dismal predictions of last June and
news and scatters it over two or three pages
July. The only place where it is suggest- from the seeds by sections and States into and half a dozen columns. Many in this
ed
m A rgent’.ue, and a
study of the com- our experiment stations, and testing and section have taken the paper mainly for the
liiei• tal relations of that
country with the analyzing them. These analyses are going shipping news, which formerly had its regubaited Mates shows that there is little on constantly, and will continue for some lar position ami could he turned to at once,
in .'liability that any action will be taken weeks or perhaps months.
It is a com- and to say that they are disgusted with the
" hi. h would (iistuib the business relations
paratively slow process, but one which present arrangement is expressing it mildly.
i>:
tin? two countries in view of the fact will
give us a thorough practical and scieni hat we buy more front
Argentine than she tific knowledge of the capabilities of tlie
The Cross and Jackson Reunion.
various sections of tlie country for this
buys from us.
In The Journal of Sept. 10th we pubkind of work, and while the analyses have
Ainhow, there is one thing that William
lished a partial report of the ninth annual
not yet progressed
has
very
far,
enough
Jennings Iiryan can still do. lie can write been done to
reunion of the Cross and Jackson families,
satisfy me that the results of
lettc:s.
He has been bribed to
which was held in Honesty Grange Hall,
keep out this year' s experiments with
beets
sugar
ol Nut 't
k Mate in person, ejected from
Morrill, Thursday, Sept. 9th. Last week
are going to be
anil
envery satisfactory
giver; the cold shoulder in Maryland,
I am confident that before the ; the Secretary, Frank L. Hatch, handed
couraging.
Mi.d 1:<* 1 \ed in Kentucky, but this does not
us a report from which we take the folend of another year we shall have
twenty- !
] ra out his writing letters at long range
additional particulars:
lowing
five
I
great beet-sugar establishments in op- i
‘‘boiling his advice wheu: it is nut elation in the
The weather was perfect, without the
United States, scattered all !
!
! :'-d.
I he l ni. ed States mails are still
the way from .Yew York to tlie Pacific ! threatening fog which had prevailed for
i *h t»* i.imandhy fuinishing to the newsseveral days previously.
Three tables
; Coast, and producing lar;
quantities of
'*!•'
at
J
eu] ies of Ids letters he still beet
were spread in the hall, and were bountiand opening tlie way to tlie 1
sugar
..!:;iucs i" k*-» ]. himself bei’oie the public
production by our farmers of at least a i fully loaded. Baked beans, chickens, hot
'i« >]dte tlu
Hurts of the leaders of his
large proportion of the sugar for which we coffee, etc., were served in abundance.
] .iMy t>> silence him.
Two hours were very pleasantly spent in
now send our
|
money abroad.”
sociability, etc., before the business meetThe
diiu Democrats are not by
any
A
breach of Promise Case.
ing was called to order.
n.«- ms
!■ .!]•]»> family. The silver
question
The President, Hon. I. H, Jackson of
1.
n<
"idy made a wide breach in the
Mrs Louise Dingley
the
Hadley,
(laughter
called the meeting to order.
u
Belfast,
1 tin- party but is
of
the
Hun
breach
Jeremiah
making
Dingley uf Auburn, has
was offered by l!ev. G. S. Hill of
v.; iei
Prayer
Not
been
eveiy day.
only arp the goldadjudged guilty of the charge of breach
j
and a duett was sung by Miss
jVnn.vrats absolutely divorced from that of promise, brought against her
by Arthur S. Nobleboro,
branch id the party which made free silver Meleher, and damages have been awarded in Nellie Thompson and Mr. Trafton Hatch.
the sum of >1781), which is the sum it. will
committee on location reported in
t iie iiief plank of the
platform, but now cost Mrs. Hadley for trilling with his affec- [ The
favor of the first Thursday in September,
didate McLean and his followers want tions. It is understood that the
stood
jury
11 to 1 for the plantiff on the first
to .bandon free silver and as a result are j
ballot, and 1,898, at Honesty Grange Hall, Morrill,
I that one man stood out for
eight
hours,finally
making another division in the party. Oliair- yielding to the pressure of the other 11. The and the report was adopted.
case has been one of thu most
The following oflicers were elected:
n ■.ji <
sensational
Myers, w ho, it is said, ordered ex- ever tried
in Androscoggin
County, and the President, Hon. I. H. Jackson, Belfast;
*
Towue
oil the stump and newspapers have made the most
l.giessman
of it.
Vice Presidents, Sharon Kendall and
out of the State, and even McLean
liimIsrael Woodbury, Morrill; Secretary and
selt, are understood to be urging the absoThe Orland Fair.
lute abandonment of the silver cause.
Treasurer, Frank L. Hatch, Morrill.
About 700 people attended the fair in OrTile following committees were chosen:
land Sept. 28th. There w’ere some
M r. Bi van seems to be
On refreshments, Mr. and Mrs. Israel
very fine
defying the chairexhibits of fruits, vegetables, fancy articles,
man and political leaders of his own
Cross, Searsmont; Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah
party.
etc., in the hall, and on the grounds the
( hiiirman Jones lias
recommended to the
Gross, Morrill; Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
usual fakers and side shows. At the
baby
New ^ oik Demoeiits that
they ignore the show in the afternoon, Mrs. Annie Harri- Cross, Morrill; Mr. and Mrs. Riley Jackman’s baby took the prize as the
siiu
On entertainment, Mr. and
prettiest. son, Morrill.
question; .Senator Gormau has al- There
were the usual
matches beMrs. Roscoe Cross, Mr. and Mrs. Russell
ready ignored it in Maryland, and John tween oxen. The ball pulling
game between the
McLean in Ohio is ti ying to ignore
Deluge Engine companies from Cross, Mr. and Mis. Frank L. Hatch, all
it, even Torrent andwas
won
the
i-s

>.
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the Mate convention had made it the
feature of its platform,
lu spite of
the attitude of these three
leaders, howcwi. Mr. Bryan
to the front
prances
am!

!

boldly

letter just published urges the
New \ oik Democrats to make silver
the
Dading issue of their light, saying: “The
is>uc is the life of the
It now he:n

a

party.”
rn mes
an
interesting question
whether Mr. Bn an is
running the

it)

see

Bucksport

by

Deluge,

24 to 5.

The fair closed with a grand hall in the tow
w hich was
largely attended.

hall,

j

by

services, after which the
meeting adjourned, to the time and place
as

before voted.

A Common

well
Mr.

Collegians.

The Camden Herald gives the
following
summary of the young collegians of that
town:
Miss Emma Alden, C. H. S. ’96,
Dana Hall, Wellesley; Miss Grace
Parker, 1
C. H. S. ’{Ml, Miss Garland’s Kindergarten,
Boston; Henry Evans, C. H. S. ’90, Bowdoin ; Walter lvnowlton, C. H. S. ’97, Vermont, Academy, Saxtons
River, Vt.; Miss
Delia (.Cleveland, C. H. S. ’91, Pratt
Institute,
N.
Y.;
Sherman
Brooklyn,
Perry, Colby;
Miss Emma Tobin, C. H. S '95, Brewster
Academy, Wo If boro, N. H.; Howard Perry,
Vermont Academy: Bennie and Claude
Al.leii, Vermont Academy; Miss Edna
Waldron, Wellesley College; Miss Edith!
Knight, C. If. S. ’{Ml, Miss Norton’s Kinder- |
garten, Portland; Miss Annie Allemvood, :
Henry Upton, Fred Porter, Castine Normal j
School: Maurice lumbar. Hebron; Miss'
Mabel Ludwig, C. H. S. ’96, Frank Miller,
Bates; Miss Lizzie Dow, Nathan Hopkins, |
Rockland Commercial College.
I

Another hour was very pleasantly spent
in listening to a finely rendered program
consisting of declamations, select read-

choir for their

Bryan.
Camden

of Morrill.

j

Demo-

as

j

my the: “1 wonder what idiot originated tin* phrase, ‘There’s no
accounting for ings, duetts and a dialogue.
taste.’
Tompkins: “Why?” Smythe:
A fine address of welcome was read by
“Because I’d like to get at him! I’ve |
just been accounting to tlie milliuer and i Mrs. Ida Cross and a response by ltobie
modiste for my wife’s taste.
[Brooklyn Jackson.
Life.
A vote of thanks was extended to the
S

(,:atie party and whether such
experienced, time-honored leaders as Chairman
Jones, Senator Gorman aud others of that
class, are to be relegated to the rear, aud
the management of party
affairs,
as all of its
candidacies, assumed

n

SICK

HEADACHE
Positively
cured by these
Little Pills.

They also relieve

Distress from

Dyspepsia,

Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for
Dizziness. Nausea, Drowsi.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated
Tongua
Pain in the Side, TORPID
LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
small Dose.

Small Price.

The first bread

you make of Rob

Roy
duplicated
“baking”

Flour will be
in every other
from the barrel.
barrel you

use

The second

of it will be

^duplicate
,itenth barrel will be

a

of the first, and the

'a.aine

as

just

the

the second.

The finest patent flour

fyti'

.t can be made from

the choicest

win-1

kter wheat.

active work, ami will no doubt
later to the profession he lias adorned.

“The Business of a Newspaper" in the October Scribner’s it is said of
the insatiable demands of the advertiser:
“If he were allowed to have his way he
would deflect the editorial page and make
In

we

our

<

jr

resume

return

Then add to that the

j

after

*

He lias certainly well earned the
vacation of six months he now proposes to
take, lie has had several flattering offers

send to other parts of
•_ .id u» ■m- iv.
'uniti'-u of silver by Snate
flic world for other classes ol farm prous are stil
1 tain,
i)ne day he j
ducts which might be kept at home aud
o;a-nee.that hi- is opposed to it; the
the total is something enormous.
The
iv-,'
h<- announces that he favors it.
value of the products of agriculture which
* ta
the next day he tries to announce that
are brought into the United states, and
Jit- ha> said nothing on the subject.
The
which we might produce at home if we
lau* p.-p.u ratio leader is evidently ashamed
were to make the
proper effort, is iu round
Oi the
oinpany lie is keeping, but apnumbers,
*380,000,000
per year.
Why not
sees
n<» way of
parently
breaking loose
them to our farmers?”
from it.
There are others in the same give
“What is being done, Mr. Secretary, in
boat.
the way of learning tlie result of this year’s

<

x

Experience.

Scene I.—Mr. Johnson is obliged to give
up work, remain in the bouse and take
care of himself on account of a dreadful
scrofula sore on one of his limbs.
Scene II.—Mr. Johuson read a testimonial which tells of scrofulous troubles
cured by Hood’s Sarsaparilla. He resolves to try it, sends for a bottle and
begins taking it.
Scene III.—Mr. Johnson has taken six
bottle of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. His scrofula sore is cured. He is feeling stronger, has a good appetite and is able to attend to his work. He writes a testimonial telling of bis experience^ ith Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, and recommends it to
others.
For Pin Worms, Eczema, Hives, in fact
any of the various torturing, itchy diseases
of the skin, Doan’s Ointment is an instant
and positive remedy.
Get it from your
ilealer.

HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ills, Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
Easy to take, easy to operate. 25c.

----

NEWS

Oh

I HE

EEK.

vr a

sit.
Attorney ireuerai
Waterville Mail reporter
that partridges are scarce in the big woods
this fall.
Mr. Harris recently drove some
40 miles in the Dead River region over a
road where usually a great many birds are
seen at the
roadside, and came back over
the same route and yet did not see a
single
bird.
The people who live in that vicinithe
bad weather of last spring inty say
terfered with the hatching of the broods
and there will be little good shooting this
season.Twenty thousand land locked
salmon were shipped Sept. 30th from the
Monmouth hatchery to Mooseliead lake,
in charge of Arthur Mason.
This is the
largest number of salmon ever raised
from the egg in a single year.Oct. 1st
fishing in Eagle lake, Mt. Desert, became
illegal, the close time being till next May.
This has been the best lishing season, in
the lake for years, and Nick ('man estimates that 300 salmon and 30 trout have
been taken out, most of them being above
the average weight and some
ranking with
any catches made in Maine lakes.The
Portland Expiess says that many of tho
fishermen do not have favorable reports
to make of the summer
lishing season just
over.
Some of the mackerel seiners say
they have not even paid expenses; the
sword lishing was some better but not
what it should have been. They hope for
better luck during the approaching season
of ‘'ll shore lishing.Last year there
"ere
transported over the Rangor and
Aroostook Railroad 2,'243 dt^er, 133 moose
and 130 caribou.
This year it is thought
that the deer record will be broken, while
the number of moose and caribou may fall
oil somewhat.
Anew law lias cut down
the moose hunting season so that while
formerly it was the same as the deer season—Oct. 1 to Jan. 1—it is now from Oct.
!•' to Dec. 1.The Fish and Game Commissioners
have
Wardens
appointed
Nichols of Foxcroft and Neal of Pittsfield
to inspect all game
shipments through
Ilangor, and a sharp lookout w ill be kept
! for game in transit not accompanied
by its
a.m)

Harris tells

years.

to

DUST

WASHING

DOWDKIt

Don’t Go to Alaska
FOR

GOLD
DUST
All Grocers Sell It.

Cleans

Everything.

MADE ONLY BY

Howard Owen, Esq., retired Sept. fiOtli
from the editorial chair of the Maine Farmer after a service of 10 years and 4 mouths.
His connection with newspaper work extends over a period of 4.'i years, a considerable part of which was passed on the Kennebec Journal as journeyman printer, lureman, local reporter, city editor aud member of the firm then publishing the paper.
He was the Augusta correspondent of the
Boston Advertiser for 10 years, and Register of Probate for Kennebec county for 10

now

a new7

a

GOLD

was

It is reported in Bangor that a corporation
be formed for the purpose of strengthening Congressman Boutelle’s paper, the
Whig and Courier. The gentlemen interested are Charles A. Boutelle, Edward P.
Boutelle, Hiram H. Fogg, Charles V. Lord.

beet-growing has already been
developed, show beyond question that it is
entirely practicable for the people of this
country to produce their own sugar.”

j
Aii

Print

Cox

is to

tions where

the 1 act that the leaders of the

«■!

e

and Periodicals.

for some years editor and
proprietor of the Boothbay Register, and
took liis printing material with him when
he went to Teuuessee. This is the first notice we have seen of his death.
Mr.

i-aity in that city is another ed States of

a;ic

e

;

Sole Aeents, Belfast.

developed in beet-raising, the results George Varney, F. W. Ayer, Edward Stetanalyses as have already been son, John L Cutler, E. R. Burpee, J. W.
made of the beets produced this year, and Palmer, Edward B. Nealley and Franklin

lKnry single Tax
ini t lie position of May or of GreatYolk b\ Li hu ge element of the

"•

1

have

e■mination of

..

,,

—

of such

into Ohio and New York.

<

_

—

Rea«ly

ing off their debts with unexampled rapidity. thus making Mr. Bryan's home State
w hat we know as to the results in former
a
.the! uncomfortable place for him just j
and as to this year’s crop in the secyears
now.
1‘his max account for bis anxiety to [
In.

J

1

P>. T. Cox, editor of the Union Eagle, the
only newspaper published in Uniou County,
Tennessee, was found dead iu his office one
He came to
morning early last month.
East Tennessee from Boothbay, Me. [The

bility and practicablity of the production
of all our sugar iu this country.
The inThe Nebraska banks are complaining
terest which the tamers of the country
that
have more
than
can

money
they
loan, and the farmers of that State are pay-

k

—

Papers

sum.

they

J

j

United

States now, all told, so that it will be an
increase of about 300 per cent., which 1

no

|
?

The makers of the Crawford Shoe for men have facilities U
for turning out 3600 pairs a day. They have one of the largest
shoe factories in the world.
There are no other lasts ‘‘just m
as good
as theirs
there can't be.
You get the ideas of U
...
practical shoe men in Crawford Shoes
sensible ideas
comfortable shoes.

half doz-

the

Beyond question. Of course
our analyses have not
progressed sufficiently yet to show very definitely what each
section has done or is doing, but there is

over

one-tenth of that

iu

“Yes.

month of the Wilson law
mouth of

factories

will be very good for the first year
of the experiment.”
“Your experiments of this year have ap
parently been successful, then?”

month of the Wilson law, and the deficit
The second
for the month is trilling.
li tit of

have, perhaps,

think

down off the stump and out of the State.
The

beet-sugar

en

2

THE SENSIBLE SHOE.

\

cided to close its gulf route to all freight
traffic.At a Cabinet meeting at Washington Oct. 1st the Cuban question was di-cussed, but there were no important developments.Minister Sewall writes that
the crisis between Hawaii and Japan is
over, and that an amicable adjustment is
easy of accomplishment.The President
has appointed Newton C. Bates, United
States navy, surgeon general and chief of
the bureau of medicine and surgery of
the navy.
lie succeeds Surgeon General
Tryon.At Oakland, Calif., Oct. 2d,
Joe Wheeler made a new world’s record
for four-year-old pacing geldings by pacing
a mile in 2.07
1-2, over a track that was
two seconds slow.Connecticut’s “little
towns’’ voted Oct. 4th in favorof the constitutional amendment requiring educational qualifications for citizenship.At
Kalamazoo, Mich., Oct. 4th, E. W. Peabody of Chicago, made a new world’s bicycle record for half mile of 1.00 1-3. A. C.
Mertens, John S. Johnson and Earl Kiser
on a triplet likewise made a world’s record
for a mile, 1.40 4-5.

a

Maine Matters.
Hanson B. Dean, a
well-known farmer at the Highlands, j owners.
Rockland, committed suicide about 0
o’clock September
30th
by jumping
Kansas Wit and Wisdom.
into the quarry on the Doe farm.
This
has
not
a
of
been
used
for
number
quarry
[From the Atclison Globe.]
years and was filled with water.The
A ball player is never known as Mr.
town of Ilampden has voted to exempt
from taxation for a term of ten years the
Nobody thinks it is wrong to steal a lead
plant of the Bangor, Ilampden and Winpencil.
terport electric railway, and has also appropriated the sum of $500 to help the
A good time is never as good as the reroad put the bridge over the Sowadabscollect ion of it.
cook stream in proper condition.At
the firemen's muster in Haverhill Oct. 1st
It is never any hardship for a girl to
the Kennebec Veterans of Brunswick
with the dishes away from home.
help
played 185 feet 0 3-4 inches, ranking
third.Theodore Goodrich, the man
All a man has to do is to look sad, and
who mistook a sportsman for a deer in
he will have female sympathy to burn.
and
shot
has
Stratton, Sept. 30th,
him,
been arrested and taken to Farmington,
A girl never knows how much hard work
but the grand jury refused to indict him.
she cau do until her best girl friend mar.The Andrcscoggin grand jury has reries.
ported 135 indictments, one of the largest
lists on record.
They are mostly liquor
A woman who loves her husband never
cases.The Franklin grand jury has reattempts any explanation of why she marturned nine indictments.
They did not ried him.
lind a bill against James Matthieson, the
Rangeley guide, for violation of the game
Our idea of a
is a man who lias
laws—Farmington ga\e a reception, Oct. his picture takenchump
in the act of playing an
afternoon
and
in
honor
of
1st,
evening,
Mrs. L. A. Bickford of Auburn, presi- autoharp.
dent of the Woman’s Relief Corps of
A woman looks for the best bargains at a
Maine, who practically began her work of
but usually takes any old
dry goods
officially inspecting the 30th Corps of the thing in a store,
husband.
Maine Division by this visit to Appleton
Corps of Farmington.Bangor people
There is one thing that gets a man into
are getting up a memorial
asking Gover- more trouble than love; carrying a pistol
|
nor Rowers to call a
special session of the and looking for a fight.
Legislature for the purpose of making an
appropriation for the completion of the
A circus man always succeeds, because i
Eastern Maine hospital for the insane at
he goes on the theory that all men are
is
in
which
institution
now
a
| Bangor,
chumps as well as liars.
naii-iimsiieu state, or m some way providing for tlie proper care of those
As a man
older, liis idea of home ;
patients for whom there is no room in becomes a growswhere he can
rest, withplace
the Augusta asylum.\ special from
out any noise to worry him.
Cooper’s Mills to the Augusta Journal
says that Fred Glidden’s house in East
An old fashioned woman’s idea is that a
Jefferson was burned Sunday, Oct. dd.
dinner isn't good unless the soup is hot
Glidden’s mother was removed in an inenough to burn your tongue.
sensible condition and his niece was

quite
badly
Loss, $2,000; insurance,
$700.Prescott Parker Holden, one of
burned.

the oldest citizens of baugor, died Oct. dd
from the infirmities incident to old age,
aged 01 years, lie was born in I)eer Isle
and came to baugor in lSdl.
His business was
lie leaves a
pump making.
widow, two sous and two daughters. One
son is
Edward E. Holden of Boston, a
well-known tenor singer, aud the other
has a government position in Washington.
....The end of one of the most interesting
cases, and in some respects, the most
sensational in the annals of criminal cases
in Cumberland county, came at 0 o’clock
Oct. 2d when the jury brought in a verdict of not guilty in the Waite arson case.
In Bhief.
Senator Edward O. Wolcott of Colorado lias arrived at London
from Paris.
In answer to a question on
the subject, the monetary commissioner
said he was merely waiting for the answer
of the British government, which he hoped
would be favorable to the provisions of
the commission.Secretary Long, Sept.
•".Oth, chose names for torpedo boats 10,
20 and 21, selecting Stringham, Goldsborough and Bailey, the names of three
distinguished commanders in the naval
service during the late war.John Wolfe
of Cripple Creek, Col., has had-donated
to him by Joseph Ladue, a half block of
ground in Dawson City, upon which he
intends to erect a mammoth hotel.
IIis
partners in this enterprise are 15 Chicago
business men.Harvard university began its 202d academic year, Sept. JOth.
It is not officially known how many students there are, but the freshmen class is
the largest in the history of the institution.A special dispatch from Madrid
says that a rumor prevails there to the effect that an important communication has
been received by the Spanish government
from the leaders of the Cuban insurgents,
suggesting the basis of a possible settlement of the Cuban difficulties.The
New York Evening World says Grover
Cleveland is anxious to succeed .Senator
Smith of New Jersey in the United States
Senate.
The latter’s term expires in
1899.The San Francisco Call says that
the appraisers of the late James G. Fair’s
estate have completed their task and that
their report will show that the value of
the Fair estate has been very much overrated.
Instead of being valued at from
thirty to sixty millions, the appraisers say
the official figures will be about 812,000,000 and certainly not more than 815,000,000.For the first time in the State’s
history Florida is shipping sponges to
Europe, and is receiving good returns on
all which reach the London market.
The Pope’s weakness is said to be inthe
creasing.lu consequence of
yellow fever quarantine in the Southern
States, the Southern Pacific Co. has de-

A

puts so much energy inand shooing out Hies as when
she has been thoroughly riled by her Inis
baud.
woman never

killing

to

It keeps a woman in a good humor if
her husband asks her forgiveness occasionally, even though he may have done nothing wrong.
In the country towns, a man shows his
symptoms of love by buying everything
offered him for sale when his best girl is
with him.

Every

has troubles of his own, but
the demands for sympathy made
by other people, not every man has a chance
to got around to them.

owing

man

to

The

Haine

Central

FAIRBANKCOMPANY,

Chicago. St. Louis. New York. Boston. Philadelphl

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE
FOR
EVERY llMMKllMM" ol

$730,070.

The total pasenger revenue in the State
of Maine which includes $101,077 for mail,
$07,771 for express and $22,348 for extra
baggage and storage was >1,744,774; total
freight earnings in the State $2,207,408.
There were expended for maintenance way
and structures $007,307, an increase of
$07,707; for maintenance of equipment
$427,008, a decrease of $37,000; for conducting transportation $1,714,100, a decrease of $07,800.
The percentage of expenses to earnings
was 04 per cent,
against 07 percent, the
previous year.
The total number of passengers carried
was 2,007,172; tons of
freight carried, 2,087,003. Some 0,227 tons of 77 pound steel
rails have been laid and 184,787 ties.
Accidents to employes, two killed, 32 injured; accidents to passengers, 12 injured;
to trespassers, seven killed, 17
injured; to
those not trespassing 14 injured.

Dear, Deer.
They do say a woman shot the first deer,
fKennebec Journal.
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WORMS

Hundreds

of Children an,', adults have worms
hut are treated f -r ot I er diseases
Tne .-yniptoms are -indigestion, with a
var a I !,11 •pet ite foil! tonitue offensive • *r• -t *: iiar 1 aml
full helly with w nsional KripuiK" and pai’ s
about the nvel. heat and itehine sensation n
tin- rent inti and a hunt the anus «•>
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dull. iti'hiriK >t the nose; short, dry eon^h;
KrindiiiK of the teeth, start in;:
tu'u: so-ep
slow fever, and often in childrei
.n wiisions.

STREET BLANKETS,
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TRUE’S
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PIN WORM
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Whor<- m worm, are present it nets ns a Toni.
ami currents the condition of the mucous membrane of the stomach and bowels
A positive
cure for ( \mstipation and Biliousness, an.I a valuable remedy in all the common complaints of
children. Price :k>o. Ask your drugm-t f
,(
Hr. J. I". Tlil^K \ CO., \nhurii, .Vie.
Special treatment r.ir rapeWornm Write .r fro-- pamphlet
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is the best worm remedy made.
It has been in use IGyeiirs,

Report.

The annual report of the Maine Central
Railroad for the year ending .June 30, has
been made public and is as follows: (Doss
earnings $4,023,33"), a loss from previous
i year of $87,283; operating cxpenccs $:;,173,287, a decrease of $08,3,87; income
from operation $1,770,070, a gain of $11,107; increase from other sources $20,847;
total income $1,770,107.
Total deductions from income: Interest
on funded debt,
$007,117; interest on current liabilities, $71,044; rents paid for lease
of road, $070,470; taxes, $112,283; leaving
net income $377,073, which is a
falling off
of $23,303.
Dividends of six per cent, on the common stock were paid
amounting to >208,742, leaving a surplus from operations of
The total surplus on June 30
$78,740.
was
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35c, a battle.
Avoid imitations.

... address and leceive by rettn ni:ni!
\\ «- maklotrue of the latest fur laslii.ms,
specialty of making all kinds >t tine t
incuts to measure without extra expense.
modeling old ^a-- ent.s to the latest sty les
Seal and sable
•ments redyed to look aas new.

H. G. BARKER, Furrier,
otibVi

'xYexser

H. H.
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EIA'*S C'REAM liAT.M is a posit!venire.
Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. 50
cents at r)nn_r"if»ts or by mail ; samples liic. by mail.'
ELY BROTH KRS, 50 Warren St.. New York City.

(iardiner, Maine

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
I*.
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FREEDOM, MAINE.

Ramblings Around Costa Rica's Capital.
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Peach

Perhaps the

best way to explore a
tii.sh American town is to begin with
7.

plazas,
-K«
.ii

because most things of imporusually grouped around them.
has fewer plazas than most of

are

hose

cities, but its half-dozen

esc

are unsur-

Arriving by rail, the
thing you see is the Parque de la
-tat ion, a large, well-kept park iu front
the depot, through which you pass on
up
and dower-beds is

wa>

and

tain

tii'holding
.dent

Fernandez.

the market

t>

Next

plaza;

iu

order

then the

grand

by

but
d.

u

.'pcteil

Twentieth century, as adored and
potent
as ever! Kingdoms have risen and
fallen,
generation after generation has gone to
dust and the world has advanced in
many
but the worship of a mythi
cal shoe goes on with undiminished

particulars,
fervor.

Fannie Brigham Ward.

a

('pen meadow hist
M.-verai hundred acres in

I

■

splendid
beyond the
ex-

with

greenest grass and
angles by double rows of

long by 40 wide, while graceful
of quibraliacha, (the hardest wood

shafts

LADY

COOK,

NEE

TENNESSEE C. CLAFLIX

remarked,

Lord Kaimes

in his

“History

of Man" that “Providence hath clothed
all animals that are unable to clothe themMan can clothe himself; and he
endowed beside with an appetite for
dress, no less natural than an appetite for
selves.
is

New

York

to smear their bodies with unguents as a
protection against cold and heat, next to
stain or paint them with various colors,
and then to decorate them with pictorial

designs, before they discovered the comfort or beauty of dress. “Men led the way,
and women followed.” Then,while polygamy and seclusion of wives were practiced together, men dressed extravagantly

feet

•'Xi

DRESS.
BY

food.”
But modern sociologists have
times,
repeating each time an Ave Marie. The shown that this appetite is not a natural,
but an acquired one, because originally
same indulgence was also conferred
by
Pope Clement VIII, in the year 1003; dress was neither requisite to health nor
and here it is, in this remote corner of an object of desire, but was invented later
the earth near the
beginning of the from motives of vanity. Mankind learnt

least, the

means

no

la Mata Hedonda.

,»•

ed so many indulgences—300 ’to whoever
should kiss the measurement three

the cathartic that does
the
not debilitate, and
ideal remedy for biliousness.
headache, constipation, torpid liver, dizziness,
sai low skin and general indisposition. Price, 25 cts.
Made by the discoverer of
Dr. Greene’s Nervura.

Central; then the Plaza Morozan;

t.e

holy house, brought
by the hands of angels.”

most

grant-

LAXURA

pretty little

a

Her

of

Xo doubt this is a copy of the same sacred
relic upon which Pope John XXII

CATHARTIC PILLS

queer pyramidal monua marble bust of the late

a

Holy Mother
shoe, which

from Jerusalem

OR. GREENE’S

In the midst of its

town.

own

kept

However sweet, may
look repulsive on account
of a blotchy skin. So may
a woman. Most facial disfigurements come from a
disordered li^er and may
be permanently removed
by the use of

beauty.

a>sed in

Most

God, taken from Her
is venerated with the
| greatest adoration in the convent of
Torito, Italy, in which convent is also

|

Fashions.

and

women
simply. The Median no
hies, for instance, “wore loose robes, floating in the air; had long hair covered with
f Correspondence of the Journal.]
a rich bonuet, bracelets, chains of gold,
Certainly, children are fortunate in this
aud precious stones; they painted their
age of the world, for not only is their apfaces and mixed artitical hair with that of
pearance a matter of great importance,
but their health and comfort are now the nature.” After polygamy was banished

in the world, which abounds in the forests of Central America, the name itself

Children’s Clothing.
Hygienic Shoes. The Russian Blouse for Adults. Chiffon Waists.

signifying “the Breaker”)—branching off
from the arches, support the roof. These
indescribably beautiful.
lofty pillars are painted white like the
ns of Ala hie la and lleredia are
walls, with creamy veins running through
-*.en.
their white walls shining
them; but the arches in which they termick green foliage.
c»n all sides are
from Greece, and the sexes were thus on
nate. as well as the steeply
slanting inner first consideration. As an illustration,
with
their coffee
haciendas,
a more equal
footing, the Athenian ladies
comes the Hygienic shoe for fall and winroot, are darkly colored in arabesque,
md eane-lields and pine-apple
a sudden appetite for sumptudeveloped
a singular effect.
Handsome ter wear, with a felt foundation, which
".>
and Mirroimdmg all the en- producing
ous dress,
although they never appeared
chandeliers are suspended from the ceil- absorbs the moisture,
keeping the feet iu
which ingirt this vale of
public.
“They consumed the whole
ing by chains of burnished metal, and perfectly dry and comfortable.
The soles
Away to the northwest rise
morning at the toilet, employing paint
several crimson banners, gold-lettered in are light and flexible,
much
less
taking up
u peaks of Poaz volcano: to the
and every drug for cleaning and whitenfloat between them. Stretch- room than cork soles.
Another idea is a
'cins H'-mba; to
the east towers Spanish text,
the skin; they laid red even upon their
ing across the nave above the high altar shoe constructed to specially remedy the ing
'..•‘on feet high, a dead volcano
rises the organ-gallery, supported by defect of turning in the toes; and without lips, and took great care of their teeth;
i; which has wrought incalculable
slender columns painted in imitation of any discomfort the child is obliged tu turn their hair, made up in buckles with a
in the pa>t; while the bare brown
Sienna marble, a delicate screen of white- its toes out, thus breaking up a habit hot iron, was perfumed and spread upon
t the "ierra lcarba and the loftier
the shoulders; their dress was elegant,
painted lattice-work concealing choir and which prevents a graceful walk in after
ups oi "an Miguel complete the
and artfully contrived to set off a line
The floor is of light colored life.
organist.
“Ti
bavaunah" is to ban Jose
shape.” It would thus seem that a conKEEPING TIIE HEAD AND EARS
tiles, laid in patterns; the side aisles are
lie 1 >■.'i> le Poulogne is to Paris,
sciousness of increased dignity stimulated
decorated with huge paintings of ‘‘the properly protected in cold weather is carePark to New York, or Fairmouut
the desire to improve natural beauty by
stages of Christ;” and inside the altar fully looked after by the prudent mother,
iu iphia. the resort of carriages
art.
and a golf cap, defying any and all cold
amid
of
white
and
railing,
gleams
gold,
ii< "f fashionable
equestrianism
There can he little doubt that the head
are chairs of state for the President aud
changes, has a double baud and is shown
mornings and evenings. Here may
was the first part of tire body which was
iu fine serge, chinchilla or
mass on a Sunday mornmixture
Bishop.
fancy
Military
the beauty and chivalry of Costa
The views

live-.

g

on

every

■

a

■

a

Bow to Just
Cure Catarrh.

THREE LINES OF SAMPLES FOR

CDSTOII SUITS for FALL and WINTER.

Every sufferer from Catarrh should
know that it is impossible to cure the
disease with sprays, washes, inhalations, etc., which are universally used.
In fact, the experience of growing
worse all the while
is proof that the
treatment
is
all
wrong.
Many
who have been under treatment for
and
met
with disappointment inyears
stead of benefit are willing to doubt
that there is any cure for Catarrh.
The trouble is that all of the treatment they have received has been misdirected, and has not touched their
trouble. Catarrh is a stubl
seated blood disease, and
should know that to simply treat the
surface, that is, the local irritation,
does not reach the disease. A blood
remedy is needed, but it must be a good
one; a remedy which goes down to the
very bottom of the trouble and forces it
out. S.S.S. (Swift’s Specific) is the
only
one which can have the slightest effect
upon Catarrh, for it is the only one w’hich
goes to the seat of the disease, and permanently gets rid of it. This is the only
reasonable way to treat Catarrh.
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society, in their bravest gaud and

u.

and the
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turned into

is

the

iue>
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arena

us

an

that
Kiea and call out not

most momentous

in

in

last mentioned

osta

the entire population of the city, but
sands from othei parts m the country.
:
the troops are handsomely uni:n'il. the otiii
and
ct

ers espec
ially being liearttheir blue frocks faced with

in
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el

ect h

ill

ill

It; hi Mala Rodnmki and a
Tra< k i> being laid to cuuvev

dace

j

therein.

it

i->

about two

ilo1 hear’ of tlie city, along a
h well-paved avenue, which is drainuccp parallel treuclies anil shaded
i’v hedges of cacti and
eucalyptus,
w;licii eoil’ee ami orange trees
heir white llowers

or scarlet bertie Mma/an, where a

h- the

plaza
plays

hand

t

on
two evenings of
:dici:ii»u> Maine, intemii d

:> a

!

lie

"hii

nipt of the < 'osta Rii-

lilibiister,

an

W il-

< -eii.

Valkcr.
gi aceful young
represent the Re-

-l

e

a

*

■:p!

al

lied to the

loot

up*m the
bury, man. who looks as if he
thf
ii.itI.*u.
I believe it
that Walker— tile bold and enjn

...

>

Vim.-rican
in.ih.st
and

adventurer, who

was

New

,n

for

a

Marysville,

<

York and Mm
brief time an ai-

alii.

came down
few hundred kindfrom the L'nited Mates and

head of

e
s

lings
this

a

exceedingly lively
miscalled Republic.

for

a

The

nave not

lot-gotten the rough
•. or quite
forgiven the nation
todneed them; and now that
•ins

tlieii

old-time terror,

dead,

is

extraordinary delight in belitin every

possible

way.
jila/.a, which is appropriate"■'1 l'arqne Central, because it octhe exact centre of tlte city, is a
on

1

place,

enclosed within

It has

nee.

a

ornate

an

tine fountain and

reditable

statuary, flower-beds,
shaved lawns, neatly gravelled

pavilion for the band, and
scattered here and there beneath

a

Strange orchids float from the
anil

'■'•s,

tame

paroquets, yellow,

blue and gray, with clipped wings,
•'head and sometimes alight upon
•udders of

passers-by. Close by
ntral Park is the handsome, new
Temple, the barracks, the Presi■dace, the Government House and
uportant edifices. The cathedral,
me

'•pies

wnoie

eastern

side ot

eilective bit of architectigh bleak and ugly enough. It
is

i,

{

an

entirely

of lava-stone,

with peri iitin facade, its flat roof broken by

'tty domes standing side by side,
the central door close up under the
a

large,

'U<»n

of

a

remises;
i;

oval aperture—the only
window anywhere about
and

that

is

filled

by

a

clock.

are
a

The “Klondike” Tam O'
Shanter is much upon the same principle,

are

made to

band,

are

40 instrumenta-

stationed in the chancel to accompany
martial music.
Then

the service with

tramp, tramp come the soldiers in blue,
with glittering bayonents, aud a still more
array of officers in elaborate
They stand throughout the

imposing
uniforms.
service,

an

officer at tlie head of each

detachment, and the lines of motionless

bayonents seem to quiver like streaks of
light in the reflected blaze of chandeliers
aud

innumerable

candles.

A

few

ma-

Modern casements, hownot needed in
these Komisli

ies,

in many-bued skirts and black mantillas;
but the bare-headed, bare-footed masses,

|

tin-

j

here

in petticoats and chemises, the
white cotton drawers and calico

women

men

n

shirts,

kneel

the

on

floor,

as

pull

the ears, and comes in
blue and brown cloth, also blue
astracban,-

lists, in blue coats and red trousers, and

till:

everywhere

over

VICTORIAN POKE HAT

the

one

leading style for little girls; a lovelv
being of silk velvet, trimmed with

over

hoys' suits of velvets or other
ami all these and other articles

the

the drum

military depart to the tap of
and march gaily down the street

to children’s

materials,
belonging

catalogue

are

described in the

of the

which

‘tal

tense; but the strange scene, the earnest

devotion

of

the

worshippers,
the llute, cornet

and

the

school it

went to

pine shingle.”

was

a

No

Gripe

1

is not much music in that bell—nor
■ed in any other, sacred or
profane, in

8

s.juare frame hanging on the
everyone kissed in passing.

wall,

which

When my

Jose;
turn came, 1 found under the
they
glass only a
together, as they do about every half piece of white paper marked with the
air, the ear-splitting racket provokes outline of a
very small shoe, and underaliments the reverse of prayerful. The
neath, neatly printed in Spanish, the folaterior of the church is divided
by Doric lowing remarkable statement: “This is
’•nrnns into three broad aisles, with nave the
true measurement of the foot of the
and when

are

all clamor-

chief

object of female

sumptuary
except
ones prescribed by custom.
free to obey or neglect them.
ten

All are
But in

olden

householders in
who

dispended

city

990

a

or

Hood’s

.and easy to operate, is true
of Hood’s Pills, which are
up to date in every respect.
Safe, certain and sure. All

druggists.
The

1

I I

III

■

II I

25c. f\ I. Hood & Co.. Lowell. Mass.
only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Now is the Time to

Mr. B. P. McAllister, of Harrodsburg,
had Catarrh for years. He writes:
“I could see no improvement whatever, though I was constantly treated
with sprays and washes, and different
inhaling remedies—in fact, I could feel
that each w inter I was worse than the
year previous.
“Finally it was brought to my notice
that Catarrh was a blood disease, and
after thinking over the matter, I saw it
was unreasonable to expect to be cured
by remedies which only reached the
surface. I then decided to try S. S. S.,
and the results were gratifying, for
after a few bottles were used, I noticed
a perceptible
improvement. Continuing to take the remedy, the disease was
forced out of my system, and a complete and permanent cure wvas the
result. I advise all who have this
dreadful disease to abandon their local
treatment, which has never done them
any good, and t ike S.S.S. (Swift’s Specific), a remedy which can reach the
disease and cure it.”
To continue the wrong treatment for
Catarrh is to continue to suffer. Swift’s
Specific never fails to cure even
the most aggravated cases.
It is a
real blood remedy, and cures Catarrh,
Rheumatism, Contagious Blood Poison,
Eczema, Cancer, Scrofula, and all other
blood diseases.
S. S. S. is guaranteed

Ky.,

First

Quality, Thoroughlv Prepared

year,” might

wear

Chestnut Coal,
Store

“

E<J(J

“

wilfully by the follies of fashion? When
fifty times more precious lives are annually lost to us from vanity than from war?
We can only ask those who realize these
dangers to our national health and morals
to join hands and heads in bringing about
reform, and

was
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CORRECT WEKiNT.

urge all
of their influence to see

claimed that women were

secretive than men, the retort was—
“You secret, when your presses blab

more

your vanities?”
Pure blood is the secret of health. Burdock Blood Bitters insures pure blood.
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and
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THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY,
Front

ZtT'

lS<klJn**t.

Weddinq
Birthday

and

Books mailed free to any address by
Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, Ga.

A Full Line of
■i

i st
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Gifts
A SPECIALTY.

Sterling
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Silver

r.tcToitv.

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

gyss, s-xs.

STENOGRAPHY,

Our system..of teaching gives actual
personally
daily experience in every branch et business, including
Banking. Merchandising, Commission. Insurance Transportation etc. Preparatory Department for backward students
We
train for Practical work and always secure .situations for woathy
graduates of our Business and Shorthat d Courses Students
enter any day
No vacations
Kxpenses tin ierate. Poll t throw away tiir. a
going to temporary schools when it will cost you h -s to attend tie Bl-> 1'
\v,
a number of students who have left incompetent .teach* r-- in dis.:.:-t
Smlijtell us that six months here is equal to a year in any other school
or

1

;

t0 any on<> for lirs1 information of a vac
y„
for a Bookkeeper St. no- ra ;>l..r '1'.
Telegraph operator which we suecessiully till. Bu mess hou
competent assistants without charge. Refer to prominent patrons :u v.-rv
The next best thintr to attending tie- MOST CKLKHIiATKPlU'siNTlSs St 1! u > t
is u take our INSTRUCTION liV MAIL.
If you are tin-, uiploye.: ,1 a 1 v.
send ten two-cent stamps for live easy lessons in shorthat.<1
B* at:' it-.i » a ...
e
Address [mention, this paper) CLEMENT C GAINES. President Poughkeepsie New

p C\AI A D Pi
l\

t Wr\ L/
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<

York

Maine Central R. R.
TIME-TABLE.
On and after Off. 4, 1SJJ7, trains connecting at
Burnham anti Waterville with through trains for
and from Bangor. Waterville, Port land and Pos-

LEADS THEM ALL

ton

will

run as

follows
FROM

:

in

M

I* M

Belfast, depart. 7 15
17 20
Citypoint...

105
il lo
1 20
] On
1 48
50
1 58
2 15
8 25

7 80
7 lo
7 58
8 on
Sin
Unity.
Burnham, arrive. 8 85
11 40
Bangor.
..

Temple, Belfast,

Me.

a

Waterville

6 45

AM
1 40

“•!w.d;::::. VA

‘If!

j i;:.
D.
I

"

Portland.

A M
no

7

£

Waterville.
Bangor

1 20

55

700
7 15

A

M

AM
8 50
'.) ns

0
to
0
0
HO
In

17
28
88
40
00

05

80
15

4
1

l* M

5
5
5
5
5

05
22
82
80

52
c 0.8
t*» 1.8
02c

sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale bv i.. M. (i
force,
CKO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
(ieneral Manager.
F. E. Boothby, (ien’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 24, 1807.
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A

\\ KI li.

are now

Commencing ."loiulav. Sept. 27. I S‘>7
will leave Hellas!
For Huston.
m ( aimlm
nul H-.. L.«
day-. \\ eiliM sdav -. T I.utsdavs and
at about •J.Hn n. m., or
upon arrival
from Hangor.
For Searsport, Hm ks| at. Wmt.-ip-,
den and Hangor. Tin lay-. W eiii.
I
and Saturdays at ab.an s.i n a m
,:
of -learner from Huston.

-•«.

M.

tl

«,i\-

,.

ste.mei

il.oiip
I
n

rival

KFTIKMM, TO BKLFAST.
From Huston. Monday-. Ti;e.-dav-. Thursdavs
and Fridays at f>.on u. m
Frcin Koekland, via Camden. Tuex iy-. Wednesdays. Fridays and Saturday- at tnm .<.nn to

0.00 a. m.

F’rom Hangor. tom-hing at way landings. Mondays. W ednesdays, Thursday- and Sa» nrdav* at
11.00

a

,m

CHAS. K. JOHNSON, Agent, Helfast.
CALVIN Al'STIN, Cen’l Supt., Uo-ton.
WILLIAM II. HILL,Oen l Manager, Huston

The ART AMATEUR

STYLISH
COLLARETTES.

Best and
The

Goods sent on approval and orders by
mall promptly attended to.
3m33

will send to any one fl
/V n
mentioning this pnblication a specimen cony, with superb III"
color plates (for copying or framing
and 8 supplementary pages of designs (regular
price, 35c). Or we will send also
CftR 1f|n
run
ivi/.
“Painting for beginnersH(bopages

FOR
vn lOr
I VO.

FURRIERS,
MAINE

Largest Practical Art Magazine.
only Art Periodical awarded a Medal at the

World’s Fair.;
Invaluable to all o ho wish to makt their liein/jby
art or to makt? their homes beautiful

LYFORD & WOODWARD,
BANGOR,

1 on

0

_

tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston

manner.

PRICES LOW.

A M
..
8 80

A m

10 25
1 1 on
Thorndike.
11 15
Knox. 11 80
Brooks. 1 1 57
Waldo. 12 15
Citypoint. 12 85
Belfast, arrive. 12 45

|
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1

Burnham, depart..
Unity.

Style Capes
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possible

4
5
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OF EVERY DESCRIPTION done in the best

4

TO BELFAST.

—

REPAIRING

Commission.

m

0 08

Portland.

FURS
FUR

8

45
52
15
45
10
82

2 47

Boston,

HUNT

t.

1* M
8

f ai

•Largest Stock of*

AiTrniigciiK'n

Steamers City of Hangor ami l*ei oliseot

Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

Masonic

Full

BELFAST.
A

to

sphere
that it be sanitary, becoming, and comfortable.
In an old play by Ford, in
which it

$5,00

PROMPT DELIVERY,

Purely Vegetable

sider themselves

within the

Dump (’art.

...

Furnace

Delivered in

Prices at
W liatt.
...

a

sane and sensible! What
be done when health, modesty and
comfort are thus sacrificed knowingly and

Coal.

mil «. GEORGE S ■ tlill

welf of velvet in their gowns, jackets or
coats.
All other classes were also speci-

rational dress

Buy Your Winter’s Coal,

town, and “all

can

1

a re

a

adornment.

|

the wield music of
and some
candles,
It is said that a Kansas editor
caught the
keep continually burning upon reed instrument, more than made up for hay fever by kissing a g rasa widow.
altars, make “dim religious light” all discomforts. On a table near the
roughout the centuries far more pleas- door, rosaries, prayer-books and the
!1than the garish light of
day. The usual relies were offered for sale,—among
lkr»*. square tower, hardly dO feet high,
the latter, long bits of ribbon of gorgeous
surmounted by an unsightly wooden
When you take Hood's Pills. The liig. old-fashhues, each warranted to be the exact
iicture; and from a beam beneath its measurement of the Virgin’s head.
ioned, sugar-coated pills, which tear you all to
Going
akcd roof swings an enormous bell,
pieces, are not in it with Hood's, llasy to take
out, my attention was attracted to a small
w

and it is still

apparel
Liliputian Bazar, (a most
even to their nightvaluable publication to mothers) which fically legislated for,
crats remain upon their benches until the
caps.
he
had
bare-footed populace has shullled out; may
by sending four ceuts postage
However various the changes that may
and presently the great sanctuary is de- to Best A (Jo. of the Liliputian Bazar, in
result from fashion, all modes inimical to
West
23d
street.
serted, except for here and there a kneeland comfort, should be
ne
iviissian blouse is not a poetical health, modesty,
ing woman whispering into a confessional
discountenanced by the sensible of every
it
is
here
in
all
its
looking
garment,
yet
window, or some grief-stricken soul, upon
rank of life.
It is simply ridiculous that
whom bereavement lias lately laid a heavy graduations; from the simple Cheviot to
that of elegant silk passementerie, open- we should permit ourselves to be so much
hand, prostrate before the pitying mother
ing on embroidered chiffon, or superb controlled by the whims of dress design
of sorrows.
ers and
dress promoters, acting from
lace and beaded stuffs.
The plainest
Ill front and on both sides of the
is without trimming, except velvet purely seltish and mercenary motives, and
style
cathedral are pretty gardens.
Back of
collar, cuffs and belt, with a skirt about utterly regardless of the common welfare.
one of these gardens stands t he sacristy,
five or six inches loug.
The next grade Thus stays and tight-lacing produce a
and behind another, the handsome, twomultitude of mischiefs.
is more varied, having two
Among others,
points at the
story dwelling of the Bishop. On Sunday
often lapping over each other, or ex- they distort the body, displace the vital
front,
in Sun Jose the hanks and government
tending only to the shoulders, with a bro- organs, impede respiration and circulaoffices are closed, but most of the shops
cause indigestion, shorten life, and
caded silk yoke (or
guimpe) above, or tion,
remain open, and the afternoons aud
produce premature births and still born.
tucked and shirred chiffon.
Plain
broadevenings are given up to the paseo, balls cloth
Thin soles are answerable for a host of
or drap d’ etc blouses
may be nearand other diversions.
There are several
Delicate women
covered by black braiding, to which pulmonary complaints.
ly
smaller churches—Dolores, La Carmen,
and children wear boots and shoes that
there is no limit.
and
Mercedes
but
others,
Soledad,
they
would kill a navvy.
High heels interfere
thkke is economy in the blouse
are all
shabby, sorrowful, bumble-lookwith
natural locomotion, and cripple the
as it
be made from a skirt or a velvet
may
like
the
archstructures,
peniteutesof
ing
best formed feet.
Dolling the hair up
and home dress-making is
likely to
itecture,—walls of adobe, roofs of rough cape,
with pius in little tufts, leaving patches
be successful with a
loose-fitting waist.
red tiles, floors of hardened clay and
Blouses made of black mohair braid of scalp exposed, induces neuralgia. Dow
skeleton belfries suggesting gibbets.
A
in open squares, with a small dresses produce chest complaints and
notable exception is the Protestant place crossing
rheumatism, and violate common modesof worship—a beautiful little Gothic fancy button or bead at the intersections,
How many tens of thousands of fair
are
new and intended to be worn over ty.
chapel set in a tree-shaded garden overwomen are voluntary martyrs to these inflowing with rose bushes constantly in plain colored waists; are low-necked and jurious methods! But the most offensive
The handsomest grades
bloom.
With eternal blue above and the without sleeves.
of all are the long skirts which sweep the
are either of silk
passementerie, jet or streets apd
fragrant breath of eternal summer blowroadways, gathering dirt and
chiffon with beaded and
the
spangled figures
opeu windows, it is
ing softly through
microbes and bacilli, at every step.
filth,
on
with
the most restful spot ever found by the appliqued
fancy fronts. As a On a wet
day one sees our woftien with
matter of course, this
wearied traveler in strange lands.
style is for evening,
and worn with very handsome black or draggle-tails behind them licking up the
One hot Sunday morning, not long ago,
mml ami sweeping it around their legs
colored skirts, the blouse
1 went to the church of i.a Carmen.
reaching only and ankles. This is one of the
Xo |
foulest
to the waist.
Yukon
a
Clakke.
benches are provided therein for lazy
sights that fashion can offer us. In sumworshippers, but rich and poor, saints
mer they are followed by a cloud of dust
“Mr. Briggs, I should like to ask you for a
and sinners, kneel upon the floor together. I small rise
m my wages.
which poisons those who have the misI have just been
Having gone early, l soon found myself married,” said the workman.
fortune to walk behind them.
A costume
“Very sorry, my good man,” said the ernin the thick of the crowd, sandwiched
ployer, “hut 1 can’t help you. For accidents which might be harmless and graceful in
between the Seylla and Charybdes of a which happen to workmen outside the fac- a
drawing-room is worn on the highways,
tory the company is not responsible.”
case of mouldy bones on one side and the
and shoes suitable only for a soft carpet
j
vermin-infected locks of an odoriferous
Tommy—“Pa, what’s the Board of Educa- are ground on the hard pavements in our
Indian on the other.
The heat was in- tion ?”
northern climate, and the wearers conMr. F.—“When I
to the strains of the lkirber of Seville or
La Fille do Madame Angot; the aristo-

coAL!

ornamented.

English times, rank or position was
readily discoverable by the dress which,
either by the legislature or by royal procsatiu ribbou as a face trimming.
An apt• >rc. L'.n-ia. Pcs Huguenots: tiie
organ
was made imperative under
lamation,
alternately threatens and cajoles: the propriate cloak is of tucked brown kersey,
pain of heavy fines. In Elizabeth’s reign,
with
silk
velvet
collar
and
iut<
the
ne.
purple
people respond. Then
epau- those who could
priots
spend ,940 a year might
the Host is elevated, and the whole vast lets edged all around with mink, and a
wear sarcenet in the
lining of their hose,
little
animal
head
with
and
shakes
two
tails
cunning
building
pealing trumpets
hats or caps.
doublets,
“Apprentices at
liiiish
each corner of the epaulets.
and the ring of salutinc arms, while you
The
the law,” “utter barristers,” merchants,
stand spell-bound, entranced.
When all rage for blouse waists extends to little
broad piuk satin ribbon and white ostrich
tips, with cluster-tucked pink chiffon and

COAL!

Nature had provided tlowers and feathers ready to hand,
or

Josephus says that the Jewish ladies powdered their hair with gold
at $1,35.
dust. African princes do the same. In St.
THE MOST DAINTY HA15Y DRESSES
Gregory’s time “the women dressed the
are of nainsook, hand-made, with
pointed
head extremely high; environing it with
of
feather stitching and embroideryokes
many tresses of false hair, disposed in
ed dots, finished by lace edged ruffles,
knots and buckles, so as to resemble a
neck and sleeves with lace, and deep hem
fortification.”
regular
on skirt.
TPirce $3.50. A second dress,
in his Journal for 1593, was
L’Etoile,
a
tucked
with
feather
stitchhaving
yoke
the first to mention white powder for the
ing, iu sizes from six mouths to two years
and he tells us that the nuns walked
is $2.75—with hem-stitched hem on skirt, hair,
the streets of Tat is curled and powdered.
$3.50.
Cloth dresses for girls from eight
This fashion still lingers throughout
to twelve years of age, have shorter skirts
and longer waists than formerly, and a Europe.
But whatever may have been the origivery pretty one is of serge green armure
nal motive for dress, whether utility or
cloth, with a square tucked yoke, edged |
should be guided in
by accordion-plaited, satin striped ribbon | vanity, we, to-day,
its use by three causes: health, modesty
I
in three colors, (set on very
full) which aud
pleasure; whereas most of us are
contrasts charmingly with the dark raaruled by fashion or pride.
We have now
and
tin
cuffs are similarly finished,
terial,
no
laws
those unwritis

eise in the churches of Spanish-America.
The band begins the service with a selection from some grand opera—-II Trova-

is
•-

[

garrison

in cassimeres.

of

shakes topped with hogany benches at one side accommodate
setting off well their the aristocracy—men in English-made
dashing eyes. A hip- suits of dark cloth and bonnetless women

l.i

a nun
.i

s

the

occasion

tiie crimson

pompons,
es
ind

Ma

an

in full force and clean
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made
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s
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picturesqueness.
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gaily caparisoned obliged
apparel.
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Sheldon and son Adelbert
spent Saturday and Sunday in South Hope.
F. A. Simpson and wife of Carmel are at
their cottage on Maple street, Camp Ground.

j Busin'es^lal^er.

Mrs. Charles Gray and family returned to
Old Town from the Camp Ground last Fri-

Mrs.

p- BUSHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

X

CHARLES

A.

PILSBUBY.

Ellen

Blood

Hod’’ is

one

of the

leading

Mr. J. V. B. Mitchell of Belmont has
leased the Braiuard place and moved in this
week.

attrac-

tions at the Boston Food Fair.
says: 1-We take off our
It may have blown off.
October.’

exchange

hat

to

Flanders has a new building on
and will probably finish it off for a
dwelling house.

Temple

his farm

ware.

B. F. Simpson and wife of Dixmont are at
the Sunnyside cottage on the Camp Ground
this week.

What a pity that the witty W. S. Gilbert has decided to write no more plays
for the stage.
[Boston Herald.

What,

Camp Ground.
Mr. Charles Bird, who has been on a coal
barge for nearly two years, has returned

fashion writer says that muffs, for
ladies’ use, will be large; but the two
A

kind will be of assorted sizes

legged

as

home for

usual.

Canadians

frantic

are

coming of tlie Yantic

time.

Lake

to

over

the

days

Michigan,

they

can.

It

announced from Madrid that the

is

on

Bay

E. B. Eiweil, \Y. Chapman and 11. E. Patieft Wednesday in Mr. Nealley’s
schooner yacht Leading Breeze for a week’s
shooting among the islands.
terson

peach.

Alonzo

but the

Batchelder of sch. Helen

I

s

League of Philadelphia
endorse the candidacy of

has refused to

Henry George

by

York,

an

takir.

n

posed

home.

foi mayor of Greater New
One
overwhelming vote.

delegate exclaimed: “If
h.

their winter home in Somerville, Mass. Mr.
Brown will make a short detour up the B. &
A. railroad for deer hunting before going

rnited Labor

»•

ha>

Tuesday,

with chill October.

muon

is the one.

Henry George

as a

there was

ever

Another good citizen has deemed it best
leave the place of his nativity. We refer
to Mr. Reuben Brainard, who with his wife
and household effects left Wednesday for

to

a

lie

esentative of the work-

re]

Belfast, where they will reside

the country, and he has
committed one act that would en-

ingmen all
never

non

over

the Gan-

came

into the

Cove

any labor or-

ivcognition by

Htle him to

on

place.

Sch. Kittie Laury

Monday to wait until a new brick kiln just
opened at Bluehill gets cool enough to load.
ganization.”
Capt. Raymond Smith is in command,as her
Trouble is predicted at the convention regular captain is off on a pleasure trip. She
of the World’s W. C. T. V., which is to saiied Tuesday.
be held in Toronto the last week in OctoEverybody is wondering why Liucolnville
ber. when it is said a determined effort does not spruce up a bit and
replace that
will be made to depose Lady Henry .Som- sham of a bridge at Duck Trap with a good
erset because of her views

the

substantial
one that would be an ornaconcerning
governmental regulation of vice, and Miss ment to the place, an honor to the town, and
Willard will be opposed because of her that would be highly appreciated by tli9
The traveling public.
supposed sympathy with her.
Mr. Norman White of Brookline, Mass.,
tenets
the
W.
of
the
of
C.
T.
ground-work
U. is opposition to licensing vice of all accompanied by William Flanders and
Oscar Drinkwater, two of our best hunters,
kinds, and Lady Henry .Somerset has arwent to Bucksport Saturday on a coon hunt.
this
policy.
rayed herself squarely against
will
five
in that
iron

They

as

antidote for malaria in the

an

South unless you take along a good supply of Maine’s pure air with it, and the

everywhere

use can

tlie

beneficial effect upon
health.
Impure water is the

but have

public

Emery’s new cottage is nearly finished;
John F. Rogers has raised his cottage, the
Ashland, built a basement under it and is
grading the lot; Capt. Young has raised Ins
cottage on Broadway and built on an addition of 3 feet and a piazza; and Chas. Gray

rapidly growing

and its
a

of many malarial diseases, and the
->f Maine water, without Maiue air,

cause
im.

<1 be

\vi

a

good thing

vicinity,

The Camp Ground shows signs of prosperity and enterprise. The work on the
water works is progressing favorably, Mrs.

Bridgton News agrees with its Franklin
county contemporary. But pure spring
water, bottled or othewise, is a good
tiling

days

and Mr. Flanders will then return home and
Messrs. White and Drinkwater will proceed
to Norcross, where they will endeaver to
bring home a moose or two. It is hoped that
success will attend them on their trip.

The Farmington Chronicle thinks that
spring water from Maine won’t do

bo;thd
much

spend

of Old Town is making extensive improvements to his lot and buildings. There is
also much work in progress, such as clap-

for the South.

f] he London papers are manifesting a
very lively interest in the New York mu-

hoarding, shingling, painting,

::ii• i 1 ;il campaign, and as usual their comFor exet v- are more or less amusing.

etc.

The Churches.

Eight delegates from Belfast, two from
ample, the London Globe says:
North Belfast and one from Morrill, went to
the
from
Times’
dpiv
despatch,
Jhun George will be the next Mayor. Bangor Tuesday by steamer City of Bangor
The Aii.eiicans do not exceed a quarter of to attend the State Sunday school convenHu whole population, and the European tion.
anal Mii>■ s.
socialists,
Italians, Poles,
Rev. H. H. Churchill of Bath will hold reHungaii«<n> and ltussians, all the very vival
services in the Peoples’ Mission every
of theii race, will support the
.owest
evening this week, except, Monday and Fri]: ;:n win m‘ childish economics and wild
theories are derided in every capital of day evenings, at 7 o’clock, also on Sunday at
'These being the people who 2.30 and 7 p. m. All aie welcome.
IMnpe.

puplie opinion, it is
absurdity to rave about,

the height of
blood being

sway

thicker than water.

The New York Herald goes to the unnecessary trouble of disproving these abwhich it characterizes
suict statements,
as

false and calumnious.

The London

Tiir.es champions the candidacy of Seth
Low and predicts his election.
Red Seals vs. Castine

Normals.

Following the score of the hall game at
Bn. kton Springs Oct. 2nd between the Red
.Seals of Stockton Springs and the Castine
State Normal school.
is

Normals.

Key."Ids.

To

5
5
5
5

TB.

4
2

4
3

5

4
2

5
5
5

3
2
3

1.45

27

E.

0
1
10
0
0
0
0
(I
2
0
0
3
2

3
0

2
4
12
0
0

0
2

1

1

0
6

8

5

27

AB. TB.

i'nrtVr,

5
5
5
5
4

,.5
T. Tnmdv, 3b.a^p5
Cn!™

r

ill,

c.

1.

...

.11. 5
r. f. 4

Total.

43

5
1

E. A. BO.
0 12
1

1
1
0
1
0
0
110
2
0
2
1
0
3
110
0
0
2

0
0
2
4
0
4
5
0

2

27

4
0

10

7

1
0
1
9

Score liv Innings... .123456789
.2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 0—10
Normals
Red Seals... 1 0 0 0 4 2 2 0 0—9
Struck out, by Reynolds 11; by Hichborn 12.
Flies
Hasses oil Reynolds 3; off Hichborn 6.
/•aught In Alien, 4; Reynolds 1;W. Dickson 1;
Hi, hborn l; Whitcomb 1. 3 base hits, Reynolds.
I mpire, Walker. Scorer, Webster.
to put only a one-ceut
and drop it into the letter
the
with
Bath
box in
expectation that it
■will go where intended. One cent is not
Full letter postage, two cents,
enough.
must, be paid on all drop letters in an office
where there is free mail delivery by carriers.
It. makes no difference whether the letter is
sealed or not. If it contains writing it cannot go for one cent. At the post office we
are told that frequently unsealed litters are
dropped in the box bearing only a one-cent
stamp, and it is w itli a view to correcting
such errors that this item is printed. [Batli
Enterprise.
It is the same here: but if every newsa like
paper in the country should keep
notice “standing” there would still be peoto make one cent do the work oi
gome

stamp

people

on a

ple trying

two.

seem

letter

ing—Selection, “O come, let us worship,”
Himmel, chorus; duet, selected, Mrs. Howes

1

2

social chat,
ing
pleasantly passed
interspersed with music. Miss Helen C,
Thomas presided at the organ and solos
were sung by Mrs. H. C. Chandler and Mrs.
E. Harding. All went home voting that
they had had a very pleasant time_Mrs.
in

was

B. Cookson of Haverhill, Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. Geo. Grant.Dr.
Thomas is gaining slowly_Mrs. John
Vandeets is quite sick-Mrs. James Libby

R.

Belfast last week to visit Mrs. Reuel
W. Rogers.... A. R. My rick has a nice lot of
horse blankets and robes... .John Hamilton
has moved into the house lately vacated by
Mr. Tuttle.Miss Lutie Hunt went to
Portland last week to attend the Commercial college... .Mrs. Foots of New York is
visiting at Dr. Thomas’_Fred Fuller is
selling lots of stoves. Every one likes Fred.
-Mrs. Ellen Fowler is failing.
went to

Camden.

H. D. Capen, for the past nine
years landlord of the Bay View, has leased
the house for five years to Hudson D. Ames
and H. P. C. Wright of Rockland. The latter was of the firm of Wright & Varney, at
one time landlords of Crosby Inn, Belfast.
Mr. Capen has as yet no definite plans....
Agnes Pillsbury of Bangor, who has been
visiting her grandmother, Mrs. S. H. Beale,
left Oct. (>th for Boston where she will spend
the winter studying music. Miss Pillsbury
is an accomplished pianist and is a pupil of
Miss Bryan... .Mr. Edward C. Martin, representing New York capitalists, was in town
recently looking over the Camden Laud
Co.’s grounds, and was more than charmed
with Camden-Mrs. C. P. Merrithew and
daughter Allie of Pittsburgh, N. Y., who
spent the summer with Miss Carrie B.
Knowlton, left for Boston this week_The
Y. W. C. T. U. held a “convention evening”
Monday evening, at which the young lady
delegates related what they saw and learned
at the recent State convention at Bath_
trustees of the
public library have
voted to expend $100 for new books. Most
of this money was contributed by the sum-

The

mer

people.

were

Rev. H. E. Foss of Bangor preached at the
Methodist church last Sunday forenoon, and
spoke on “Echoes of the Toronto Convention” in the evening. The topic of Rev. G.
G. Winslow’s discourse next Sunday morning will be “Autumnal Reflections.” The
Sunday school will be held as usual at the
10
close of the sermon. The other services for
the day will be as usual. The Sunday evenR.
3 ing service will begin at 7 o’clock; week-day
1 meetings at 7.15.
0

Unity. Miss Mae Kelley came home from
Waterville Oct. 7th quite sick and since
then has been very sick, but is somewhat
better at this writing-The W. R. C. gave
a supper last Saturday night and invited
the G. A. R. and their families. The even-

Rev. A. T. Dunn, D.
D., Secretary
the Baptist State Convention, will be
present and speak at the Baptist church
next Sunday morning. There will be preaching as usual in the evening, by the pastor.
The following music will be given: Morning—Anthem, “Guide me, O thou great
Jehovah.” Brusch; solo, selected.
Even-

of

1
0
0
3
1
1
0
1
3

0

Belfast. The day passed all too quickly, and
to all.
Many were the reminiscences related of auld laug syne.
Youthful
experiences were lived over agaiu in one
happy day of friends reunited. At 12.30 p.
m. dinner was served and
at four o’clock
dainty refreshments were partaken of, and
then, after joining m the singing of the
hymn,“God be with you till we meet again,”
all departed,feeling well repaid for the day’s
pleasure. Those present were Mrs. Cun.
ningham, Mrs. D. H. Killman, Miss Mary
Jane Trevett, Mrs. Amos Lane, Mrs. James
Killman, Miss Nancy Heagan. Those unable to be present were Mrs. Robt. Killman,
Mrs. T B. Grant, Mrs. J. T. Rowe, and their
absence was much regretted by all. May
the party remain an unbroken band till another year rolls round. If not, may they all
be reunited in an unbroken band above.

delightfully

Mrs. Cora Goodwin of Palermo
and Mrs. Hattie Clough of Liberty, cousins
of Mrs. C. E. Bowen, have been making her
a visit....The masked ball given
by the
ladies of the W. R. C. last week was well attended and a success. Some of the costumes

A. l’O. K.

Red Seals.
Stowed, c
IV
4, iindv, s. s.
M'lii!
mil, i. f.
Hirlii. i.ru.l.
A'lev.cii.

I

Frankfort. One of the most pleasant
events of the season was the annual dinner
party given by Mrs. Everett Sanborn Fri
day, Oct. 8th, at her home on Granite avenue
in honor of her aunt, Mrs. Cunningham of

Services at the Uuiversalist church next
Sunday will be as follows: Morning worship
with sermon at 10:45 followed by Sunday
school. Young peoples’ devotional meeting
at six o’clock led by Miss Ada Marriner.
Topic, “The Ministrv of Want.”

and Mrs. Pitcher.”

AB.
p. 5

Rednnett, 3b.
Vi. Dickson. ..
Allen, c. f.
Rail cell, e.
l'.d-ier, r. 1.
IVIeK muon, 9. 9.
rpton, I I
(,. Dickson, 10...

j
I

County Correspondence.

a great sufferer for the
past week with heart
trouble aud prostration, is very low_Mrs.
Nelson Curtis is on the sick list.Mrs.
Hannah Curtis, a widow, died Oct. 9th of

Wednesday, Oct. 6th,

brought to a close
the convention of the Maine Baptist Missionary and Educational Societies, which
had been in progress at South Berwick since
Monday. The principal addresses were delivered by Dr. G. D. B. Pepper and Dr. M.
l. Kneeland of Boston, President Nathaniel Butler of Colby University, Waterville,
Me., and Rev. George Bullen, D. D. This
was one of the most successful conventions
ever held by the Baptist organizations in
the State.
The topic of the meeting at the North
church this, Thursday, evening will be “Our
Sunday school.” The time of meeting has
been changed to 7.15. Next Sunday the
services will be as follows: Morning worship at 10.45 a. m. with sermon by the pastor, Rev. George S. Mills; Sunday school at
12 m.; meeting of the C. E. Society at 6.15 p*
m. ; Topic, “Whatever He would
like to
have me do.” It will be a meeting to consider all branches of Christian Endeavor
work. The pastor will lecture at 7.15 p. m.
continuing his course of lectures on “Elijah
the prophet-reformer.”

Charles Maddocks of East Vassalb^ro is
visiting Mrs. Betsy F. Maddocks of this city.

Brooks.

decidedly unique-It is expected that
the band concert to be given at Yankee
Blade hall to-morrow, Friday, evening will
be

nice alTair. The Brooks Cornet Band
is popular with our people and their opening ball will no doubt be well patronized.
-Rev. F. S. Dolliff is giving some very ina

| aud one sister to

pair or norses oeionging to
West Brooks left him in the

win,

uouid oi

John D. Jones
dooryard and took a bee line down the field
for the Dow orchard, where they finally
brought up with no special damage done....
Alfred Hubbard is making quite a business
of improving his farm buildings, which are
situated over the line in Thorndike. Frank
is

assisting

him

in

the.work_Alvah F.

Jones has returned to Lowell, Mass., accompanied by his sister, Mrs. Mary Stantial,
who is to visit friends there_Brooks village is all cut up with trenches just now as
the result of the new water system. Joseph
Ellis, who has the contract, will have the
main ditches all open this week... .State
Constable Mears was in town Tuesday for a
little time. We like to have him call occasionally, for his presence means consternation to the violators of our prohibitory law.
-Rev. Nelson Rich and wife of Taunton,
Mass., who have been visiting friends here,
have returned home... .Augustus P. Small
of Palmyra came here last week to call upon
his old friends.
With him was Mrs. James

Rich, formerly of Bangor, now of Charleston, Maine. Mrs. Rich visited her brother,
Nicholas Varney of Jackson. ..Mrs. Rebecca
S. Chick, who is making her home with the
family of Nicholas Varney, has recovered
from her illness and is in excellent health
and spirits-Mrs. F. O. Day has returned
from a visit to friends in Washington county....Miss Vashti Fogg and Miss Minnie
Day have been in Boston on a pleasure and
business trip.

instantly when you pull the
trigger. So sickness may come
But it takes time
on suddenly.

their loss-Morn1 ing Light Grange is having a contest and a
good deal of interest is manifested.
mourn

j

plosions called diseases. Coughs,
colds, any "attack,” whatever
the subject be, often means precedingweakness and poor blood.
Are you getting thin? Is
your appetite poor ? Are you
losing that snap, energy and
vigor that make "clear-headedDo one thing: build
ness?”
up your whole system with
SCOTT'S EMULSION of
Cod-liver Oil. It is the essence
of nourishment. It does not
nauseate, does not trouble the
stomach. And it replaces all
that disease robs you of.
A book telling more about it sent

staging ten feet high it gave way aud
threw him to the ground aud he struck on
his face,cutting a gash over one eye and giving him a general shaking up. Dr. Millett
of Searsmont dressed the wound_Mrs.
Frank Hawes and two children are on the
on a

sick list....C. E. Gilman and wife visited
friends in Camden the past week_Mrs.
Aldana Gilman is in Camden and Rockland
for a few days visit-Mr. R. S. Post of
New York was in town this week in the interest of Reid's Fertilizer Co-John Sukeforth and Herbert Hawes are in Deer Isle
for a few days visit_Mr. Wm. Grady and
family of Palermo were the guests of Eva N.
aud
two

AN NOT

yellow

Swanville. Capt. T. D. Nickerson, wife
and daughter have been visiting friends in
Hope-Miss Maria Sanborn of Monroe has
been the guest of Miss Martha Nickerson recently-Mrs. Abbie Morse and son of
Thomaston called on friends in town last
week-Miss Callie May Nickerson began
school on Unity Plantation last Monday_
Mr. D. C. Libbey and wife and Mrs. John
W. Bacon of Unity Plantation were the
guests of Mrs. John Royal last week_Mrs.
Charles Hammond of Old Town is the guest
of Hattie F. M. Phillips-One day recently
Walter Nickerson found a nice blanket on
Bridge street in Belfast_The L. A. S. will
meet with Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson Thurs-

Mrs.
George A. Dudley (nee Annette Nickerson
Jackson) of Lebanan, N. H.. .Mrs. W. E.
Damin and son, Win. McKinley, returned
from visiting her sister, Mrs. S. 1). Greeley,
in Hampden last week.
Troy. The Golden Rule Circle met with
Mrs. Charlotte Whitaker, Oct. 8tli....The
Troy Corner Reading Club met with Dr.
and Mrs. M. T. Dodge, Oct. 8th. The following officers wore elected for the ensuing
year: President, John H. Bagley; vice president, David Piper; treasurer, Mrs. Mary
Rhoades; secretary, Mrs. Lizzie Whitaker.
The next meeting will be on Friday evening,
Oct. 15th, with Mr. and Mrs. John PL Pierce.
-Mr. John Pierce is at home for his vacation from Gloucester, Mass., where he is in
the employ of the electric railroad company.
-Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Thompson of Salem,
Mass., have been visiting Mrs. Thompson’s
sister, Mrs. Daniel Shaw-Mrs. Julia
Mitchell is visiting friends in town, from
Providence, R. I_Mrs. Dorcas Connor has
closed her house at the Corner, and will
spend the winter in Bangor. We are always
sorry to see the house closed, for we know
that the smiling face of ‘‘Aunt Doc” will be
missed for another six months. She wTill
spend the winter in Ara Warren’s family_
Colds are very prevalent in town and “our

doctor” is kept busy-Dr. Dodge was called to Dixmont last week to be present at an
operation for the removal of a cancer from
Mrs. Margaret Morse. The operation was
Dr. Weeks of
Portland and Mrs. Morse is doing wellThe wells in this vicinity are getting dry,
and unless rain comes soon in copious quantities there will be a water famine raging.
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DRESS GOODS,

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,

CORSETS,

Saturday

DRESS TRIMMINGS,

16th^.

NOTIONS,

•••

They also have

at a LOM

goods

customers want

PRICE. Some wants STANDARD HEASURE. >
only the BEST QUA LIT Y produced, while some v a
the CHEAPEST and BEST. We aim to meet all the

THEIR

^The 15th and

choice line of

GOODS, &c
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Fall Gloves and Novelties
AT LOWEST PRICES.
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are most
invited.
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cordially

OUR STYLES THE RIGHT ONES,
AND AS USUAL OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.
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WATCH

Lubin’s Latest Odors!
France” and

Temple

as

dainty in every

more

way.

‘•Flowers of

Masonic

Sets

instead of satin trimmed

neater
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UMVIANSFIELD,
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..for
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$60.00 ICE SET

“Cyclamen,” by

ounce.

WINDOW, THE PRICE I'O-DAY IS

IN OUR SHOW

New Toilet Waters!
use in atomizers: Lilly of the
Valley, Crab-apple Blossom, Arbutus,

The best for

of weeks with

corn.

effort to

UK T HIS WEEK,

town-Mrs. E. F. Littlefield and daughter,
Miss Efiie, left ou Thursday for Boston,
where they will spend the winter_The
concert and entertainment given at Union

relatives in
town.... Silas Storer is having his buildings
re-painted-George Collins iiad one of ids
span of horses quite badly hurt while at
work on the road last week. They became
suddenly frightened and ran away, one of
them receiving a had wound in the side_
Frank Hatch, James Woodbury and George
Wing have each built and filled a silo with

and

Friday

pert preached in the Methodist Church Sunday morning, and in the evening gave a very
interesting lecture to the Epworth League.
-Charles Deane of Boston with his wife
and little daughter are visiting friends in

couple

you money and give you hands*
goods at most economical prices, and as the season
vances we shall also be quick to pick up the best stand values. We WANT and believe that we DESERVi

TO T5E GIVEN

Iield in the Methodist Church last week,
beginning Wednesday evening and lasting
over Thursday.
About 40 delegates were
present and the program was a very interesting one....Rev. O. ii. Fernald of Searswas

a

E

to the needs ot
We mean to mak

especially adapted
Belfast and vicinity.

those

mean

home trade in

-Opening

Winterport. The annual convention of
the Epwortli League of Bucksport District

spending

We

Fall.Winter

-Osgood Woodbury and wife of Northport
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Donnell.

Morrill.
A large wedding party assembled at the house of Mrs. Lizzie Higgins
Wednesday forenoon, Oct. 6th. The happy
couple in this case was Mrs. Higgins and
William H. Beals of Montville. The cere"
mony was performed by Rev. Geo. S. Hill,
after which ice cream, cake and coffee were
served. Mr. and Mrs. Beals took the afternoon boat at Belfast for Boston, and will
spend several weeks in Massachusetts. It
is expected that they will make their home
in Morrill-Mrs. Webber of Belfast and
Mrs. Jackson of Northport visited their sister, Mrs. Meader, last week_Robert Daggett anti wife are both poorly and confined
to the house-Miss Mabel Hatch has been
ou the sick list for a long time_Mr. and
Mrs. Lon Rowe of Providence, R. I., are

NO

at-

BOSTON AND NEW YORK MARKETS.

Misses Ellis
WISH TO

and

MOST am I CHOICEST MS 3

4

iu Union-Arietta Swift of Belfast
spent Sept. 29tli with Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Donnell... .Mr. and Mrs. L. Ness spent Oct.
1st with Mr. and Mrs. Edgar P.
Mahoney.
••••Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Marriuer spent
Sept. 29th iu Rockland_Henry Mahoney
and wife spent a day iu Rockport last week.

care

tention from the

THE..

bth

selected with closest personal

GOODS,

special

day-Mrs. Emily Arnold spent last week
at Upper Stillwater-Albert Marriuer and
family have moved to Belmont_Mabel
and Albert Marriuer spent Saturday in Belfast, the guests of Miss Isabel Towle_Dr.
C. I. H. Ness lias given his house a new
coat of paint.Ralph Heald has returned
from
Baston-Joseph S. Mahoney and
Misses Cora and Clara Mahoney speut Oct.

PATRONS,

AND

again make our semi-annual announcement of NEW

We

BOWNE, Now York.

SCOTT &

pRIENDS

OUR

Ask for it.

free.

East Searsmont. Horatio Thomas and
three children arrived from Boston Satur-

Hall, Monday evening by the young blind
people from Hartford, Conn., was very fine
and is well worthy of patronage.Mrs.
James Freeman is still very critically ill.
Her sons, George and Eugene Howland, and
Mr. Freeman’s daughter,Mrs. Annie Atwood,
who were sent for, have arrived.

JO

to load the gun, and it takes
time to get ready for those ex-

South Montville.
O. W. Ripley met
with an accident Wednesday. While working

Ripley Sunday-S. P. Colby and wife
S. Adams and wife recently spent
days with friends in North Union.

Temple.

Gun Goes Off

pneumonia, aged over GO years. She leaves
and step-children, an aged mother

day, Oct. 14tli-Rev. C. H. Wells will
speak here again one week from next Sunteresting Sunday evening talks at the Union
remains of Mrs. James Curtis
church. His topic last Sunday was The Pic- day-The
were buried here Tuesday afternoon_The
tures of Four Men_As the long winter
twin sous of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cunningevenings come on the Good Templar lodge
ham are very sick....We are very glad to
will prepare itself for some special enterwelcome the familiar countenance of
tainments.... Mrs. Sarah J. Cole of Thorndike is with her sister, Mrs. Dow, for the
millinery season, and Miss Alice is trying
her skill in the trimming department_A

ITasonic

one son

E.

Capt.
peach is one of the
Cove Saturday, bound for
came into the
kind
h, yellowish cotton-wooly
Stoningtou to load stone for New York. He
tl. it
not tempt the passersby when
sailed the first of the week.
din hayed on the fruit stands. The lusH. W. Brown and wife closed their resis
ei
peach an exotic that has nothing taurant
and Mrs. Brown left for

eihaps;

Tl

Liver Ills; easy to
take, easy to operate. 25c.

cure

street.

ami Mrs. Stephen Arey, Miss Georgia
Leadbetter and Mr. Monaker of Vinalhaven are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
Crockett this week.

in my
to Cuba under tin suzerainty
of sj ain and to continue the campaign as
lone as may be necessary.

a

their cottage

Ernest

Mr.

aut

it:

$1; six for $5.

Blood Purifier.

rtOQU S rlllS

Carver of Lineolnville has
improved the external appearance of Capt.
Batchelder’s residence very much this week
with his brush.

.“Spanish government has decided to grant

uboi is the sunny side of
:uu Herald.

at

Mr.

aud threaten that her trip will be followby a British ship; but we can stand it

I

le

w

C. Ferguson and wife of Dixmont arrived Saturday night and will spend a few

ed

Mb

Sarsaparilla
the One Tr

Is

A.

The

if

a

sweet

Hood’s

Mrs. Robert Emery left for New York Oct.
13th, after spending the summer at the

never?

nerves

sound,

Lona A.

won

With pure

will be strong, and your sleep
and refreshing.
Hood’s
Sarsaparilla makes pure blood. That is
diseases.
That is
why it cures so many
why so many thousands take it to cure
disease, retain good health and prevent
sickness and suffering. Remember
Your

cery store.

the pennant, but lost the
cup, Baltimore taking the silver-

Boston

sound health.

Blood

Russell Mahoney left for Boston Monday to accept a situation as clerk in a groMr.

An

means

»A. P. MANSFIELD,

;

rich, healthy blood, the stomach and di
gestive organs will be vigorous, and there
will be no d fspepsia. Rheumatism and
Neuralgia will be unknown. Scrofula and
Salt Rheum will disappear. With pure
|
|
j

day.
Kxit, base ball; enter, foot ball.

“Fly

Pure

Mrs. Eliza Benner went to Boston last
a visit of two weeks.

Saturday for

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14. 1897.

BELFAST,

Monroe. Fred Putman aud son and Fred
Stevens have been up river hunting the past
j week... .Susie Bachelder is having her vacation and is visiting friends in Searsport_
| Mrs. Mary Gilmore died Oct. lltli of bron! chial pneumonia. Obituary will appear next
! week-Mr. Frank Cousens, who has been

]
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ALL TEX OUSTS

$22,00.

PER O/.

WE SHALL REDUCE THE PRICE

Roger

& Gallet’s

new

$i.no each da\ i nth

Soaps

sold.

and Perfumes.

A Beautiful Line of
ported Atomizers.
old atomizers

repaired

at

-jsCHASE & DOAK,

Im=
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BELFAST.

JEWELERS,

slight cost.

^“Xew goods arriving each day.
&JT“Step

in

and look at them.
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DR. W. L.

^Veterinary

■%

FRANK R

A. KNOWLFON, President.

INDIVIDUAL

WEST,

DEPOSITS:

Surgeon.

Dec.

July 2 1, 1894.
$59,480-29
Dec.13,1895.
$100,838.17.

28, 1894.
$30,353.09
July 1 1, 1895.

Feb.

$123,085.58

WIGGIN, Cashier

Solicited

Deposits

B :lfast.

Druggists,

NATIONAL BANE

PEOPLES

POOR & SON,

5, 1 >95.
$83,97*.53

March

1*94.

$79,480.59
July 14,1 *90.
$172,093.10

j
’Q

47

.Z

8183,869.99

Graduate and Medalist
Ontario Veterinary College.

These figures are taken front our sir ■> r n\st ate tn e
of the Currency, Washington, on the at> >re\<1ates.

Office and

Pharmacy at Belfast Livery Co.
Residence and Hospital 17 Congress street.
Office Telephone 8-3.
Residence Telephone 21-4

n

t ** to the

m
!
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“TJI)E POSITS in the IXTBltBS V 1 > H 4 V U i' M BN* 1’ ptn
ary 1st and July 1 st. Deposits during the Orsi three day* of
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of th it month.' This department offers nin-'h
ir Hank
much as every deposit is a ton a to th> ••■•ok, an l ail depnsi'*. i.;
amount of our Capital Stock.
NV.iido rThis Hank Peinj; the latest es; ililisln-i H ml.
v
v-Fi i: •••'■'
ments i?i Fire an 1 Hur^liii-l’roof'.v >:v,.
bank in this countv.
We have SAFE DEPOSIT ROVES at $3, $5 an:1 $* per year. A
locks, so they mtv h.; taken to an 1 from tin* Haul: if desired.
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FOR SALE.

■

Mrs. John Williams offers her house
Norris street at a bargain. About

■

•> -p

1

on

one-half
chard.

acre

of

laml and

Inquire of

a

good

or-

E. II. DURGIN, M. D.

Murphy for

John

terms and

price.
Sears]tort, Oct. 0, 1897. -3w40*

Fitting

Sheriff’s Sale.

the

1T7ALDO SS. Taken <m execution wherein Caro
TT
J. Pottle, ExecutYix, is creditor, and The
Dana Sarsaparilla Co. is debtor, and will be sold
by public auction to the highest bidder, on the
premises in Belfast, in said County, on the 20th
day of November, A. D. 1897, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, agreeably to the decree of the Supreme
Judicial Court, upon which said execution was
issued the following described personal property
upon which said creditor has a lien, to wit: a certain building situated and standing on the land of
the Belfast Industrial Real Estate Co., near to the
large building on said Company’s land, now used
and occupied by Legro & Spalding as a shoe
factory in said Belfast.
SAMUEL G. NORTON, Sheriff.
Belfast, October 7, 1897.—3w4l

of Glasses and Diseases o!

Eye

ard Ear

a

Office'hours until 9
From

I

2.30 to

3

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

Specialty.
a. m.

and 7 to 8 p.

m.

i>krosi rs

MAINE.

SEAHSPOKT,

Safe deposit boxes for rent at
J8 a year.
t)ur new vault is uno-iualed

13tf

Telephone Connection.

am

ProvidenceFurCompany
49

Westminster

U\KXCl:Ll.i:i)

now

St., I*rovi<1euce, It. I.

Belfast, Oct. 14, 1897.

I;

A

STFAMI 15011
25 II. I\, x\

about
*

all connections

<

'ete, has been but little used by
fast Coliseum Co, Call on
I

Belfast, May (V, I
*

occupied by I

C. O. POOR.

ex.

r.

KlCiCiS

N. F, III SION.

TO LET.
to

Kastep:

vault

ASA

who may wish to present claims for additional or
increase of pensions, I will be at C F. Cobbett’s
shoe shop. 127 Main street, opposite the post
office, Nov. 8 and 9, 1897. but only the morning
of the 8th.
4"4l
L, C. MORSE.

Apply

in

security agan

burglary in the country.
renting boxes «an have the
I privilege of taking their boxes t<> ami

Having purchased the original records of the
Cates, for the convenience of all
pensioners having claims pending, and of those

The store in Johnson Block

5d, $5. $o.5»

Those

estate of J. C.

Mayo & White.

in

soli( ii

ami

Wants all kinds of Raw Furs. Skins. Ginseng
Seneca, &C. Full prices guaranteed. Careful
selection, courteous treatment, immediate remit
tance.
Shipping Tags, Ropes, furnished free.
Write for latest price circulars.
0m3S

Attention Pensioners

$33,000

SURPLUS,

J
1

Swale Hay Wanted

The taxpayers of the riry of Belfast are hereby
notified that all poll taxes and taxes on personal
estate for 1807 are now due and immediate payment is requested.
A discount of two per rent,
will be allowed on all taxes paid before dan. 1,
1808. I shall be in my office in Memorial building
from 8.30 to 11.30 a.m. daily, until further Lotice

I

Belfast, Sept.

M. C. HILL, l
8,1807 tf30
—

ax

1

BV

F. G. WHITE,
24 Front

Collector.

|

October

Street,

7, 1807.

—
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NEWS OF

the

The County Commissioners opened their
August adjourned term at the Court House

BELFAST.

E Perkins lias bought the M. R. Tuesday morning.
house ou Eliu street ami will live |
List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
ir.s winter.
Belfast post office for the week ending Oct.
1
Cargill has been appointed post- 9th: Ladies—Mary Smyth. Gentlemen—E.
it Liberty, vice A. J
Skidmore; and A. Mason, Fred S. Smith.
1 trkness postmaster at Rockport, vice
Sylvester Pliiuuey was in Belfast the past
.* E
Paul.
week buying supplies for his business at
i >auiel Lane and Mrs. James H. SlierIsle au Haut.
He lias contracted to build
ently presented the Girls’ Home four miles of road for the Isle au Haut Laud
mdsome book-case, several volumes Co. for 84,000.
ties, newspapers, etc.
The body of Shepherd Clinch who died in
Hu
and wife, the noted SpiritualBerlin, N. H., in July, 1890, was brought to
in rs, will speak
in Belfast Opera
Belfast Monday and buried on the lot of
wo Sundays, Oct. *J4th and 31st, and
his sister-in-law, Mrs. O. P. Hadley, in
r more evenings during the week
Grove Cemetery.
.•ning.
The new train arrangement on the Maine
boat atlvertised last week as found Central
gives Belfast the best freight service
red and abandoned near Steeles ledge
we have ever had.
Freight which leaves
to have been stolen from Rockland,
Boston in the eveuing arrives in Belfast at
been
the
'advertisement
has
rough
12 45 the uext day.
.•red by her owner. Nothing is known
It is expected that Mr. Elbert Hubbard,
thief or thieves.
traveler and litterateur, will lecture in Bel-

.■•iter

u

■

I>r. Edgar F. Townsend of
indicted for practicing
ne contrary to the Maine registration
plea of nolo contendere was entered
jii his attorney, at Farmington, Oct.

fast

of

e case

who

n

.-f
b ut

H. Lawrence, Bueksport.

Cavalry
Thomas H.

Ralph H. Pitcher is at Mars Hill buying
His
and shipping Aroostook potatoes.
father, H. C. Pitcher, has hired the Mans-

presented
-nail Post, G. A R., with a copy of a
of that Regiment, written and pubby Lieut. E. P. Tobie. It is said by
with such

liar

on

works to he

one

regimental histories published.
only a full and accurate history

•st
;•

the most active and
in the service.

s

field store at the corner of Main and Front
and is selling at wholesale, and by
the barrel to local customers.

of

streets

It
of

The Helping Hand Circle of Kings Daughmet with Mrs. Mary A. Libby last Monday. They will meet with Mrs. Joseph
Clough on Bay View street next Monday.
All members are requested to be present at
Mrs. Nellie Macomber's to-morrow, Friday,

efficient regi-

ters

made last week of the ateam-

mm was

bringing to Belfast Wednesday
hundred people from Castine and
Most of them came to buy supdo shopping, and those who saw the

nstme
.T one

r

Bert Thorndike and
The Game Ba<;.
Charles Wilson of Rockland and Charles R.
Cot-mbs of Belfast are scouring the Waldo
county woods for woodcock and partridge.

the steamer took over the next
there must have been a thousand

i

-V

worth., .n addition to the numerous
r less valuable packages carried home
he <-x< arsionists. Come again.
s

Sedgwick will

steamer

make

an

shot 1.1 birds
Monday.Ed.
Hall and James Waterman went gunning in
th-- town of Jackson Friday and bagged sev-

They

tx-

eral partridges and woodcock.

Camden and Belfast t<> Bangor

from

r

Friday,

to

take

peoj 1-

to

the

T1

shipping
tract
They

The steamer will
Ki. gt t
wharf, Camden, at 7.bO a. m.;
ami arriv
wharf. Belfast, at
She will leave Bangor
r.gor at 1‘J.dO.
in: after the evening concert.
This
id

opportunity

an

of

-'lieerts

•••s*

sing in
uud trip, >l.oo.
Will

s

the

enjoy

course.

evening.

FK-'M

Asylum

in

now

season

under their

have in their houses

conone

best quality ice which they will
The shipa reasonable price.
ping facilities are first class, and any one
wishing a cargo with quick dispatch would
do well to write the Belfast Ice Co.

two of

Madam
Fare for

at

Lucius 11 Lovejoy has been appointed
deputy collector and inspector at Rock port,
vice E. A Wentworth, and was sworn in
Tuesday at Belfast by Collector Harriman.

THE

the Insane

the

cargo of the

dispose (»f

INSANE HOSPITAL.
Marshal H. O Norton received word
week that Charles C. Daniels had esVI»E1>

from

Crockett has been appointed
deputy collector and inspector at North Haven, in place <>f George F. Lewis and noti-

Hanson

Augusta

T.

oming to Belfast.
a
strange appearing fied to come to Belfast and take the oath of
went into a number of stores here and office.
-wards
went to the Commonwealth
The Non-Partisan W. C. T. Alliance, will
’. where he registered as “Charles Cotmeet at their rooms on Main street Friday,
Daniels, King Cotton,’’ without giving Oct. loth, to make arrangements for their
place of residence. The police were annual meeting, to he held on the 22d inst.
tied and went to Daniels’ room, where for the election of officers and for any other
icknowledged that he had escaped from business that may properly come before that
asylum. He was put in jail for the re- meeting. All interested in the sewing school
der of the night and taken to Augusta are
specially requested to be present. Notice
\t morning.
He was very talkative, and of the place and hour of the annual meeting
■| i up a steady conversation from the time
will he given in next week’s papers.
11is arrest until he was delivered over to
The Belfast W. C. T. U. will hold a memoasylum officials. He said that although rial
service in honor of Gen. Neal Dow and
was closely watched he escaped by rethe date will probably be decided on at the
the
screws
from
the
window
ving
bars,
meeting to-day. The annual harvest supmg the bars aside and dropping from the !
per of the Union will be held the last week
sduw to the ground,
lie thinks he is !
in October. The Union asks for contriburich, and one of eight rich men eon tin- i
tions of clothing to be used In its charity
n the asylum that others may gr-t their
work.
Contributions may be left at the
perty.
rooms, over H. L. Lord's, or will Vie called
HirriN.; Items.
Sell. Louisa Francis ar- for on notice to any member of the Union.

supposcd to
sday evening

is

■

the

to

Company have finished

Belfast lee

<

ice for

Festival.

Musn

there is important work to attend to.

as

mat

t

k.

November, and if so, the people
Announcement will be
treat.

Ellingwood’s Corner; increase, Joseph

cuts,

members of tue rirst Maine

have

a

Pensions have been granted as follows:
Increase, Theodore D. Monroe, Lincolnville;
Samuel A. Payson, South Brooks; Austin
Thomas, Unity; additional, Elijah H. Clem

court imposed the minimum
$H>0 tiue, which was paid. The
failed to appear.

at: <11

in

have

made later concerning the lecture.,

iml the
tv

early

will

was

be

Portland with grain for
v
SibVy Co....Sell. Miantonomah
kport Oct. 7tli to load lime....
c Tell
arrived Oct. 8th from Isle
with cattle and general cargo. The
was
beached for repairs_Sloop
rt carried coal to Islesboro Oct. 7th
t irn.nl the bth.
She was docked Sat-

1 Oct ;*t}i from

:•

T. Richards of this city lias been
suffering for some time with gangrene and
yesterday submitted to an operation in
C

Mr.

which the diseased parts were amputated.
The leg was taken off below the knee and
the work was done by Dr. E. A. Wilson in
the presence of Drs. H. C. Tinklian^of Bur-

lington, Yt., G. C. Kilgore, A. T. Millett of
liking.... Sell. Penob- Searsmont and A. E Kilgore of Brooks. Mr.
Mpicted repairs at Carter’s last week, Richards stood the operation nicely and
irtered 1o ...id stum- at Hall’s quarry,
everything is looking favorable at present.
Sound, for New York, hut was deA very heavy storm of wind and rain
iiere f<»r want of a cn-w. She got a
passed over this section about midnight
u
nr two from srh. Jacob Reed which arMonday night. No damage is reported beM' inlay, and sailed Tuesday.... Sell.
the breaking of small limbs from trees.
Reed, Capt Bunker, arrived from yond
L. H. March reports the rainfall as J2 inch.
-•
n Monday, light, and hauled into Car..r

1 Tver's

or

shower did not extend far westward, as
the Rebekahs returning from Union met
nothing serious, although they had some
light rain. In Rockland it was severe and
Capt. Ingraham of the steamer City of BanThe

She is to be re-classed and will ung-' qirte extensive repairs and be retided... .Sch. Jennie Howard discharged
a her from Bangor
for Cooper &, Co. last
week.
s

ck

d

■

heavy squall,
gor reports passing through
Wallace E. Berry of Win-; with rain, when about half way across from
hrep ame to Belfast Oct. Gtli with 2,000 Boston to White Head.
and locked salmon, which he placed in
The reception and supper given by A. E.
Swuu Lake that night.
He also brought the i
Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, Monday
-ame number for Georges’
Pond, Liberty; evening at Memorial Hall was a very enjoy:: they were
put into the pond at Freedom, j able occasion. Visitors were present, by inThe fish were from the State hatchery in
from Thomas H. Marshall
G.
a

Fish

Facts.

Monmouth, and were procured through the
dnrts of Representative W. L. Littlefield
and the co-operation of L. T. Carleton,
Esq.
Bicknell & Hopkins have leased the
-; ore
and fishing privilege at Murphy’s
Point and will build a weir there in season
for the spring run of salmon. They will
also engage in lobstering and furnish the
mil.'!!'- with live broiled lobsters as formerly
at Saturday Cove.
Fishing at the latter
lace was not a success and we hope they
ay have better luck in their new location.
Five thousand six-month-old Atlantic
-a'lnoii were placed in Lake Aloomoosook
ast wt-ek from the East Orlaud station.
Freeman O. Roberts recently dug a lot of
lams

Legde, East Belfast, in
he found live clams that weighed two
near

Lung

I

!

vitation,
Post,
A. R., Sheridan F. Miller Command, U. V.
U., and the Sons of Veterans Camps at Win-

terport, Monroe and Brooks. Four members
of A. E. Clark Camp who live at Lincolnville Centre were also present. The degree
of the order was worked, after which an excellent supper was served au«l a season of
followed
The meeting broke up
shortly after midnight and the visitors, who

j sociability
! came
!

by teams,

left

for home about 1 o’clock.

The next show

Opera House

is

ber 25th.

booked for the Belfast
the Yankee Drummer, Octo-

said to be about
direct descendants
Scotia. The Maine
those here, reside in
are

The

500 Crowells and their
in Maine and Nova
claimants, aside from

p< funds.

Tuesday evening. The lecture is considered the best in Miss Dyer's list, and her
ability as a lecturer is kuowntomany of our
people. She merits, aud will no doubt
have, a crowded house.
During tne past week hearings have been
held in the Police Court on four lots of
liquor. The hard liquors were turned over
to the sheriff and the beer ordered
spilled.
State Constable Hears has spilled 90 bottles
of beer the past week. Sheriff Norton has
the necessary five barrels of hard liquors to
send away and will make a shipment soon.
A hearing on the libel of the W. B. Twombly liquors will be held Oct. 23d.
The Crops.
Board Bulletin, No. 8, for
the season of 1897, has qeen issued by Secretary B. Walker HcKeen of tlie board of agriculture. This number is called the swine
number, and will be very interesting to the
farmers of the State. Following is a summary of the crop reports from Waldo county :
Acreage of corn, yellow, 7-1 per cent.;
Yield of oats, 25 bushels ;
sweet, 75 per cent
barley, 30 bushels. Condition of fruit, 30
Potato prospects, 19 per cent.;
per cent.
very much rot reported. Early Rise aud
Hebrons suffering most. Yield* of ensilage
corn, 15 tons. Amount of stock fodder, 103

the two in Waldo county and Coroner D.
of Ellsworth to those in Hancock.
As all the bodies were fully identified, and

to

L. Fields

it

was

both

clearly

coroners

unnecessary.

accidental drowning,
decided that, inquests were

a case

of

day

in

his

scow

Islesboro, but

was

lucky enough

to

run

Steamer Notes. The Castine will make
an excursion from Belfast aud Islesboro to
Buck’s Harbor next Sunday, leaving Belfaet at 10 30, Islesboro at 11 aud arriving at.
Buck’s Harbor at 12. There will he a clam
bake at Buck’s Harbor aud the boat will
leave on her return at 4 o’clock. Tickets
for the round trip, 50 cents.... Monday night
The City of
rough
Bangor, bound east, was struck by a sea
which broke the planking of Ler starboard
paddle-box and rail. She arrived hereabout
an hour lat.e.
The Penobscot put into Tenant's Harbor, where she remained until 10
o’clock Tuesday forenoon, aud arrived in
Boston at 7.30 p. m. She left Boston at midnight Tuesday night and arrived here at 3.30
was a

p.

m.

one

on

the ocean.

Wednesday.

of

A Few points of superiority in
the Miller Lamps:

bygone days.

Every lamp
to

Screw Wick Lift,

jP

Ciing Lift,
Easy

Rewick,

to

night.

New
115
of

Advertisements.
M. L. Mitchell,
High street, has a large aud varied stock
the Glen wood parlor stoves and ranges,

also the Glenwood furnaces and oil heating stoves in all sizes. He keeps full lines
of enamel ware, tinware aud kitchen
goods,
and has a new stock of
banquet, reception,
hall
aud
stand lamps at prices that
parlor,
will suit.
Give him a call_Harry W.
Clark, the Bargain Clothier, 83 Main street,
offers £5 in gold for the largest
pumpkin
grown in Waldo or adjoining counties.
Read what he has to say of bargains in mens
and boys' clothing aud note his offer of an
and

American watch, guaranteed for one year.
.Carle & Jones, announce their 5th annual lamp opening and sale for
Friday and
Saturday, Oct. 15th and 10th. They made
an extra effort this year to
get the best
lamp possible for the least money, and the
prices quoted indicate that they were successful.
Every Miller lamp they sell is

No Smell

l'i

co •>'>.ueuuou

js

maue

elsewhere

..

Splendid Styles, Fleeced d? f
Lined Wrappers only

that

we

li n

*« b

sell.

'"y c

[ bis*

85 cents each.

buy direct from the
factory and can save

BIO STOCK,
LITTLE PRICES

you 25 per cent,

lamps this

v

»«-—

ONE CASE GENTS’

on

year.

Wool Fleeced Shirts and Drawers.
WHEN YOU ARE BUYING LAMPS IT WILL
COST YOU NOTHING TO LOOK OVER OUR LINE.

OPEN
EVENINGS

The officers and comrades of Thomas FT.
Marshall I’ost take this opportunity to
thank the ladies of Belfast who so generously contributed food on the occasion of the
reunion of the First Maine Cavalry in this
city,Sept. 29th; also Messrs. A. A. Howes &

The program

Millinery
Opening

follows: Singing
by school; reading the Scripture by E. A.
Nickerson; prayer by E. A. Bowen; singing
the welcome song by Misses Fannie Stevens,
Pearl Nash, Eunella Guptill, Stella Nichols and Mrs. Lizzie Gross; prayer by the
little ones; reading by Clarence Nickerson ;

in

which the program
The tableaus were

was

Fall-Winter Opening
PATTERN HATS

October

j

21 and 22, 1897.

1

j

•

carried |

Boston
Holbrook

Of Waldo

returning
Boston by

approaching when the hay crop
of 1807 will be put upon the market for sale. Reports from a section of the country show the
argest crop of hay raised in many years, especially through the middle and western States; in view
of these facts it is essentially necessary in order
to secure the highest prices for our product in the
various markets of the country, that the prepara
tion of the*crop shall equal that of any other porThis result can only be
tion of the country.
obtained by using Dederiek’s upright or an Ox
press. It seems at. present as though the larger
part of our surplus hay must tind a market on the
cattle steamers, where space is
sity, and hay put up in the old

neces-

especially

the old lever presses but have the best
and obtain the highest prices, which can only be
done by producing a perfectly pressed bale of hay
The Dederiek presses in this section are operat-

by Freeman Ellis *k Son, So. Brooks; Charles
Barnes. Waldo, Edward Greer, Belmont, and E.
B. Greeley, Swanville. Communications to any
of the above parties, or F. G. White, Belfast, will
receive prompt attention.
2m3G
F. G. WHITE.

Fall & Winter Goods.

|

AUCTION

GLOVES, HOSIERY,

And Clearance Sale
At Searsport House Stable,

with her

Saturday,

Oct.

16,

lu o’clock a.m.,

Consisting of horses, carriages, harnesses,
one new hay tedder, one 12-passenger
an

opening

Trimmed

double-runner
niture and

of

one

pung,

other

Sulkeyette

or

horse

furni-

Speed-wagon

A. M. RANK, Auctioneer.

fliilinery,

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16!h,
ONE DAY ONLY'.

Since writing the above I have received a 1
consignment of horse blankets, whips and several
sets of new light driving harnesses that must be
sold, and I would say that among the horses are
several tine, large pairs of young, acclimated
horses all ready for use. He sure and see one of the
W. E. GRIN NELL.
auction bills.
Searsport, Oct. 13, 181)7.—Iw41

SUBSCRIBE

MISS FRENCH.

lirng

t«j

tin

>i.

It will pay y«>n to make you:- }»ur *J

BOYS' CLOTHING.
Children’s

Knee Pants

Neatly trimmed, 3

value Sl’.oo,

u >\v.

to

1-1 year-.

worth

for this

$5.75

Children’s Fine All Wool Suits.
to 1 .“> years, n 1»1»>
worth So.OO, tor this

Scotch elf<

sale.S3.50

MEN'S FURNISHINGS
HEAVY LINED GLOVES.

HEAVY KLONDIKE

ULSTERS,

MULESKIX,
or

money refunded.

worth

Now

$4.90
MEN’S FINE ALL WOOLSUITS
Single ami double breasted, handsome
plaids am* worsted effects, usual price
$12.00, for this sale../.__

$9.79

f»(

'.gh

ate'.

]* lr.tice.

for this sale

19c.

All Wool Flr.rced Underwear.
worth

Too., for t!■;s sale.

4-9c

MEN’S AND BOYS’ BRACES.
Worth

2.V.,

now.

13c.

MEN’S MACKINTOSHES.
Special purchase
Don’t fail
ing else.

to

look

at

sa;»-

$2.90

V'ou will have to pay $8.00 for them
elsewhere. For this sale...

$7.00

.33c.

...

4

worth

Suits,
t.iai

:k

BOYS’ ULSTERS.
Large collars,

MEN’S HEAVY WEIGHT
ALL WOOL SUITS, dark plaids, I

MEN'S

ases now.

FANCY SHIRTS.

half their value.
at noth-

at, these if

Some with two collar- and cull-,..t
With fa tic I>| ISOIU-. U
!C |
I it
allie s I (M ». (Itir |>re
■

2 lots Black

Cape Coats,$2.95
And O. B. Velvet Collar,
3 95
light and dark Coats,
Actual value of these

coats

is

$0.00

i.>

.•

69c., four tor $2.75
Zjt’ I!',

$8 on

1,1

*,

'.i

/,,

pi; m utt il, mhc/lit r ,/,,,(
t
roll nr button »»,• </ s,i:‘ <•/’ linlht.s. Jr
l/'fU:' i-n rr./i.ntif
is n>r sutishn 'o/’yv

MEN’S BLACK, BROW& and
GRAY SOFT

i-iirrih,:

HATS,

'IX ,1

briny bock tin, yootls oh'l

50c., for this sale. 19c

■/'

inonc-)/.

SA TURD A F, OCT. Hi, we shall
give an A Ml' RICA Y If A TCH guaranteed for one year, with every
purchase of $10.00 or more to
parties presenting this ad. only.
PASTE THIS IN VOI R HAT.
---•-—-

HARRY W. CLARK,
The Bargain Clothier and Tailor,
83 Main Street, Belfast.

1\ S.

MISS GUAY, Milliner.

fllSS SOUTHWORTH.

rapidly advancing.

by competing houses for $7.00.
price.
$4.80

worth

staple goods,

MISS SOUTHWORTH calls attention

Sold
Our

use

ed

of

FA KEY GOODS.

absolute

in this year of low prices, that the
farmers co-operate with the dealers and pressers
in this matter and raise the standard of our hay.

mice,

assort-

Prices are

$1.98

not

Don’t

UNDERWEAR, ET(0.,
large line of

an

style lever presses

counties.

shall show the NOBBIEST L.l >11'. OE CI.OI ilINti

MEN’S BLACK
BEAVER OVERCOATS,

he used for this purpose when a better
pressed article can he obtained, and even then
It. is of v ital import
must be sold at a discount.

Miss French

on we

Look for the Dirigo trade mark, which
means they are the best on earth tor
the money. All wool, worth $3.Otk tor
this sale.

The time is fast

..AND..

fllSS FRENCH has her usual stock of

County.

adjoining

or

( ..no
7 0market at PRICES WHICH CANNOT BE EQl ALED.
/> j T we shall offer a feast for bargain seekers >u.-\ a< now: .• <n !•«• •*!»•. si’..

MEN’S CLOTHING.

To the Farmers

Miss Southworth

ment

From now

•

—i

)

Bargain Clothier, 83 Main St., Belfast.

MEN’S PANTS.

to

large

The

again.

\
I

grown in Wild

*

HARRY W. CLARK.

Thursday and Friday,

will

their

largest PUMPKIN

For the

In exclusive designs, on

!

$5.00 IN GOLD

*

*

and BONNETS

*

OPENING

display

^-^BELFAST.

|

deer.

to

Block,

ANNOUNCES HER

Monday night. She will visit her
grandmother, who resides in Lawrence, before she returns-John Hogan and George
Leavitt returned Saturday from tlieir hunting trip. Mr. Hogan brought home two

together

Odd Fellows’

Mrs. R. P. Chase

boat

to

GEO. W. BURKETT,

as

Michaels and her son Silas went
Monday night. She will visit in
and Randolph two weeks before
home-Miss Pearl Nash went to

ready

tilled up with attractive goods in

was as

good as
many that are given by experienced actors.
-Nahum S. Piper and wife, accompanied
by their daughter, Mrs. Etta Savery, attended the Waldo Veterans Association meeting
in Brooks last Thursday.... Mrs. Mary I.

are

store is

g@“Our

departments. Save tne advance on
priceswhich must surely follow, by buying earlv.

East Belfast. The Sunday school in
what is known as the Mason’s Mills district
held their concert in the school house last
Thursday evening, and it was a decided suc-

manner

OPEN
EVENINGS

;

all of its

Co. and Swift & Paul, who furnished the
coffee for the occasion.

cess.

$1.00 quality for 50c each

CARLE & JONES.

oi

those who may wish to present claims for
additional or increase of pensions
.See advertisement of auction and clearance sale at
the Searsport House stable, Saturday, Oct.
16th,at 10 a. m. The sale will include horses,
carriages, horse blankets, whips, etc.

just arrived
public inspection.

We

..

warranted.

for

♦LADIES’ PRINT WRAPPERS.

guaranteed

AS TO PRICE:

through.

& Clock Co. of Bostou. There will be a central box and dial in the Memorial
building,
and nine boxes which the police are expected to visit at regular intervals during the

is

us

lamp

No Dirt Pocket.

wires, using electric light, telegraph or
telephone poles, as may he most convenient.

on

stock has

new

ready

by the manufacturer, and we are thereby able end do warrant
absolutely every Miller

L

The boxes will be located as follow's:
At the corner of Main street and Waldo
avenue;
on Church
street near Ben
I).
Fi» id’s residence; at the Dalton
Sarsaparilla
Co.’s laboratory; in the rear of the McCiinto. lv block; at J. C. Durham's factory on
Pleasant street; at Lewis’ wharf; at Cooper’s
wharf; in the rear of R. H. Coombs <& Son’s
store; and at the corner of Church and Miller street. W. H. Bray is stringing the

police regulations, is putting in the
police time record, as voted by the City
Council at its last regular meeting. The apparatus was bought of Fred A. Harriman of
Waterville, aud is from the Howard Watch

tee

Our

THIS OFFER IS GOOD FOR OCT. 15 AND Hi ONLY.

on

derives its name from a large willow tree on
the shore in front. It has been the scene of
many a clam-bake and chowder party in
the past.
Mr. Geo. W. Burgess has a"line
water color of Willow Cottage by Sanborn
oil the wall of his parlor, a
pleasant remind-

a

singing, “Shall we gather by the river,” by
school; reading by Lena Ellis; speaking by
Alice Guptill; duett by Misess Fauuie Steven
and Pearl Nash ; reading by Fannie Stevens ;
speakuig by Flora Ellis; tableau, “The
evening prayer,” by Miss Ethel Davis aud
Alice Guptill; singing, by school; speaking
by Ernest Gross; reading by Stella Nichols; singing, by Misses Alice and Velora
Nickerson; violin solo by John Engstrom ;
speaking by Walter Bowen, tableau, “Rock
of Ages,” by Miss Dora Larrabee; reading
by Arthur Lanpher; speaking by Bennie
Gross; speaking by Ethel Davis; reading by
Everett Nickerson; reading by Mrs. Lizzie
Gross: reading by Mrs. Eliz&Piper; tableau,
“Now I lay me down to sleep,” by six little
girls; closing hymn, “God be with you till
we meet again,” by school.
Let us here insert a word of praise for our local talent.
Everyone spoke in the highest praise of the

The Police Record. Alderman Rankin,
chairman of the City Government commit-

I ADiES Fall and W!!Ui!! Jackets.

or more we

his

craft ashore on a smooth beach under the
let? of the land, and thus escaped swamping or
shipwreck. H»* was iu smooth water in
Swan's dock during the blow Monday night
and Tuesday. He will haul his craft out at
Bass Harbor for the winter, and do a general repairing business.

patterns alike).

two

WILL BE PLACED ON EXHIBITION.

dinner set amounting to $8.50
will give a $2 50 “Miller” banquet lamp (no shade) FREE.

TO ANYONE buying

only (no

Beautiful Silks for Waists

.13

TO ANYONE buying a Lamp and Globe at our opening
(Oct. 15 and 16,) amounting to $5.00
or more we will make a
present of a
“Jewel” pattern 4-Piece Glass Tea Set.

Notion. He reports a very successful season
during which he has visited a large number
of the islands on the coast.
During the
blow last Saturday he was at Turtle Head,

the announcements of millinery openings.
-Stevens Bro’s. announces a closing out

er

chimney,

£^

In Dress Patterns

.85
1.50

(banquet lamp size),
Lamps, complete with burner and

Hand

«

Assortment of

$1.50

Silk Shades

Capt. Cottle,

the buildings repainted and some minor
improvements made... .Jones S. Davis is
making outside repairs and improvements
house

Banquet Lamps,

Lamp Globes,

Belfast Monshoe factory, the Yankee

For the two nays of this sale
only they offer presents to buyers of lamps
to the value of 85, or a dinner set
amounting

his

“Miller”

per cent.

The Floating Shoe Shop.
the sailor-cobbler, arrived in

Elegant

*

Miss Frances J. Dyer will lecture on “Marof Modern Science,” under the auspices
of the Y. P. S. C. E., at the Baptist church
Monday evening, Oct. 18th. Admission 25
cents. If stormy Monday the lecture will be
given

WILL OPEN THIS DAY
An

vels

Building and Repairs. Mrs. Frank K.
Prescott is making extensive improvements
street. The trees
on her house on High
have been removed, the stable renovated,

"ii

Friday and Saturday, Oct. 15-16.

Washington County.

of box stalls is increasing and
nearly every new stable has one or more.
Several old stables have been built over this
year aud box stalls substituted for the old
style. Last week E. R, Conner changed
over the stable at his store and added a
box
stall. The livery aud boarding stables in
the city have all increased the tmiibet of
their box stalls recently.
use

sale of ladies, misses and children’s
boots,
High street.. .Frank Davis shoes, Oxfords and rubbers, to begin to-day,
is repairing for Joseph Williamson, Esq
Oct. 14th. It is a genuine closing out sale
Thk Bodies Recovered. Early Wednes- I the rooms recently vacated by the Ameri- regardless of cost. Mail and
stage orders
day morning, Sept. 22d, four men employed ! can Express Co-F. B. Kuowlton is re- will receive careful attention_The store
in tin- mill of F. G. Perkins of
Bueksport I pairing the house at No. 5 Cross street_ in Johnson Block, now occupied by Mayo &
started in a boat to go up river for some Walter Dodge is building a dwelling house
WTiite, is for rent. Apply to C. O. Poor_
logs and did not return. As the weather on his lot on the corner of Congress and See statements of the Belfast and Searsport
was stormy and the men started before
day- Wight streets.
National Banks-B. C. Dinsmore, 33 Main
break it was believed that they were drownins well known restreet, has 10 cases of ladies’ fall boots that
Willow cottage,
ed.
Last week all the bodies were recoverwould be cheap at $2, which he offers for
sort on the Read shore lias recently changed
ed and fully identified. Monday, Oct. 4th, i
hands, the original proprietors selling to only S148....H. C. Pitcher, Mansfield
the body of Wilbur Tucker was found near
Messrs. M. R. Kuowlton, J. W\ Burgess, W. Block, foot of Main street, can supply
the Prospect shore. Friday, Oct. 8th, John
H. West, Elisha Sherman and Henry Sta- Aroostook potatoes in car lots or any part of
Lawrence of Bueksport, who was searching
It was built in August, 187(3. The car at short notice. Seed potatoes constantples.
for the bodies, recovered that of Martin
material was landed ou the spot Thursday ly on hand-See Commissioners notices
Russell of Bangor. Saturday forenoon the
and Sheriffs sale_Poor & Son have the
noon and Saturday night the
cottage was
crew of the tug Bismarck found the
latest designs in toilet and manicure sets,
body of completed. I. W. Parker was master
buildWillard Lowe of Jonesboro, and almost at
Lubin’s latest odors, new toilet waters,
er. aud one of the owners, and his associates
the same time James
Jipsojj of Winterport were IT. J. Locke, George W. Burgess, F. Roger & Gallets new soaps and perfumes,
found the body of Alfred Dean, a native of
and a beautiful line of imported atomizers.
W. Patterson, George Flowers and Frank
New Brunswick. The bodies of Russell and
Call and look at the new goods_L. C.
A. Gilkey.
Flowers sold out, as did Gilkey
Lowe were lauded at Bueksport, Tucker at
Pension Attorney, will be in Belfast
later, leaving four owners, Mrs. Patterson Morse,
Nov. 8th and 9th, for the convenience
CoroProspect and Dean at Winterport.
succeeding to her husband’s share ou his again
ner Clias. R. Coombs of Belfast was called
death. The cottage is prettily situated and of pensioners having claims pending and of
winch

GEORGE W. BURKETT

Henry Staples of this city and Leander
Staples of Monroe are descendants of the
Crowell family of England which has an undivided estate estimated at $8,000,000. There

Fine larm in
The

rooms over

Mayo & White, High street,

(■round, 135

are

for rent with immediate

possession.

Enquire

POOR A: SON.
Belfast, July 29, 1897.—30tf

never

failing

easy tei ins.

Northi rt, two miles from ( amp
land, nice buildings, large
ids. apples last year. tJood <■*»',

acres

cently occupied by Miss Beverage, dressmaker. orchards, 350
of

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

re

W ater.

Wii 1 be sold very low and
40tf

on

M. V. II1 LI

.*5i) Miller St., Bid List.

The
A

Late Gen.

Neal

l)ow.

Skelth of the Lite ol the Great
Keformer.

Temperance

[Fn ■m the Portland Sunday Times.J
General Neal Dow died at his residence
The
in Portland at 3.30, p. m., Get. 3d.
was a peaceful one, and he retained consciousness until an hour before he died,
recognizing his children who were gath-

ered at his bedside. General Dow's death
was due to the infirmities of his great age.
His vigorous body was worn out and his
had been

gradually failing

for

a

year or more, but. until recently he had
been able to take his accustomed drives,
the last being when he drove out to Falmouth at the time of the railroad accident
Then these were given up and
there.

finally, September goth, lie

was

oblig-

His mind was
ed to take to his bed.
still clear, however, and only a few' days
ago he called for the paper and read a
portion of it. His great weakness made
talking difficult, but the little lie could
say and the gestures with which lie made
his meaning plainer, made it clear that he
knew those about him and that he was
aware that the end was approaching.
Once lie said that he was weary and was
eager for the moment of his release. Friday night he said to his nurse: “This is
At another
the end and it’s all light."
time lie referred to his funeral and mentioned the names of several of the Portland clergv whom he wished to be asked
He also into participate in the services.
dicated his desire that the arrangements
should be simple.
V*eneiai i.ntw

s at'.uii

uau

utt-u

tAjjcaeu
ami Sat-

any time for a week or more,
forenoon it be< ame evident that he
had -unk into a state of weakness from
which he could not rally.
Early in the
afternoon he lost consciousness and an
as
In -ui later he passed away
peacefully as
a sleeping infant.
Had Neal Dow lived until the 20th of
next March, lie would have been 94 years
of age.
Ninety-four years is a great age
for any man to attain, and it seems doubly
great for a man like Mr. Dow, who was a
vital, active force in the community from
early manhood until his last years, lu
lM'7, at the age of 24 years, here in the
city of his birth, he made bis first temperance speech before the members of the
old Deluge Engine company.
Sixty-six
years later, on Munjoy Hill, under a hot
a large out-door
he
addressed
sun,
July
audience on the same subject, and with a
vigor which seemed not at all impaired by
In all the years
the weight of 90 years.
between these two events. Neal Dow has
been an active force in the business and
moral life of this city and State, as well
as in the broader fields to which his influence extended. The speech of July JO,
IK-:,. <>n Munjoy Hill, was not his last
public speech by any means, although it
was hislast important appearance in public
in this city.
But in January, ls95, at the
age of '.'1, he appeared before the Maine
legislature and urged with vigor new
amendments to the Maine law. The same
year, in December, he attended a Christian Endeavor convention, and was one of
But
the famous figures at the gathering.
these were his last appearances, and although he s< ut letters to the Press from
time to time after this, it was evident that
his powers wen* waning, and that the
burden of his years was bearing him
dow n.
General Dow could not help being a
rare :igure in the life of Portland, and he
would have been remembered as such had
he died at tin age of .j<» years. But living
as he did so many years beyond the usual
allotted time of man. and maintaining his
activities as he did almost to the very end
of hi> day •, he almost s<. einert to become
a part of the perpetual and enduiing life
of the
lie was horn when Thomas
ty.
Jeffeison was President of the Tinted
States.
Portland wa>, then hardly more
ti.au
onntry village in the province of
Maine. 1 s population wa> not over <*,000.
The hi st residences of tlie town were on
India street, and on Thomas street, in the
vicinity of tin- site of the Grand Trunk
depot. Mate street was then in the woods,
and on the northerly side of Congress
street, pasture land generally prevailed.
General Dow was born in one of the few
11<‘list's in the upper | art of the town.
Lt
is now the large, square house, No. 717
Congress stree t, opposite the house in
which lit; has lived in his later years and
in which he died.
The old house was
built in the yeai lsou.
In 1st 9 it was remodelled and considerably enlarged, taking on its present form. The house in
which General Dow has lived in his later
at

uiday

■

years is of e.ompara*

ively

recent construe-

non.

(icneral Dow was of English descent,
liis family tracing their lineage from .John
Dow. who resided in Norfolk county,
England, in 1501, and whose grandson,
Henry Dow, settled in Hampton Falls, N.
(General Dow’s fathei was
II.. in 1057.
Josiak Dow, and his mother, Dorcas
Allen, daughter of David Allen of Falmouth.
Ilis Christian name came from
his grandmother on his father’s side,
Hannah Neal. Both his father and mother
were Friends, as were all his ancestors on
both sides for three generations.
Nearly all of his education was obtained in the schools of Portland, as they were
in those days.
He attended schools kept
by Elizabeth Hussey in the barn chamber
fitted up for a school room, attached to
the Ilecker house on the corner of Congress and School, now Pearl street, which
was located on what is now the northwest
corner of Lincoln park; by Phoebe Carleton, on the northwest corner of Carleton
and Congress streets; by Mrs. Robert
Douglass, on the northeast corner of
Carleton: by Rev. Isaac Weston, nearly
opposite the head of High street; by Rev.
Joshua Taylor, on the east side of Union
street; by Moses Hall in the West schoolhouse: after that at the Friend’s Academy
in New Bedford; and completed his school
days in the Portland Academy under Bezaleel Cushman. In the latter school one
of his companions was the poet Longfellow.
from school lie went into his fathers
tannery as an apprentice. This tannery
was located on the lot in the rear of the
house where Neal Dow was born.
lie
gradually worked up to be a partner in
tlie business, and linally sole proprietor.
Here he prospered and accumulated in
large-part the ample fortune which he has
enjoyed for the larger portion of his life.
General Dow’s business activities were
not confined to the tanning business.
In
38-1‘J he became one of the directors of the
and
Kennebec
Androscoggin
railroad; he
was a director and at one time president
of the Portland Gas Light company; and
was a director of the Manufacturers’ and
Traders’ Hank.
From his very earliest manhood he was
conspicuous for his interest in the public
affairs of the city.
lu 1820 lie was secretary of the old Portland Debating Society;
and in 1827 be was one of the members of
tlie newly incorporated Portland Athenaeum, an organization which included some
of the best names in the city, and a few
of which may be of interest even at this
date: Ichabod Nichols, Edward Payson,
Prentiss Mellen, Albion K. Parris, William P. Preble, Ashur Ware, Stephen
Longfellow,Nicholas Emery, Isaac Adams,
Simon Greenleaf, Chas. S. Davies, .Joseph
Harrod, Wm. W. Thomas, Charles and
John Fox, William Woodbury, William
Cutter, Nehemiah Cram, John Anderson,
James Deering, William T. Vaughan, Arthur Shirley, Robert Boyd, Eleazer Wyer,
Samuel Fessenden, Philip Greely, Joseph
M. Gerrish, Josiah Dow.
When 23 years of age Mr. Dow became
a member of the Vigilant engine company, but that machine being very poor
he succeeded in having
the Deluge
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j

end of the life of the venerable reformer

strength

We put over us all
deal with the cold.
Literary News and Notes.
the rugs we could find in our rooms to
keep us from freezing. Our hostess inEstes & Lauriat will soon publish the
tended to do the best she could for our fifth volume in the well-known “HildeIs the most important period in a wow
hen
the
it
was
at
a
period
comfort, but
garde Series,” by Laura E. Richards,
man's existence.
Owing to modern use and the sale of rum in Oxford county author of “Captain January,” entitled
A
New
methods of living, not one woman in a
and all over the State, kept the people “Hildegarde’s Harvest.”
This will be
man
of
home.
want
the
comforts
Invokes
Divine
for
of
cuts
thousand approaches this perfectly
full
illustrated with eight
pinched
page
by
Since the passage of the Maine law this Etheldred B. Barry.
natural change without experiencing
Professor
Humane
a train of very
annoying and some- has been greatly changed everywhere
The Living Age, which has Appeared
over the State.”
Work.
times painful symptoms.
with never-failing regularity for nearly
While on one of his tours, Mr. Dow,
Those dreadful hot flashes, sending
two generations, retlects as faithfully as
People like ministers of the Gospel
who was then chief engineer of the fire
It is comever the age in which we live.
the blood surging to the heart until it
who live for their fellow-men. are most
company, was annoyed by the occurrence
of the best
articles
ardent in their approval of anything that
of
the
best
to burst, and the faint
seems ready
posed
It has been hinted
of a great many tires.
is of material benefit to the human race.
without abridgfeeling that follows, sometimes with that some ot these were set to call atten- periodicals, reproduced
Among tne
and is as much superior to any of
as
it
tne
tion to the fact that the chief engineer ment,
cnms,
enstrongest
them as the master-piece of the Grecian
was away.
At any rate the opponents of
dorsers of Proheart were goartist was to any of the beautiful women
fessor
M u nmade
Mr.
Dow's
charges who furnished each some
principles
ing to stop for
yon's Remedies
particular charm
against him and there was a protracted for the
are
leading
good, are sympof perfect beauty.
representation
Mr.
Dow
in
lS4o.
of
February,
clergymen
meeting
toms of a danEach number as it is received is a delight.
all
was sustained, however.
denominanervous
tions.
Rev.
M.
gerous
Mr. Dow began to circulate petitions to
E. Andrews of
Outing for October is a seasonable aud
trouble. Those
the legislature and also went there in
Westfield,
beautifully illustrated number. The promhot flashes are
writes:
Mass.,
person to urge the prohibitory law for a ise of the
richly tinted cover is more than
1 wish to add
just so
long time before such a law was actually fulfilled by a charming assortment of eletestimony
my
The day of his triumph came
enacted.
many calls
favor
of
in
illustrations aud seasonable sketches
That year he was elected mayor gant
in ISal.
Mu n yon’s
from naof autumn sports.
Notable features ino
H
moeopathic
as
it
a
but
of
as
Portland
Whig,
really
ture for
clude: “Football,” by Walter Camp, “AllRemeHomo
would appear, on the temperance issue.
I
have
dies.
Round Athletic Championships,” by Malhelp. The
he took with him some additional
Thus
used the Cold
colm W. Ford; “Four Days on the Prainerves are crying out ior assistance.
usual
to
ask
Cure.
he
went
as
Dyspepwhen
prestige,
Ed. W. Sandys; “International
The cry should be heeded in time. Lydia
sia Cure, Nerve
The legislature to pass a prohibitory law. rie,” by
and
Tennis of ’07,” by J. Family Paret; “The
Cure.
E. rinkham's Vegetable Compound
The legislature was Democratic and it
Headache Cure
Beginnings of Fox Hunting in America,”
of
was prepared to meet the needs
in
family
my
might seem that there would be little by Hanson Hiss. The editorial departwith
perfect
woman's system at this trying period
chance for a Whig to get it to pass such a
ments are ably handled.
satis faction.
Indeed an old Hunker member ap- i
law.
of her life.
These remedies /
worth J
are
The Vegetable Compound is an inpealed to his fellow Democrats not to
Harper A Bros, will be the American
their weight in
‘‘follow this popinjay Whig. Lord Mayor : publishers of the new venture of the Lonvigorating strengthener of the female
In
my
gold.
But there were other
of Portland.”
they
family
organism. It builds up the weakened agencies at worn w men maue uie uemu- : don Times, viz., a weekly journal called
have cured the
Literature. This periodical, of which Mr.
nervous system and enables a woman
vn
el
cuiu
in
crav.ic majority vulnerable. The party was H. D. Traill will be the editor, aims to be
one
nay, ana
to pass that grand change triumdyspepsia of seven years’ standing was
not then in good discipline in Maine.
at once an authoritative critical review of
cured with Three vials of the Dyspepsia
phantly.
; Factional feeling had been bred in the ! books aud a “comprehensive and trustI
have had very severe headCure.
It does not seem necessary for us to
session before by a protrated effort to worthy medium of
aches, which were driven away in half
intelligence.”
literary
an
hour
by the Headache Cure.
My
elect Hannibal Hamlin, with his anti- It will invite
prove the honesty of our statements,
correspondence on, and will wife suffered greatly from sleeplessness,
|
but it is a pleasure to publish such
slavery tendencies, as a United .States itself deal with, any subject within the
an 1 one vial of Nerve Cure gave her perwere
Senator. The Hamlin men
I sincerely pray God’s blessfect relief.
generally broad scope of its title, and will at fregrateful words as the following:
*•
ing upon the proprietors of the valuable
for the law which extorted from “Shep”
I have been u.-dng Lydia E. Pinkquent intervals publish bibliographies of
remedies.”
Wild
of
the
Cat
leader
Democracy, timely topics. It will neglect worthless
Carey,
ham's Vegetable Compound for some
Munyon has a separate specific for each
the expression of disgust, “Niggers are books, aud seek to be prompt with the
For sale by druggists, mostly
disease.
time during the change of life and it
If In doubt, write to
It used to be best.
cnnts a bottle.
now swallowed up in rum.
2f>
Most of the reviewing will be
has been a saviour of life unto me. I
Prof. Munyon at Philadelphia, Pa., and
now it
and
rum
first
afterwards;
niggers
anonymous.
free.
medical
advice
get
medican cheerfully recommend your
is rum first and niggers afterwards.” The
cine to all women, and I know it will
bill as Mr. Dow drafted it, passed the
Israel Putnam was certainly one of the
The Frigate-Ghost.
House 86 to 40, and the Senate 18 to 10. It most remarkable characters in the Amerigive permanent relief. I would be
is said that some voted for the bill ex- can Revolution. His robustness and courglad to relate my experience to any
build her again
Yes,
you
may
pecting that Gov. Hubbard, who did not age and singular competence in every try- As she was when she sailed
sufferer.”—Mrs. Della Watson, 524
the sea;
sympathize with the movement, would ing situation, made him one whom every She may bear the brave old name,
West 5th St., Cincinnati. Ohio.
There is a boy and every man always like to read And the harbors hail her the
But he signed it.
veto it.
same;
profane legend that he remarked, “They about. All will be delighted to read the 'Tis her semblance, it is not she!
bought. Soon lie was elected captain of may skin their own skunks; I shall sign capital article upon his homes and haunts She has gone from her mortal ken.
that company, and afterwards became it.”
However that may be the law was by Rev. William Farrand Livingstone, I know
not how or when,
chief of the fire department.
In this po- placed on the statute books, and Mr. Dow, which
appears in the October number of But her spirit escaped away
sition he was efficient, but gradually his as the mayor of the first city in the State, I the New
England Magazine. Mr. Living- From the dock and the dull decay.
temperance work engrossed his attention went home to enforce it. Gen. Dow was ston treats the subject lovingly and faith- From the uses of unprized age
and he dropped the work of fireman.
so good at enforcement, attacking wholefully, his article showing everywhere most And the chauges wrought of men ;
Before speaking of the incidents of the salers and retailers alike, that he succeed- careful
study. He follows the life of his Like a wild sea bird from a cage,
in
and
war
the
cause
of
for
in
long
pro- ed in getting defeated
hero from the cradle to the grave, and Her soul took Might from the form
stormy
mayor
To the tides that none can tame,
hibition it is interesting to glance for a 1852.
But in 1855 he again was elected, brings before us vividly all the places
To the restless Melds of her fame,
moment at his peaceful domestic life. He this time going in as a Republican, the
(chieily Connecticut places) associated To the wet salt wind and the storm'
was married January 30.
1830. to Maria old Whig party being on its last legs.
It with his life and deeds.
His story is reSomewhere she ranges free,
Cornelia Durant Maynard of Boston. 8be was in 1855 that the legislature made inforced
by a great mass of striking pic- Stately, a
of light,
was a grand niece of Cornelius Durant of
some needed amendments, so that the law
tures, and is an article of unusual interest Revisiting shape
leagues of sea
Scarboro.
On the day of his marriage was called the “Dow intensified.”
With ! and value.
Warren F. Kellogg, o Park Illumined with glorious Mglit.
they moved into the house on Congress this new weapon Mr. Dow proceeded to | Square, Boston, Mass.
She haugs like a lucent cloud
street, which he had built, in which they enforce again. It was during this period
On the coast where her guns spoke loud,
lived during the days of their married in June 1855, that the famous riot ocThe directors of the Old South Work In the gates of the Moslem proud,
life, and in which Mr. Dow has died. Mrs. curred at Old City hall. The city govern- some time ago published in their valuable Till the Crescent grew faint with fright.
Dow died January 13, 1883.
series
of Old South Leaflets the memoir Exultant she bounds on the brine,
ment had brought a quantity of liquor
Tracing the course of the race
The Civil War for a time interfered for sale in the
agency, and the opponents of Elder Brewster, from Bradford’s His- When the JEolus held her in
chase,
with General Dow’s temperance work, of the law determined to hold the mayor tory of Plymouth Plantation, and also
And the Belvidere and the Shannon
and his participation in that struggle may
responsible for the sale of the liquor. Bradford’s First Dialogue, which has so And the Africa, ship-o’-the-line,
be noticed outside of its chronological orThey went to Judge Carter of the high a historical value on account of its With another, doomed to her cannon,
der.
He recruited the 13th Maine regi- municipal court, and got a warrant, with notices of John Robinson, Clifton. Bar- To he blazoned in Maine at the last,
ment in the Gulf department under Genwhich they intended to get possession row, and other fathers of the Pilgrim When the grim sea duel was done:
eral Butler.
He was commissioned brig- of the
liquors. But Judge Carter was Fathers. They have now responded farther God rest the souls that pissed
and
commanded at Fort 8t. friendly to the mayor and gave the war- to the warm interest in the old Plymouth Ere the Guerriere’s leeward gun!
adier-general
Ere the noblest Mag on the sea
Philip and Pensacola, Florida, and the rant to Deputy Marshal Ring, who with i governor which has been awakened by the Came down to the
Stripes and Stars!
defences of New Orleans.
He was also at a squad of police went to the basement of return of his famous history from England
j
O, the frigate-ghost, as she ranges free,
the siege of Port Hudson.
He was cap- the city building where the liquors were j to America by issuing a leaflet containing Thrills
yet through her spectral spars!
tured in this department, and was in a stored. A mob had gathered around the Cotton Mather’s Life of Bradford, from
rebel prison for nearly a year, most of entrance and began to stone the door, the Magnolia, together with the companion Aye, the old pride stirs her still
|
As she sails and sails at will;
the time in Libby prison,
lie was at that j Ring asked the mob to desist. The sheriff life of Governor Winthrop.
It is a happy In her cross-trees memories
nestle,
time a man nearly 00 years of age, and of the
idea
old
them
to
thus
to
unite
Mather’s
ordered
quaint
disperse. ;
county
Though she walks the wave a ghost,
was looked upon as a sage by the
young | Mayor Dow, who had repaired to the i biographies, the first ever written, of the ! Well she minds the wary wrestle
!
men who made up the body ot the officers scene
;
hastily, also gave the same order, | two great governors of the two Massachu- When her shot poured hot as lava
On the shattered, stubborn Java,
there confined.
He was very outspoken but the mob persisted and redoubled the setts colonies.
as
Each
was not only,
j
Off tile dim Brazilian coast;
in contempt of the rebels while in prison.
j violence of its attacks. The police tired Mather well calls each, the Moses of his
He also was very active, using every blank
cartridges, which action the mob colony; each was also its historian. It is A lid she haunts the moonlit seas
means to preserve his health,
lie would interpreted as a sign of weakness.
Then a fortunate and remarkable coincidence Where her crashing broadsides broke
often take long runs about the confined the
the drift of silvered smoke
police tired bullets and John Robbins, that we should have such admirable his- Through
While she waged a double battle
and
would
admonish
the
quarters
younger the mate of an Eastport vessel then in the I tories of the two colonies by the two great
In the waters Portuguese.
men to do the same in order t<>
keep up harbor, was shot dead. Trior to the fir- : governors, the men who knew the most Still the ghostly
muskets rattle,
their strength, lie was finally exchanged i
ing the Light Guards had arrived at the and did the most about their establish- And the old drums beat, heat, beat,
f"r General Fitz Hugh Lee, now our conand
after
were
stoned
and
retired
to
that
both
but
ment,
histories,
lying Like a heart that will not die;
| building
sul general to Cuba.
j their armory somewhat demoralized. long together in the Old South steeple And the old life whistles high,
Of course it is as the Father of Prohibi- Then the mayor called out the Rifle chamber and after the strange vicissitudes And the powder-scent is rank,
she feels on her hollow plank
tion that General Dow will be known to Guards and led them into the
building which followed, should now be in our And
The old dead heroes’ feet!
fame.
His life was devoted to that one
through a door on Middle street side hands. The lives of the two men are
idea.
He was as active and earnest in while the mob was on the
Congress street doubly interesting at this time. The Old Ah, never sailor-man
these later years, and to tins generation, side.
These militia men tired through South Leaflets, furnishing multitudes of lias seen her where she ranges,
as he was in the second decade of the centhe Congress street door by squads of j rare papers for the mere cost of printing, Escaped from time and changes
tuary to a generation that have long since four, and ten or twelve rioters were five cents a copy, are a real boon to our As only spirits can,
Clear, absolute, ami free!
been gathered to their graves.
His first ! wounded.
I students of history and to the people. Yet, some stern hour to
he,
temperance speech of any importance
This ended the riot, but Mayor Dow was I There have been few leaflets in the series When a
tight, is fought at sea,
seems t<> have been in a meeting of the
brought before the municipal court on | which have been more welcome than this And the right of the light is ours,
old Deluge engine company in 1837, when
charge of illegal sale of liquors. The pros- | containing Cotton Mather’s Lives of Brad- And the cause of the right is falling,
lie successfully combatted a proposition
There shall rise a frigate sailing,
ecuting attorney was Nathan Clifford, ford and Winthrop.
A luminous presence paling
to have the usual liquors on an anniverafterward on the United States supreme
no
Through the powder cloud where it lowers:
jecame secretin \
ot bench, and the attorney for the defence
snij occasion,
in
an
article
Pale smoke from her side shall break,
reviewing
Harper’s
Weekly,
the Portland Temperance Society, and in was William Pitt Fessenden.
Mayor Dow ! the remarkable combination of conditions Pale faces over her railing
1833 was secretary of the Cumberland was acquitted.
Shall frown, till the foemeu shake
i now prevailing in the business world, emcounty temperance society. lie was also
The riot had a great effect in the State,
With fear and bewildered passion,
the fact that the year 1897 prea prominent member of the Maine State
and “Poor John Robbins” was the cry on phasizes
Marking her old-time fashion,
Union.
Before this in 1S29 he had made every anti-Maine law stump in the next j sents what is probably the nearest ap- In the turrets of hostile powers;
proacli to famine the world will see, and And then shall the rumor run
a strong temperance speech before the
campaign. The prejudice caused by the
Maine Charitable Mechanics’ Association, affair resulted in the election of Samuel in this respect favors all who have grain Tike a lightning from lip to lip,
The West and middle West have And shall leap from ship to ship,
and had also advocated the abolition Wells, Democrat and anti-Maine law, by ! to sell.
the wounded gunner reels
of the custom then in vogue among about .">,000 majority.
| reaped their profits, anti the effect has I While to
his reeking gun,
been sensible in every branch of industry. Again
employers of giving their employes
But this relapse was only temporary
Now the South will come in for its share Touched with a magic that heals,
rum, and the other custom, which now and the friends of the law soon regained
this
vision remind him
and thus the activity of manufactures Feeling
seems so curious, of ringing the town hell
That the strong Dead light behind him
control.
The law, much amended and
will
a basis to rest upon aud to inhave
at 11 a. m. and 4 p. m., to notify laborers still an
’Tis the ghost of Ironsides,
object of considerable controversy, crease. Thus the rising tide of the past Come
hack from the tameless tides,
that the time for drinking had come.
In is on the statute books, fortified by a consummer will be held by the movement in
From the ocean fields unbounded,
these early years, with William W. Thomas stitutional amendment.
Mr. Dow in all :
the coming winter, widening as it comes, Complete with her scattered spars,
and others lie organized the Young Men’s the
years since has watched over it so- I so as to cover the entire
Manned with the shades of her tars,
country.
Total Abstinence Society of Portland.
With the smoke of her guns surrounded,
licitiously, generally appearing before the
In 1839 he appeared before the board ot
To succor the Stripes and Stars!
legislature every winter until kept at
of Hood’s Sarsaparilla is to
The
mission
aldermen to oppose the granting of home
by his infirmities.
[Helen Gray Cone, in October Scribner’s.
cure disease, aud thousands of testimonials
licenses, and succeeded in having the
While in 1734 Oglethorpe forbade the
it fulfills its mission well.
At sale of rum in Georgia, and while James prove
question submitted to the people.
Autumn Days.
first license was victorious, but in two or
“How do you define ennui?” “It’s when
Appleton, of this city, as chairman of a
tired of doing nothing aud too lazy to Husking bees and
three years do license people carried the committee of the
sewing circles, county
legislature, made a re- you’re
do something.” [Exchange.
fairs ami dances,
city.
port in favor of Prohibition in 1837, Gen.
that
Before this time Mr. Dow had become Dow
young or old or middleItch on human, mange on horses, dogs and Everything
may yet be fairly called the father
fancies.
firmly impressed with the idea that the of prohibition. He it was who furnished all stock, cured in 30 minutes by Woolford’s Brightaged
gold sun ami frosty breezes, scarletliquor traffic could be stamped out by the persistence and ardor for the long con- Sanitary Lotion. This never fails. Sohl by
coated valleys.
legislative enactment. He began to make flict to make the idea a reality. The idea A. A. Howes and Co..Druggists, Belfast, Me. Cider at the miller’s press, where the rural
Iy28
tours over the State, often going in the became
urchin dallies.
popular and many States adopted
“Me lawyer
The Burglar:
His Hope.
dead of winter to advocate the cause. Mr. it.
Of late the tide has been the other
trial
as
long as he Autumn is the season when the heart is
trying’ to put off de
George Shirley, one of his companions on way, and with the exception of Maine, is
kin.” Friend. “YVliat for?” The Burglar:
light and tuneful;
these trips, has written an interesting ac- New
Hampshire and Vermont, the States
what I took was silver, an’ silver’s When the air is bracing and we have a
count of them.
It was before the days of have gent rally adopted other methods of “Well,
moon-full.
hunter’s
’ll
soon
goin’ down so fast dat de offence
Memories of summer time are not.yet lost
railroads, and Mr. Dow travelled in his dealing with the liquor traffic.
seem triflin’.”
[Puck.
to visions,
sleigh. “To protect us from the cold,”
Mr. Dew was a member of the State
Relief In Six Hours.
And we’ve not yet felt the sharpest of cold
Mr. Shirley says, “we had each of us a
legislature iu 1858 and 1859. In 1857 he
Jack Frost’s incisions.
of
buffalo
Bladder
disease
boots
with
hair
and
the
all on, visited England and addressed audiences
pair
Distressing Kidney
relieved in six hours by “New Great South You can have
This witli iu all the large cities.
having very long leggings.
your summer season with its
It is a great surprise on
American Cure.”
two or three buffalo robes constituted our
heated breezes,
t\ lien ir i8'.H Mr. now attained tne age
account of its exceeding promptness in re- I will take this cooler weather in
winter equipment, and when John T. of '.)()
spite of its
years, the occasion was very widely j lieviug pain in bladder, kidneys and back,
sneezes.
Walton was with us we had an extra seat. observed in this
country and England. A I in male or female. Relieves retention of Beauty is more beautiful when frosty winds
In this way we visited almost every town
public meeting was held in City hall and i water almost immediately. If you want
are blowing;
iu the western part of the .State; some- the event was in other
ways appropriately quick relief and cure this is the remedy. Then the cheeks of pretty lasses are all
times suffering bitterly from the severe observed.
I Sold by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists,
pink and glowing.
1>28
cold, bat always cheered by the good that
Of late years Gen. Dow has devoted ; Belfast, Me.
bees and sewing circles, county
Husking
was accomplished.
On Thursday, the himself
“Call that a kind man,” said an actor
largely to addresses and commufairs and dances;
tilth of February, 1845, Messrs. Dow, nications to
newspapers and periodicals, I speaking of an absent acquaintance—“a man Everything that young or old or middleWalton and the writer in Mr. Dow’s lie was for a
time, however, identilied | who is away from his family and never sends
aged fancies.
Call that kindness?”
them a farthing?
double sleigh, and Samuel 1!. Leavitt and with the Prohibition
party, and was its 1| “Yes :
Bright gold sun, and frost breezes, scarlet
said the other.
kindness,”
unremitting
II. C. Barnes, in a single sleigh, started candidate for
coated valleys.
president in 1880. He also
for a tour in Oxford county.
Cider at the miller’s press, where the rural
We held ran for mayor of Portland about 10 years (Household Words.
urchin dallies.
two meetings in Standish, one iu a StanFor Over Fifty Icars.
ago, being nominated but not very largely
[A. E. Locke in the Boston Record.
difch schoolhouse at Quaker Brook settlesupported by the Democratic party.
and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
As
Old
ment.
1 was sent to the schoolhouse.
Mr. Dow had 10 children, of whom Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup has been used for
Teacher: “There is a difference in the
Great enthusiasm prevailed and 17 signed Louisa
Dwight Benton of Lancaster, N. over fifty years by millions of mothers for
the pledge. Missiles were thrown against H., Mrs. Emma Maynard Gould of North their children while
meaning of the words ‘vocation’ and ‘avoteething, with perfect cation.’
‘Vocation’ is what one does all
the building and as we adjourned the
Conway, N. II., Frederick Neal and Cor- success. It soothes the child, softens the the
time; his ‘avocation’ is something
door was tied on the outside.
On Friday nelia Maria of Portland, are living.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
aside from one’s regular occupation. Now
afternoon aud evening we held meetings
Gen. Dow, like all earnest and intensely is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
to show that you understand the differin Kev. Noah Emerson’s meeting house at
aggressive men, made many enemies in part of the world. Twenty-tive cents a bottell me what is your father’s vocaBaldwin.
We had a large attendance.
his time.
lie had out-lived these old ani- tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and ence,
tion?” Pupil: “Smoking a pipe.” [BosThe people came from the surrounding mosities, however, and his last
days were ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and ton
towns with four horse teams and hayracks
Transcript.
passed amid the general praise and good take no other kind.
with seats in them, and with cold water will of a
generation which has given full
that
The
Bend—“What
*
*
Caller.
*
*
gives
Populist
“Nellie, is your mother in?”
banners floating at the masthead.
credit to his sincerity and to his great inPopulist orator’s head such a peculiar
Nellie.
“Mother is out shopping.”
At all these meetings, if there were any fluence in the
temperance cause.
bend?’’ “Oh that comes from an effort to
Caller.
“When will she return, Nelrumsellcrs in the town, we obtained their
look at silver falling and wheat rising at the
lie?”
names, boldly called them out publicly
North Amerisame time.”
[Philadelphia
a
exercise
“I took
Nellie (calling back.)
great deal of
yester- can.
“Mamma, what
and warned the people against them and
shall I say now?”
their pernicious traffic.
Some of our ex- day,” remarked one Brooklyn papa to an[Harper’s Bazar.
*100.
cursions in mid-winter, with the therother.
Dr. E. Detchon’s Anti Diuretic
The Treasury Department estimates that
mometer ten or
twenty degrees below
“Did you?”
May be worth to you more than $100 if the population of the United States is inWhen stopping
zero, were very trying.
from in“Yes, I did. When I reached home I you have a child who soils bedding
creasing 2,000,000 a year. That is fast
over night,
iu private families, we had
contenence of water during sleep. Cures
the best rooms, but no lire in them.
I found that the cyclometer on my baby- old and young alike. It arrests the trouble enough without admitting great numbers
of illiterates from countries with which
remember well after going home from a
carriage registered a fraction over ten at once, $1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., we have
nothing in common.
Iy28
meeting in Canton, we suffered a great miles.” [Harper’b Bazar.
j Druggists, Belfast, Me.

THE TURN OF LIFE
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England Clergy-,
Blessing Upon*
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Vessels.

Water

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, M L Park, at Hong Kong
Sept 1 for New York.
A G Hopes, David Rivers, arrived at San

Francisco Aug 30 from New York.
A
J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from
Honolulu June 30 for New York.
Dauiel Barnes, O C Arpe, arrived at Boston Oct 2 from Singapore.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from New
York Sept 1 for Yokohama.
Ei Captain, A L Carver, from Baltimore
April 1 for San Francisco, sailed from Montevideo Sept 20.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, saile l
from Iliolo May 4 for Delaware Breakwater,
passed St Helena Aug 7.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, from Hiogo July
22 for New York, returned to Hiogo 23d with
loss of topgallant yard.
Gov Robie, Nichols, at Hong Kong Sept 1
for New York.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, sailed from New
York Aug 5 for San Francisco; spoken Aug
24, lat 35 N, Ion 48 W.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, at Shanghai July
10 from New York.
Mary L Cushing, J X Pendleton, sailed
from Honolulu Jui> 28 for New York.
May Flint, E 1> P Nichols, cleared from
Philadelphia Aug 20 for Hiogo; spoken Aug
24, lat. 39 25, N, Ion 72 20 W.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from Honolulu
June 17 for New York.
R K Thomas,- C G
Nichols, sailed from
New York Aug 28 for Hong Kong: spoken,
Sept 10, lat 32, ton 52.
Sachem, Sewall Xhhols, sailed from New
York June 20 fur Hong Kong.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, arrived at Shanghae (no date) from Nrw York.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at San
Francisco Oct. 5, from Karluk
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
Manila June 4 for Delaware Breakwater.
Tillie E Starbuck. Eben Curtis, sailed
from Newcastle Sept S for Honolulu.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury. at New York for

A Pile of Comfort
to a

who chews

man

smokes

or

the

kind

pleases

it

—

and satisfies

taste

—there

only

s

that's

one

popular

everywhere, that’s

Fl

Japan.

Wm H Conner, Frank I Pendleton, arrived
Shanghai July 28 from New York
W J Kotrli, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
from New York June 10 for San Francisco;
spoken July 2, lat 8o X, Ion 88 W.
at

TOBACCOS

BARKS.

Alice Reed, Alansoii Ford, arrived at Rio
Janeiro Aug 1 from New York ; m port Aug
18.

C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from New
Yora Aug 3 for Port Elizabeth; spoken Aug
31, lat 7 N, Ion 28 \V.
Edward May, sailed from New York Aug
28 for Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at Barbadoes Sept 24 from Cape Town, and ordered
to New York.
Harvard, Coleord, at Iquique May lti for

speedy

a

tor

cure

HALES

the

Hampton Roads, ldg.

Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from Boston Aug 22 for Buenos Ayres.
Iolani, McClure, arrived at Hong Kong
Sept 21) from Honolulu.
Lucy A Nickels, Amos Dow, at Hong
Kong Sept 1 for New York.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
Bridgewater, N S, July 7 for River Plate.
Matanz.as, sailed from Havana Sept 22 for
Delaware Breakwater.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from New
York Aug ii for Lyttletou and Dunedin;
spoken Aug lt>, lat 37 N, Ion til W.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
New York Oct 4 for Martinique.
Rose Inms, Melvin Coleord, sailed from
Santos Oct 1 for Barbadoes.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed lmm !
Hong Koug Aug n for Rajang.
St Lucie, J T Erskiue, sailed from Barbadoes Sept. 13 fur Port Spain.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, sailed
from Rosario Aug 12 for Boston.
Willard Mudgett, A C Coleord, arrived at
New York Sept 17 from Port Spain

|

j

Deep

of

Register

most

HONEY

obsti-

OF

HOREHOUND

nate

cough.
It

AND

!

fail

cannot

|

TAR

Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar
acts like magic for a cough or any throat
or bronchial trouble.
Ask your druggist.
Pike’s T>'Otha< lie I

>

cure

pS

in one minute.

GEO. W. BURGESS

SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey. W K <4i 1 k«• y leared from
f>; it '-ton
Philadelphia Sept
Henry Clausen. Jr. Appleby, arrived at
<

pt 22 from Surinam.

Boston St

Lester A Lewis. Kimball,
gor Get 4 from New York.

JOB

arrived at
Havana \ia

John C Smith. Kneeiaml,
Brunswick, Ga, Sept 20 from
Tortugus.

PRINTER,

♦ ♦&♦*♦♦* + « + + *****£-

Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Salem
Oct i for Philadelphia.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
York Sept 24 from Swan’s Island.
E F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Port.aim

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me
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This Is a true statement and
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James Pattee& Son,
Fire, Lite
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Accident Insurance.
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FOR SALE BY

MAIN STREET ENTRANCE,

A. A. HOWES & CO.
PILES!

PILES!

55tf

liKLh

AST,

!>1 AI N

K.

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, ricerated ami Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at mice,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists. sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland. Ohio
for sale by R. H. Moody.
ly3B
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Neuralgia,
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DR. MOTTS CHEMICAL

(PERRY DAVIS'.)

A Sure end Sate
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TainKiller
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“Life Savers
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f
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no
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in!

local interest, and the Tribune to

and if desired the two papers will be
different, addresses.

r

a

I

supply tin* news of the world, political and
general, with fashions, household science
and mechanics, literary and other depart,
ments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages in
all, it is a very taking combination at "2 a
Subscriptions may begin at any time,
year.

r

l.«‘iial I’rintin”
prompt ty «!.•!.•

kiutls of

11 y

DR. MOTT’S
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requested. With The Journal furingall the local news, and much other
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matter of
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20 from Bait iinore.
E \V Hopkins,Hiehborn, arrived at Philadelphia S» pt 24 Iron. Boston.
Sal lie 1 On. NY ii West, sai led f run New
York Aug 2^ lor Pernambuco.
To fa, A S Wilson, arrived at F »rtde Fra;.
nu New York.
Sept 14
Willie L Newton, F Coombs, •!, aved fr-'H
<
2 for !’• it Spain.
Portland

Sept

$2

*4

sailed from Ban-

GRAY’S B C°sR.VE"SS COLLEGE
and School of Shorthand and Typewriting
DRY THEORY DISCARDED.
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.
SEND FOR FURR

CATA.I.O<JUK.

Address FRANK L. a RAY. PORTLAND, ME.

The Big Meteorite.

|

bringing back from tlie

is

lVar>

coast of Greenland a mesize reduces all other ob:•
kind to insignificance.
The
meteorite, as it is called, is TJ
iml s feet wide, and weighs
ton.s, or about
thirty-three
than tlie largest now in the
i'cs.
Meteorites are of three
:;o-c composed wholly
of iron,
a hi<‘h iit*11
and earthy matter
ind tic.>se entirely of stone,
;Mg by f;u the most, common.
'»
1 k meteorite iron is the
with some nickel and
omit,
Its texture reppm ami tin.
;gii nickeliferous iron used
a ;o
ships, and is believed to
;ii
tit .i perfect specimen of
"true! urc.
There arc legends
meteorites, but they have never
ml
The depression in Canyon
\:i
nearly a mile in diameter
feet deep, is attributed to an
imeteor, but the largest fragked up in the vicinity weighs
ton.
When the great Green;aen reaches its tuture resting
American Museum of NaturNew York, it will be a steady

3

-’ein

it foi

|

3

j
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i
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I

Monroe

TALMAGE'S ASSOCIATE PASTOR SAYS DR.
GREENE’S NERVURA SURELY CURES.

i"i

Rev. Di, Talmage s Cc~\A/orker Enthusiastic in
Recommending
Those Who Are Weak, Nervous or in Any
Way Out of Health
to Use This Grandest of Medicines and Surest of
Cures, Dr.
Greene’s Nervura Blood and Nerve Remedy.
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ni.t* s pi-met* is m Suugoth. Maurice C. Blake,

:toi

>c)
Hid t-\ Mayo, passing away
1 it.
illness.
Blake, a vuvk before bis death,
d ysis,
•I'D.ugh of a trivial nature, eoini: the sg years In bore, proved
s; •.: a careei which is well re:■ i i-\ all of the early residents of
us-iseo.
Death came at a rime
\pceted. The attending physiol announced that the venerable
i- near his end.
and the news had
•«ily leivived by the friends of the
man when In- passed away.
Only
I re!•<!i\e survives Judge Blake, a
lie was a sin'Ming in the East,
tnd lived at the evidence of the
a tvpiiew, M;uuice Blake,
i• :ci'itl
services over the remains
held at st>’ Hyde
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ie
I as a J ustice of the
h obi
was
followed by a
“ship and later a position on
the Municipal Criminal
aii positions of trust he com';
Miimendation and respect of
by his unswerving integrity,
\:: iue was kept on the bench
al of sixteen years.
In 1881 lie
i-i May.
of sail Francisco, and
lost- of this official career was
most prominently mentioned
•niatoiial honors.
He withdrew
race, however, despite the proins friends, who were confident
«-ss w
aid attend his efforts for
position of state, and resumed
u e
i -'
lie formed a partner1
Ids nephew.
Maurice Blake,
is
maintained until the death of
■i in BA. and then allied himself
ge V Williams and Edward C.
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Traveller
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daugh-

(to cannibals):

then, if you have made up your
and cat me, let me at least
try our brand of mustard
a-casion.1
[Fliegende Blatter.

to mast
at you to
;s

>

flier (in horror): “O John! Don’t
• e what
baby is doing? lie is suckhe paint, off that monkey on the
Father (deep in his paper); “Oh,
all right; it only cost two cents.”

A GREAT SURPRISE IS IN STORE
1

o \

who will go to-day and get a package of
it takes the place of coffee at about
ost. It is a food drink, full of health, and

11.
■

viveil
i“at

oid

to

tlie children as well as the adult
!t is made of pure grains ami

benefit.
tastes

like the finest

grades of Mocha

coffee. It satisfies everyone. A cup of
i< better for the system than a tonic, l>cbenefit is permanent. What e<-IVec breaks
•uainO builds up. Ask your groceigfor
'i.
l ;>«■*. and 2bc.
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prostrated woman, the

Cheap
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child,

Situation.

The London Spe.-tutor, in speaking
of tlit1 Cuban conflict, says that “to prolong that war would be a crime, and if
America chooses to stop these hideous
cruelties all Englishmen should applaud
and refuse to impure too narrowly into
the reason which inlluenoed her statesmen in putting pressure on Spain.”
This
probably represents the view of a large
majority of the English people, and very
likely it is in harmony with tlie feeling of
their government.
Spain will have no
ally in Europe if a conflict comes between
her and the United States.
The talk
about Austrian interference is absurd, of
has
no
course. Austria
navy which would
count for anything in a war with
the
United States, and, moreover, she has
trouble enough at home to keep her busy.
A few German papers have been shrieking against the United States and in favor
of Spain, but it is entirely safe to predict
that they do not voice the sentiment of
any considerable portion of the German
people or the feeling of their government.
Spain will have to light the United States
single-handed if she lights at all. [St.
Louis Globe- Democrat.

Physicians recommend Dr Wood’s Norway Pirn- Syrup because of it* prompt, positive action in all cases of lung trouble.
It.
is a positively reliable cure for eomdm and

colds.

The Mill/
•

>ne

Hotel

Experiment.

The “Bangor

of Hit* most interesting and impor-

Discouraged.

tension

1

Secretary Wilson's plan of having all the
by the department of
agriculture sent in b dk t.<> Washington
and tested before being sent, out cannot he
seeds distributed

carried out. owing to the construction of
the act appropriating the money t*• purchase seeds.
A decision of Comptroller
J racewell of the treasury, rendered at the
request of Secretary \Vi!s.#u. say?- t in- seeds
can only he purchased
already put, up in
In
packages and labeled f.»r d:-o 1 iln lion.
Ids annual report. Secretary W Is m will
probably recommend a change m tin*, \v >Hing of the seed clause of tin1 next appropriation hill.

<

The present year is the three hundredth

anniversary of the planting of tin* potato
in England.
it seems in be sign ili -d, m
Maine, at an\ rate, by a potato famine.
In old Ireland, too, the M:trph\ laiuily

has fallen off in productnci.
Wiien the
hrst seed was eaui'-d to England trom
Vmei lea by >ir W ilt.-r p i,,-iyh ii l .*7. it.
was planted in
lie y inlet ot <; -lard, tin*
hotanist.
The English }>e<»pl*.• wen at
hrst unwilling to eat t in*
-y.gabby,
thinking that it might contain poison.
A great
n Eire
py
l am
Masons oi < amnia. A m % i
has
en
started composed •••!' Erenel.
id ]: nous
under a eharrer of the grand oih.-n: of
El line, whirh i -es not nylbno in the
ib
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and 11 j*•
iu ’.n ami
have v.int.n to the l’lircem' Wales for
inst nations.
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‘What i>i'..!iyl;t \ on to prison
mv
eoho ed fl iend
Two eoustables,
ih."
'Ves, hut 1 mean, had intemperance
! anything tdo with it!"
rank
•‘Ves. sail, (ley was bote t es
1

v'. hat'*
“Don't borrow trouble, ia« k.
’"
“borrow ‘ro ha-;’ P h said :
tin. use
1 ve
was boi rowing trouble
>ub
to lend.
; < ’hieaayo Ion ..rd.

“Well, what, is it that causes tin saltuess
of the ocean V" linpiired a teacher of a briglit
little boy.
“The codfish,” replied the little
original.

the

l"'

\

the Boston Herald.]
[Special Despatch
The effect
1M»7.
Baxgujj, Me., Oct.
of the death of Neal Dow upon the plans

whole block on the south side of Bleeek- !
county and all that part of Maine of what
er street, between Sullivan and
Thompson is known as “The Bangor Idea,” which is
streets.
The land and building together j the indictment at least once a
year, under
represent an invest ment of over >1.000,000. the nuisance act, of all liquor dealers, and
Mr. D. (>. Mills, the banker and phi- tlie
imposing of a line of >] 0 and costs,
lanthropist, who is erecting the building, i thus realizing a considerable sum for the
has also in course of construction “Mills
county, instead of incurring a vast exHouse No. 2,’■ at Stanton ami Clayspense by locking the liquor dealers up in
tie streets, which will be conducted on
jail.
the same plan as the Bleecker street hotel,
Under this system there are no searches
and a row of model tenements on Sullivan and
seizures, and no imprisonment except
street.
The three investments will entail in default of line.
The mere fact of a
an expenditure of
*2,000,000.
man’s name appearing upon the records
“Mills House No. 1” is intended for the of the internal revenue collector at Portsaccommodation of deserving and respect- mouth as
having the special United States
able men whose incomes will not permit tax as a retailer
or wholesaler of liquors,
them to go to expensive hotels or board- is taken as
prima facie evidence that he is
houses.
It
is
not
a
uniThe
ing
charity.
engaged in the business.
form rate per night for the l,oG4 rooms in
This system, which originated in Banthe building will be 20 cents. Many permagor some years ago, and which has genernent boarders are expected.
A large resally been credited to Chief Justice Peters,
taurant will be an essential part of the has been the financial salvation of Penoblilan of the building. The intention is to scot county, and has often replenished a
give all of the comforts of a first-class wasted treasury.
hotel at prices no greater than those of
It has spread to other parts of the State,
the cheapest lodging houses on the Bow- and has
everywhere been received with
ery.
favor, having a better effect in restricting
the traffic than the most rigid methods of
Important Decision on United States prohibition, while imposing a heavy tax
upon the liquor dealers, and thus lightenLiquor Licenses.
ing the burdens of other taxpayers.
Chief Justice Peters, in discussing the
Rutland, Vt. Oct. 0. 1. S. Circuit
Court, Judge Wheeler, this morning, dis- matter, said that the application of this
plan in Portland would mean a revenue of
charged from custody Arthur L. Weeks
$o0,000 a year to Cumberland county.
of St. Albans, the deputy revenue collector of this state.
It is announced that the late C. 'i'.
Weeks refused some months ago to Wilder of Newton, Mass., bequeathed
*10.000 to the American College for CJiris
give the names of
persons
holding at
Constantinople, and the same sum to
1 nited States liquor licenses in the prosethe 10>berts < Allege, which is the Americution of certain cases in the Washington
can College for men in the same city.
county court, Judge Rowell presiding,
lie was committed for contempt and |
Leader (of vigilantes):
“We’re going
brought before Judge Wheeler on habeas j
to lynch you, but we'll give you your
corpus proceedings.
There is a State law making the hold- ! choice of the way it's doue.”
Ilorseing of a United States liquor license prima : tliief: “Oil, thank you, gentlemen, thank
facie evidence that the person holding
j you! You may lynch me in effigy!"
such license is a common seller of liquor. I [Chicago Tribune.
1
Judge Wheeler in his opinion delivered
this morning says that the national and
Miss Courtright: “What do you think
State governments have a separate juris- ;
of a man who will marry a woman for
diction and that the State lias

October.

BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL
F. G. While Company.

Idea” in Portland.

sociological experiments ever at- ;
tempted will be put in operation in New |
York city about the 20th of the present and operations of the Prohibitionists in
month by the opening of “Mills House Maine is being freely discussed in various
This i" a large hotel, 10 stories parts of the State, and a special from
No. 1."
and a basement in height, about 200 feet Portland says it is believed the passing
j away of (Jen. Dow removes the last barin length and 1U0 in depth. It occupies the J rier
against the adoption in Cumberland

in

1

to

’.>nt

convention

U., opened

session of the Uuiver- 1
salist State convention attracted a larger
number of delegates than Tuesday.
Sec- i
retary W. II. Gould reported 30 schools,
with 170 officers, 320 teachers and 3,019
scholars.
treasurer Bradley of Portland reports
the total receipts at $1,149.39, expenditures $245.30, leaving a balance of $903.39.
The following officers were elected:
I
S. V. Cummings of Norway, President; |
Rev. C. II. Wells, Belfast, vice president;
j
Rev. W. H. Gould, secretary; Miss Georgia '■
Bradley, Portland, treasurer; Rev. George ;
R. Leighton, Skowhegan; Mrs. A. 1>.
Crockett, Dexter; Mrs. j. F. Rhodes,
Fairfield, executive committee.
The next meetiugwill be held in Orono.
Addresses were delivered by Rev. C. T.
Loud of Orono, Mrs. Fannie W. Small of
Livermore Falls, Rev. .lohu Kimball of
Turner and Rev. F. T. Nelson of Deering.
The third and last day’s session of the
State Universalist Sunday School Convention and Young People’s Christian Union,
opened at s a. in., Thursday morning,
with a jirayer and conference meeting at
9 o’clock.
A 15 minutes’ praise service
was i:»-ld under the auspices of 11 it* V.
P.
('. U., which continued its scs>i >n until
3.30.
A large amount of routine hire .fess occupied tlie forenoon session, reports of
the several committees, etc., b'-iug .. ad.
resolutions were adopted thanking Fie
people of Skowhegan f.»r their hospitality,
the railroads and hotels for courtesies, ex
pressing heartfelt gratitude to Miss Frye,
State secretaiy, tor past services, and o
taver of the denominational
seminary at
Westbrook. Papers and disem -ions
copied the remainder of the tno: ..ing session.
ri he atternoon session began at
with a pr dse service. 1’hc lirsi paper w
by Mrs. Mary Wd I,owe of Lew i-n■ >n. i,-•
gave an instructive
discourse on “(Mu
A sic-it
| Future Success or Failure.*’
business session followed, amt et -I
m.
Rev. W. F. Gaskin of Watervillc, guv*- on
interesting and practical ado r os on
'•blackboard and Object lllustra ion .if
I the Sunday School Lessons."
m
The
ventiou closed Thursday evening withai.
address by Rev. (
L. Hayden o: \ ig is
ta, before the Sunday school *»i .i m,
and another by Rev. K. \V. Wo-;., r «»f
Rumford Falls, the subject being. ••The
j Mission of the Young People of tic.* I'm
versalist
Ghurch."
|
The Y. P. <
L. elected the following
! officers: President,
F. Ridlon; vice
‘president, Annie F. Stevens. Lewiston;
secretary, Miss May Hamilton, Hex ei,
treasurer, ( A. Sliorey, Riddeford: ex e
cutive committee, Miss Annie M. Frye,
Mrs. George F. Leighton, Ralph Reed.

many sufferers from the over-exhaustion to Dr. Greene.

Living.

\<>w that the potai
et-is >o short
the question arises, what are poor folks
to eat-.'
Well it is a gre.it satisfaction to
learn that beaus are in jo.wj supply, and
one vessel has just hr-'iiglu
.'»<m> hags of
Limas from faliioni.a.
Beans really
possess the great sustaining power and
are.
therefore, used s geut-rallx in the!
European armies. La 1 tots are also a’
good substitute, beinu vn\ nutritious,
and fried carrots afti
i»•*,!■ ng' are very
palatable. Cabbage will come into inereased use and it will be found a very
healthful as well as substantia! dish, and
then itis one of the cheapest aur ic- in
the market.
Another food supply will be found in
the much neglected Indian meal.
There
was a time when it was in universal
use,
and its neglect has not improved public
health.
Hasty pudding or suppauu (as
the Indians called it) is very wholesome,
either with molasses or milk.
In former
days it was the staple food of all New
England, and Benjamin Bussell, the once
famous Boston printer, who walked from
Boston to New York to buy a printer’s
outfit, says that at every house where he
stopped they gave him this dish, and he
did not get tired of it.
Joel Barlow says he was reared on
hasty pudding, and when he went to
Europe he pined for it. He was gratified,
however, to find a f; mily that had
brought meal iron; America, and ate of
his favorite dish in Savoy.
This led him
to write that capital poem railed “Hasty
which
while
lives
hi* epics are
Pudding,”
dead.
Another appearance of this diet in
literature is found in Brockdcn Brown’s
novel “Ormond, or the Secret Witness.”
The heroine, being extremely poor, lays
in a stock of corn meal, and thus goes
through a very pinching time. It is highly probable that The novelist wrote from
his own experience and one may recommend these examples to those who want a
substitute for tin ii favorite vegetable.
[New York Letter.
The Cuban

the

school

evening address.
The second day’s

—

man,

Sunday

Oct. Oth, the convention openj
ing with an address of welcome by Rev.
George F. Leighton of Skowhegau, and a
response by President J.. 11. Blossom.
{
Committees on credentials,
reports, !
finance
and
resolutions
nominations,
were appointed.
In the evening Rev.
Blanche A. Wright of Livermore Falls de- !
livered an interesting address.
The Christian Union convention was
called to order at 3 j\ m. and Miss Blanche
Fail brother delivered the address of welcome, which was responded to by Charles
F. liidlou.
Annie M. Frye, secretary of
the State union, reported all unions to be
in the best condition since the organiza 1
lion.
Rev. J. F. Rhodes delivered the i

under which most ot
our
women
constant,iy live allects the
female organism seriously. Heavy household
burdens, social gayeties, work in some commciviai establishment, any of these duties
seem impossible t
women who are ill and
yet they keep up for a time under pressure
of the demands upon them. When they do
break down, the advice and treatment, they
receive from their family physician dou’t go
to the root, of the trouble and they get no
better.
They are discouraged, worn out,
tired of life. The great specialist, in worn* n\s
diseases, l>r. Greene, of Nervura fame, :‘4
Temple Place, Boston, .Mass., has shown
thousands of women who thought themselves hopeless invalids the way to health.
His office is open to all women for free consultation and advice, or if you will write
him about your case, lie will advise you by
mail absolutely free of all cost ami confidentially, The glorious remedies discovered
by this profound physician are an invaluable
boom to women. It. costs uothiug to be put
on the read to health, and all ailing women
should write Hr. Greene at once.
nervous

among the imsea and are also
valuable as food for fishes. The collection
of crabs, shrimps, and lobsters forms
large industries all ovei the world, contributing directly to the support: of mail.
In Delaware the horseshoe crab is used as
guano, while the collection of fossil crabs,
as trilobitcs, is a
The
peculiar industry.
fresh- water crayfish prod uces a concretion
used as an antacid, well known to chemists.
We owe many of the beauties of
our summer fields to
insects, all of which
have their special functions and use.
Even the persecuted flea may render man
a
service by keeping the drowsy watch
dog awake, while the mosquito in tropical countries may aid in preventing the
human inhabitants from living a continual
siesta.
The llies are among the most valuable
insect scavengers.
The spiders prey upon
flies, holding them in check. The silk (A
the spider is used as a cross line in astronomical instruments, and that of a
Bermuda species as sewing silk.
Bridge
makers have obtained valuable suggestions
from these silent workers, from whose
web one of the kings of France- is said to
have made a coat.
Grasshoppers and
locusts are enemies of civilized man, but
are eaten
by the Indians, while in the
Malay country the dragon tlv is considered a delicacy. [From The Economic Value
of Animals, by C. F. Holder, in Appletons’ Popular {Science Monthly for
are

portant scavengers of the

Skowhegau

■

Went

azotic.

<.

is

..nhig wit-! a young
Tln-.v were arrayed m

Ting

preacher

widely known j the restless infant,— all <an secure again the and prostration of the human system, in our
place >f worship health and strength that has been lost.
imease American life."
The distinguished clergvman mils how people
‘•I do not hesitate to say it seems to supply
with a liis knowledge have been restored to a real want which no other known remedy can
The great divine's discourses on the main- health by the wonderful medicine, I t. Greene’s till. It seems to be a real boon, bringing rest
tenance of 1 aitli
are the sure guide for the
Nervura biood and nerve remedv, and he bids and refreshment to the outworn, human frame
people, and now his distinguished associate | all who an in any way out of health, all who in the tumultuous and trving times in which
1
and
the
co-worker,
eminent
preacher
Ilyron need medicine to use immediately this g’and we live."
BYRON SUNDERLAND.
Sunderland, p. Id, of the Talmage Church, \ health restorer, Dr. Greene s Nervura.
He
Uow can you hesitate for a moment, after
follows out the same grand line of good to the tells you that it will cure you as it has cured reading the
convincing words of this illustrious
people 1 v pointing out t them how health can so mam others, for he h is personal knowledge minister of the Gospel, to at once use this grand1
regained and restored when lost.
how the of Dr. Greene’s Nervura and its marvelous est of medicines, Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood
physically weak and prostrated, the nerve power to cure disease, to banish pain, to make and nerve remedy 1 It is the mightiest remedy
weakened and brain weary, may recover the sick well.
in the world to cure.
Every druggist keeps it.
strength; lew the tired out. over-worked and
I lie great preacher says:
Consultation, examination and advice may
“r-strained systems can be rebuilt; how the
1 have learned with satisfaction from many be had free with the discoverer of
Nervura,
sufferei from weak nerves, poor blood, bead- sources the beneficence of Dr. Greene’s Nervura Dr.
Greene, 3t Temple Place, Boston, Mass.
le "i
rh'Oimati-in. neuralgia, -tue exhausted Mood and nerve remedy and its great
to Use his great discovery, and call
or write
utility
upon
td.
No

as

1

otfey.

Universalist

and session of Y. I*, s. C.

the entire make or cheese

season

Unpaid Scavengers.
The crustaceans

The 29th annual session of the Maine

weighing 40 lbs. each. Already 1,500 cheese have been sold in
Kockland, Belfast, and points down river;
the cheese being sold at three to four
weeks old, and it being difficult to keep
them until this age, so great has been the
Some 500 cheese in
demand for them.
the curing room the morning of our call,
was a sight pleasant to the eye, and most
agreeable to the sense of smell—their
rich fragrance giving a peculiarly pleasant
ar«una to the room.
Milk is delivered at the factory from the
farm in live gallon cans, and when full
they contain an average of 45 pounds of
(>n Tuesday of last week the batch
milk.
of curd represented 4,500 pounds of milk.
But one vat of the old and familiar “Win.
Kalph. Utica, N. V." style was used that
morning, although two are used at the
height of the season. The milk is set at
a temperature of Sii deg.
The cheese maker is Charles K. Johuson, a young man whom we found obliging and gentlemanly, who has had much
experience at his business, and whose
neat factory gave evidence of his careful
i attention to all the details «>f cheese maun| faeture. [Bangor Commercial.

No substance unmiles
c
o.i; li has been found in me‘-ii is
hoir pi .‘dominant metal.
> I-, w ii
mbedded diamonds.
The 11 ag ments ire oecasion•\ oi ni:
nea of miles, a tact
i
!i *;ng into each oilier.
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tirst heard
w h • t i’-ped t heir
•a;-1
ii;.
:.nigh iron sent down
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will be 2,500,

11"1

mi

Universalist Sunday School

One of the local industries in the good
farming town of Monroe which is a great
benefit to the farmers of that section is
the cheese factory which was started as
a farmers’ co-operative association
many
years ago, was afterwards changed over
to a creamery, but agaiu changed back
t* * a cheese factory and has for
many
years been operated by Mr. E. II. Nealley,
who buys the milk of the farmers and
operates the factory himself.
The factory opened this season, May
1st, and will close this season, Dec. 1st,
running to a much later date than ever
before.
There are now sixty patrons on
its books, the farmers who bring milk all
living within a radius of six miles from
the factory.
Nearly all of these farmers
have their home dairies fitted up for
cream sett ing, and when not
turning milk
into the cheese factory they sell cream to
the Jlangor creameries.
Milk is received
at the factory each morning from 0 to 8
o’clock, and during a short time at the
factory one morning last week several
farmers brought milk, their individual
lots weighing respectively 40, 86, 58, and
106 pounds. The largest patron is Charles
Mitchell, on the Jackson road, some two
miles from the factory whose
milk
Another
averages 350 pounds daily.
large patron is F. E. Putnam, who is a
neighbor to Mr. Mitchell. The largest
amount of milk received in any one day
this season was 6,500 pounds from which
700 pounds of cheese was made.
The
supply of milk lias dropped off more
than one third now’, from what it was at
the height of the season.

>
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L. STAPLES,
Manufacturer of The Staples’ Celebrated Halter, alsodealer in all kinds
of Harnesses, Blankets, Cai’ds, Curry-Combs, Brushes, Etc

•. •a
first-class harness store, k *[.: nj ill '.Kinds *»f
I am
lh-i: is: ;
with that lint*.
A Ilanv>s that. they sell
4eliin.ii‘ f»»r ^s.hi). You vil! ask \vh> 1 an *».•'. tip' p '•!.paper
than they can in Belfast. I pa\ for them in M nde> } iteut haiWould respectfully announce to the citizens of Monroe and
n .•:,
•.
Is. .Visa
ters and it p'ives me a e]i:ui‘-e t. m ike a p: -e:
vicinity that lie is out of the postoflice with 2700 other fourth- I a full line of trunks and vaiise>.
neatness
lirine done -it
Bep
class Democratic postmasters, but shall still continue to run a
and dispatch.
Please a'ive me > call.

fSIBLEY GO Newion 8. Lord k Co,

j

federal instruments of purely federal : money?
Mr. Spooner: “All I can say is that
character for proof unless they are left j
JOBBKBS OK
such a fellow must be hard up.”
[Clevewithin its reach,
lie adds:
land Leader.
“When the State lays hold of a federal j
officer and his doings for proof, contrary
t<» his duty in respect to the tax, instead
In answer to the inquiries of a promi- I
of resorting to the evidence provided by nent geologist, Lieut. Peary demonstrates
that government, it interferes with the
SEEDS and
conclusively that the big mass of metal
lawful operations of the federal govern- which he
brought from Cape York is of
ment in laying and collecting taxes.”
meteoric origin.
This decision will tend to make the
Importers oi Salt.
The four adjacent States of Missouri,
prosecution of offenders of the prohibi
in the finest quality of
tory law more difficult.
lovva, Kansas and Xehiaska have raised Dealers
over t>o0,QUO.000 bushels of corn this
year.
.
That looks like good times, and it is only
Even catarrh, that dread breeder of consumption, succumbs to the healing influ- one of the items.
ences of Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.
Tommy (whose questions had been
ar-OROERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
Mrs. Duunigan— ’Phat ye laughin’at Pat? legion) “Pa, where did Adam get the
Mr. O’Flagherty—Oi wor just t'inkin’ phat
names for all the animals?" Father (ab■{■i.
■'{7 Front St., Belfast, Me.
a divil av a toiine tliere’d L- av tin- siv»nsentl\): “From the diet ionary. of course.”
teent' av March eameonthe Fourth av Juiv,
TELEPHONE
4-2.
Itf
[J udge.
—
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FEED,

GROCERIES

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

p
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SAIL MAKERS,
Cf And,Successors

to

J. W. Frederick & Co.,

as

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,;
AND

POLAND

Spring

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,

Water

Is used in our prescription department and iu all preparations

requiring

We also

spring

DEALERS IN

*

A. A.

have

watei

pure water...
this famous

for sale.

H0WE5 & CO.

Dae/,-, Cordage. Taints, ,fv.
No. 31 Front St

,

Belfast,

TO LET.

Sfle.

SUBSCRIBE

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

I he store on High street, now
pied by tile American Kx.press
pauy.
Apply to
1'elfsat.

occuom-

JOSKTI1 V\ I LUAMSON.
Sept, s, isn7_gott

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

Blanchard as the country clown, Capt. ClifCurtis as the city dude, Mrs. Ida A. Adams, Mrs. Mary Blanchard, Miss Ada E.
Ridley, Miss Maud B. Colcord, Miss Ella A.

I
Royal

ton

Photographer Tuttle’s studio will be open
to-day, Thursday, for one week.
Ada E. Ridley returned to Malden

Miss

Wednesday.
Fred F. Black is spending two weeks with
friends in Boston.
Josiah Lord of Brooksville is visiting Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Sweetser.
Mrs. Sarah Small of Deer Isle is visiting
her brother, N. C. Shute.

Ship State of Maine, Capt H. G. Curtis,
arrived at New York, Oct. 9th.
Fred M. Blethen spent Sunday in town,
the guest of Capt. Clifton Curtis.
W. M. Parse is receiving large quantities
of clothing, and is in need of extra help.

Sell. Marcellus arrived Monday from Boston with an assorted cargo for our traders.
Sell. Georgia Gilkey, Capt. B. F. Colcord,
arrived at Boston from Philadelphia Mon-

day.
Shaw of Houlton spent a few days
with his brother, G. J. Shaw, on Sears Island
W. I.

recently.
Miss Margaret B. Sargent will have a millinery opening Friday and Saturday, Oct.
13th and ldtli.
Miss Ella Devereaux, who has been visit,
iug friends here, left Wednesday for her
home in Ellsworth.

makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

OUGHT A LITTLE
UNDER PRICE,
WILL BE SOLD
IN THE SAHE
WAY !

ney, New York.
Key West, Oct. 8.

Cld, sch. Hattie E. Luce,
Heal, Apalachicola.
New Bedford, Oct. 8. Ar, sch. Mary Ann McCann, Gates; cld, sch. Helen G. Moseley, Holt,

Hopkins, Dr. W. B. Flint, Bert Colcord,
Lin Sargent and F. C. Whitcomb as buskers,
did great credit to the drill mistress, Mrs.
Addie M. Parse. Mr. George P. Carter, as
uncle Reuben the farmer, would not have
been out of place in the play of the “Old
Homestead,” nor would A. E. Trundy in the
character of Uncle Joe. The choruses were
well sustained, and the duet by Messrs.
Blanchard and Curtis brought down the
house. The rendition of the “Old Oaken

Philadelphia.
Savannah, Oct.

Cld, sch. Sarah E. Palmer^
Whittier, Philadelphia.
6.

FOREIGN

York.

Montevideo, Sept.

Rosario.
Buenos
ers.

17.

Ar, bark Ethel, Dodge,

Ayres, Oct. 13.

Ar, bark Mabel I. Mey-

Bridgewater, N. S.
Spain, Sept. 20. Ar,

Port

bark St.

does; in port 29th for New York.

Lucie, Barba-

MARINE MISCELLANY.

POWDER
Absolutely
ROYAL BAKING POWDER

CO., NEW

YORK.

Rev. C. E. Harden, the Lincoln Baptist Association Missionary, is
abundant in labors—and a rich blessing attends his efforts—for the up-building of
Appleton.

of God in this town. Rev. Geo. S.
Hill of Morrill has assisted him in conducting meetings during the past week. Some

cause

promising young
CORRESPONDENCE.

men

have recently begun

the Christian life.
Centre Montville.

Mr.

Welden Poland

Bark C. P. Dixon, Gilkey, from New
York for Port Elizabeth, Sept. 18. lat. 8 S.. Ion. 35
W. Bark Pe obscot, McCaulder, from New York
for Lyttleton and Dunedin, Sept. 29, lat. 4 N, Ion.
26 W.
The lighthouse steamer A rmeria, which has been
at Bath undergoing repairs since she went ashore
last summer, is ready for sea.
Hon. Arthur Sewall’s big four-masted ship Dirigo, Capt. George W. Goodwin, has just arrived at
Queenstown after a remarkably fast passage from
San Francisco with a cargo of grain. The Dirigo
covered the distance in 109 days.
Sch. Senator Sullivan, now at Cedar Keys, Fla.,
loading 16,000 railroad ties for New York, is the
first vessel of large size which has loaded there
for several years. She is obliged to anchor several
miles off shore, owin^ to shallow water.
Charters. Sch. N.E. Sjinonds,New York to
San Domingo, general cargo, thence to Jamaica,
2 months, $500 and port charges.
Sch. I). H.
Rivers, Newport News to Vera Cruz, Coal, $2.60.
Sch. Jerome B. Look, Brunswick to.New York,
Lumber, $4.75. Brig Havilah, same, $4.62 1-2.
Sch. F. C. Pendleton, same, $4.87 12, option
Hackensack, towage added. Sch. Henry Clausen,
Jr.. Brunswick to New York, Lumber $4.75. Sch.
Maggie Mulvey, Hoboken to Boston, coal, 45

10 Cases

Ladies’ Fall Boots.
This

Boots,

on

widths.
at

Overcoats, $20 down.
$17
Suits,

all the different toes, both

in button and lace.

All

sizes and

"

These boots would be cheap

$2.00.

Belmont.

-

Our cut price only

William A.

Castine on steamer Silver Star last
Saturday and many more would have gone
but for the high wind that prevailed.

Hugh R. Bletben has gone to Japan in
the interest of the Scranton Belting Co. His
brother Fred will occupy lbs position with
the company during his absence.
Rev. R. G. H.irbutt preached a very powerful temperance sermon last Sunday in conueet-on with a handsome tribute to the late
Gen. Neal Dow—Maine’s temperance cham-

pion.
Mrs.

John Closson

came

up town to meet-

ing Sunday evening. It was the tirst time
she has been to the village for thirteen years,
although she lives but little more than a
quarter of

mile away.

a

of the telephone are very much
The working of the line since
the obi -e here was attached to the circuit.
A social or business chat now over the wires
:s aim st like
meeting one face to face.
Patrons

gratified

with

Isreal

wife,

have been
bolding meetings the past two weeks at the
Ad vein Chapel, left for their home in Portsn
nth, X IP, Monday. Their meetings
•'■••re folly attended, and
much spiritual
uterest was manifested.
Capt

aud

who

■

Sv p

May Flint, Capt. E. 1). P. Nickels,
hef.-re reported dismasted, arrived at New
rk Oet. xtli. Capt. Nickels reports that
during the three days of the late north-easter
made 2M5, 239 and 240 miles.

he

This under

pronounced by our sea faring
men an unprecedented record.
Capt. Nickels lias certainly had opportunity to
display
hisseam inship, having rigged up jury masts,

jury masts is

and made

ship

was

1,300 miles since the
dismasted MO days prior to her ara run

of

over

rival.
Alton Ridley killed a wild cat Monday in
the thick woods on the county road. As
C ore is a bounty of 82 on these beasts -,he
young man was well repaid for his day’s
hunt. Under the law treasurer Sawyer was
required to burn the nose aud ears of the
animal after paying the bounty.

George L. Monroe, the subject i this sketch, was born in Belfast, Feb.
20, 1880, and died in Searsport Sept. M0.1897.
Obituary.

He

was

the

Monroe.

sen

He

of

Charles H. and Sadie E.

was

a

young

man

of

exem-

habits, held a high position in scholarmember of the Methodist church
ship,
on probation, and had a most amiable and
Christian disposition. The immediate family, the school, church and community, have
met with a loss not soon to be tilled. The
funeral took place Sunday, the 3d inst., from
his home, and was attended by a large concourse of friends. Penobscot
Engine Co, and
members of his school escorted the remains
to the eastern cemetery. Rev. O. H. Fernald conducted the services.
The floral
plary

was a

offerings

were

numerous

and beautiful.

Whitcomb-Trim.

Fred E. Whitcomb of
Searsport aud Cor2 M. Trim of Islesboro
were married Oct. 4th at the residence of
the bride’s parents, Capt. and Mrs. A. Trim.
The house was prettily decorated with
plants and flowers and the bridal couple
stood under a marriage bell of white roses.
The ceremony was performed in the presence of the bride’s parents and friends and
of Mrs. Whitcomb, mother of the groom.
The presents were many and valuable.
After the wedding a reception was held,
Capt. and Mrs. Trim and Mrs. Whitcomb
standing up with the happy couple. The
bride is one of Isleshoro’s most popular and

prominent young ladies and will he missed
by her many friends. Mr- and Mrs. Whitcomb left on the steamer City of Bangor for
a bridal trip.
Good Time.
The event of the past
was the harvest supper and entertainment under the auspices of the ladies’ sociable of the Cong’l society. About 175 sat
down to supper and found it, like all supA

week

furnished by the ladies of Searsport,
class in every respect. The entertainment, under the supervision of Mrs. A. T,
Whittier, assisted by Miss Ada E. Ridley,
pers

first

the famous

Jack-o’-lantern drill and
representation of a New England husking
bee. The stage represented farmer Jones’
barn, and was trimmed for the husking in a
very realistic manner. The hay mow was
there, the traces of corn, the farming implements hung about in profusion; and when
the calf got loose and came to the front it
capped the climax. The program opened
with the lantern drill, given by C. E. AdF. Black, G. A. Bowen, W. M.
ams, F.
Parse, A. E. Trundy and W. B. Trundy.
The squad was dressed in a green Zouave
uniform and their evolutions showed persistent work in their preparation. The drill of
was

the buskers, personated by

Capt.

A.

N.

p,b"“

Clark,
7

Bwlt.-ul

—

in

B. C. DINSMORE,

Glenwnntl

...

sion to

-

Colgate fill Of HATS,CAPS,also FURNISHINGS

THE ONE MEDICINE

Capt. James MoGilvery returned Monday
evening from the New York-excursion. He
speaks very highly of Mr. Kimball’s methis of
conducting excursions.
About fifty took advantage of the excur-

of

OF CHARGE.
Mr. John W
Sleeper will take pleasure in showing you
^
through the -trrrlr

lot includes:
Box Calf,”
Boots, Stylish Cloth Dress

Street

keep pressed all clothes bought

FREE

us

Everett Morrill, who lias emhas gone to Providence, R. I., where he ex- cents.
Disasters, Etc. Sch. Idaho, Capt. Hall, of and
Providence, R. I., is at home
ployment
pects to find employment for the winter.... from Rockland for New York, with lime from F.
on a vacation.
He is accompanied by a
Mrs. Volney Thompson is visiting Mrs. A. Crockett & Co., was sunk in eight fathoms of
friend_Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Tower of Lin
water, off the Connecticut coast, near Great Gull
Ellerson E. Patterson, who is employed
Benj. Gowen in Thorndike... .There was a island, Friday of last week, and is a total loss.
colnville and Mr. and Mrs. Jas. F. Churchill
on one of the pilot boats out of Boston, is
levee and dance at Grange Hall, Thursday She was a vessel of about 80 tons, built at Castine in 1860, and had been in the lime business
and Mrs. Augusta A. Cooley of Belfast
spending his vacation in town.
Oct. 7th_Elijah Gay and family for more than 20 years. The cargo, something
evening,
were in town Sunday-Miss Annie Morattended the reunion of the Gay family in more than 1,000 casks of lime, was insured, but 33 Main
Fred AV. Horsey, an employe of the B. &
Belfast.
Street,
there was no insurance on the vessel. The crew
rill, who lias employment in Portland, is Waldo-Albert
>1 R. R. Co. at the Union*Station, Boston,
Gay arrived home a week had to take to the boat hurriedly and saved none
of their effects. They went to New London and
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
made a short visit here this week.
ago, having been in Massachusetts for nearCapt. Hall has arrived home_ Sch. David S.
Morrill_Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Morse
ly a year. He expects to leave Maine before Siner, at City Island Oct. 6th, reports on Monday
E. L. Meritliew, wife and son Leon left by
were in the
northern part of Penobscot
collided with sch. Golden Rule, from New York
cold weather comes and spend the winter in for
for weak lungs and all pulmonary disorsteamer Saturday for
Eastport. The Siner lost jibboom, cutwater,
Boston, where Mr. county visiting last week....Miss Jessie
the South-Mrs. Mary Biscoof Providence, bobstay, etc. The Golden Rule lost headgear. She
ders, is that wonderful cough killing,
Meritliew and his son have secured employ- Morse is attending school in Belfast-Miss
arrived
R. I., is visiting her mother, Mrs. J. Cain.... to avoid at New Haven Oct. 5tli, and was beached
nerve strengthening, flesh creating, disA
ment.
of
Oct.
from
in
sinking
Cochran
of
Btlfast
was
town
the
despatch
5tli,
Lucy
Mrs. Elbe Tibbetts of Palermo recently Delaware Breakwater, reports sch. Georgia Gilease dispelling remedy that doctors recAV. E. Grinnell will sell at public auction last of the week visiting Mr. and Mrs. R. F.
for Boston, anchored below the
key,
Philadelphia
ommend.
spent a week with Mrs. Samuel Berry.... Boom with foretopmast broken.
Saturday, Oct. l(3tli, a large lot of horses, Alexander.Mrs. Eva Murray and her Mrs. Abbie Keen and Mr. Bennie Carter
two children, Willie and Nellie, of Vinalhpand
harnesses.
See
his
advertisecarriages
spent Sunday, Oct. 3d, with Miss Fanny
Belfast. Price Curreut.
veil are visiting Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Allenment in another column.

Rev. J. P. Simouton of Winterport preached at the M. E Church last Sunday in exchange with the pastor.

POINT

Worth Your Consideration,
We

#

Spoken.

Pure

A

PORTS.

Bonaire, Sept. 27. In port, sch. Estelle, Philbrook, from Curacoa, to sail about Oct. 1 for New

Bucket” by the old farmer elicited applause.
Miss Grace E. Field presided at the piano
with her usual ability. An amusing incident during the performance was the dis"
coverv by the dude of two musicians from
sunny Italy who were presumed to have
been stealing a night's lodging in the hay
mow, and upon being brought to the front
proved themselves to be veritable organ
grinders; and when they alternated upon
their instruments the audience was convulsed with laughter. Much amusement was
created by the presentation by the clown to
the city dude of the calf as a Shetland pony.
So much food was brought in that 150 were
furnished a dinner at the hall next day. The
affair netted §59.

COUNTY

Fernandina, Oct. 8. Sid, scb. Edward H. Blake,
Smith, New York
Franklin, Me., Oct. 8. Sid, sch. -’attie H. Barbour, New York.
Penobscot, Me., Oct. 8. Sid, sch. George Gur-

Carter-Mr. William H. Beals of this town
was united in marriage Oct. 7tli to Mrs. LizClarke's Corner, Prospect. The ar- zie
Higgins of Morrill. The wedding took
rivals at the Maplew’ood House last week
place at the bride’s residence in Morrill and
were J. T. Goddard of Waterville, A. J.
i the ceremony was performed by Rev. Geo.
Shaw, Rockland, J. L. Bond, Bangor, J. R. S. Hill in the presence of immediate relaAmes, Orland, N. Littlefield and wife, tives and intimate friends. The
couple left
Waldo, J. R. Littlefield, Brooks, Samuel
immediately for a short trip to Boston. Mr.
H.
L.
Stockton
Elwell, Brooks,
Hopkins,
Beals’ friends in Montville extend congratuSprings, M. B. Mauk, Rockland, Mrs. H. C. lations and best wishes_The levee at the
Hichborn, Stockton Springs, J. R. Bailey and Grange Hall last week
proved a success, sowife, Brooks, H- O. Snow of Frankfort, M.
cially and financially... .The frost last SatGlazier, Bangor, S. Goldbery, Bangor....
urday night reached the high grounds for
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Walter of Waldohoro
the first time.
visited friends in town last week.
Mrs.
Stockton Springs.
Elvin Staples and
Gardner Clarke and her mother. Mrs. Baswife have returned from a visit to friends in
sett, called on friends in town last week_
Fred Clarke is fast recovering from his h ug Boston and Providence,R. I... .Mrs. Samuel
West has returned from Saxonville, Mass.,
sickness-Jonah Wallace, who has driven
where she visited her daughter, Mrs. Simpthe big cart, or store on wheels, has rented
the brick store on Main street in Winterport, son. .Mrs. Carrie Ray has returned to her
home in Providence, R. I.Hattie Hiehopposite the Rich grain store, and is now
who has been visiting friends in Banready to furnish anything in the clothing born,
and Brewer,returned home Sept. 30th_
line. Give him a cail_Mrs. Everett San- gor
born of Frankfort called on friends in town Emily Overlook left by boat Wednesday for
Boston... .Mrs. Bertha Deane of Boston lias
last week.
been in town visiting her mother, Mrs. John
Mr.
Prospect Ferry.
and Mrs. Asa BarSmith, and her brother, Will Smith and
ren of Eilswortli visited Capt. and Mrs. J.
family.Mrs. Florie Ames is visiting
S. Harriman several days last week... .Mrs.
friends in Bangor-Samuel Randell, Sr.,
Annie Avery is visiting her brother, Auguswas confined to the house the past week
tus Pierce, in
Stonington_Miss Clara with a severe cold....Mrs. Nellie
Mudgett
of
Detroit, Mich., visited relatives
Avery
visited her sister, Mrs. Emma Crocker, in
here last week-George Avery is visiting
Belfast recently-E. \\\ Ellis and wife of
in Jefferson-Mrs. M. C. Procter lias reBelfast visited Mrs. A valena Grffin, Oct. 3d.
turned to her home, in Dorchester, Mass_
-The many friends of Mr. Samuel Griffin
Mrs. J. H. Ginn of Stockton Springs visited
were much shocked to learu of his death
in this place several days last week.... Mrs.
Oct. <>th after an illness of only a few hours.
Alma Harriman and Miss Edna Ginn spent
Mr. Griffin leaves to mourn their loss an
last Saturday with friends in Searsport_
father and mother, three sisters and
Mrs. Rose Grindle went to Belfast last week aged
six brothers,and a large circle of friends and
to visit relatives.
She was accompanied
The services were held at
home by her father and mother, Mr. and acquaintances.
lbs late residence Friday afternoon, Rev.
Mrs. X. H. Mudgett-Mrs. Jennie BateliR. G. Harbutt of Searsport officiating....
elder returned home from Boston Oct. 7tli.
Mrs. Avelena Griffin and her little grand....Mrs. X. J. Keagan returned home from
left last Thursday for
Massachusetts Oct. 5th-Miss Xicia Iviugs- daughter, Pauline,
New Bedford, Mass., where Mrs. Griffin will
bury closed a successful term of s weeks
remain several mouths with her son, Mr.
school here last Friday. An entertainment
Harry Griffin, and family_Mr. Myers of
was given by the teacher and scholars FriBoston was the guest of the Misses Moultou
day afternoon and was enjoyed by a large several
days the past week_Capt. Charles
number of the parents.
Miss Kingsbury Ames of Seattle, Wash., has spent several
will teach the winter term.
days with his mother, Mrs. Margaret Ames.
-Miss Sarah Clifford is visiting friends in
Liberty. Who got the fish ? One day last Belfast.... Miss Annie
Thompson went to
week Dr. C. C. Whitcomb and A. C. Crock- Boston, Monday to buy her stock of fall
Wilson
Randell of Belfast
ett,officers of the Fish Hatching Association, millinery-Mrs.
has been in town visiting Capt. and Mrs.
received a letter from Fish Commissioner John Randell... Mr.
Joseph Moulton, who
Carleton saying that six cans of fish had has been employed in Roslindale, Mass., for
been shipped to them at Thorndike Station, several months, arrived home on Tuesday.
-The Current Events Club will meet at
to arrive there at 5.20 p. m. and for them to the residence of Mrs.
Ralph Morse Oct. 14th.
have a man there at that time to receive All are cordially invited to attend.
them. Owing to some delay in the mail the
SHU' NEWS.
letter did not reach here on time and on
sending a man for them he ascertained that
PORT OF BELFAST.
some person or persons had taken them and i
ARRIVED.
put them into the Freedom pond_W. H.
Oct. 7. Sch.
Rich, Bangor.
Moody has returned from a six weeks’ visit : Oct. 8. Sch. Gazelle,
Young Tell, Phinney, Isle au Haut.
to the west... .0. W. Brown, who has done
Oct. y. Sch. Louisa I? rancis, Pierson. Portland ;
Passport, Eaton, Islesboro.
the teaming for Mathews & Young for many sloop
Oct. 1J.
Schs. Jacob Reed, Bunker, Boston;
!
years, has sold out his business to Arthur Lygonia, Thurston, Bangor; Gazelle, Rich, Vinalhaven.
Norton-Mrs. Daniels, millimr, accompaSAILED
nied by Mrs. Meservey, has been in Portlaud
Oct. 7. Sells. Fannie & Edith, Ryder, Boston;
the past week selecting her fall and winter Miantonoinah, Ryan, Rockport; P. M. Bonnie,
Burgess, Vinalhaven; sloop Passport, Eaton, Islesstock of goods....Mrs. A. A. Hall is at the boro.
Maine General Hospital, Portland, for medOct. 8. Sch. Gazelle, Rich, R mkland.
Oct. y. Sch. Jennie Howard, Winery, Hampden.
ical treatment. ..Dr. C. C. Whitcomb returnAMERICAN’ PORTS.
ed last Saturday night from a hunting trip
New’ York, Oct. 6. Ar, sch. David S. Siner,
to Vanceboro and reports very good success. Frankfort;8,ar, sch. Colin C. Baker, Shute, Slate
....The races at the Georges River trotting Point, Me.; Mary L. Crosby, Trim, Bangor; Sarah
L. Davis, Pattershall, do. ;N. E. Symonds, Buckspark Thursday, Oct. 7th, were among the port; ship May Flint, Philadelphia for Hiogo,
best ever held here. Each race had a good w’ith loss of spars; y, ar, ship State of Maine,
Manila, 123 days; schs. Pocliasset, Herrick, Greens
field of horses, well balanced as to speed, Landing; Jennie F. Willey, Bulger, Franklin;
Florence Lelaml, SpolTord, Bucks Harbor; 10, ar,
and each heat in each race was
fought for schs. Henry Whitney and Webster Barnard, Baninch by inch. The race in the 2.37 class was gor; 11, ar, sch. A. W. Ellis, Ryder, Rockland;
It took six heats to decide it bark Megunticook, Baltimore; bark R. A. C.
very exciting.
Smith, Brunswick, Ga.
and the last heat was trotted after dark.
Boston, Oct. G. Ar, sell. Jacob M. Haskell,
sell. Mary E. Palmer,
There were four horses in the race, three of Hart, Sydney, C. B.; C.cld,
B.; Melissa A. Willey,
Haskell, Louisburg,
them winning heats. The 3-minute race was Babbidge, Brunswick, Ga.; y, ar, sell. Maggie MulJames Holmes, Ryan,
also very closely contested. The three horses 1 vey, Stockbridge, Hoboken;
Belfast; 11,ar,schs. Georgia Gilkey, Philadelphia;
in this race were very evenly matched. In the Sea Bird, Rolerson, Bangor; Fannie
Edith,
sch. Henry Clausen, Jr., Norfolk.
first heat one blanket would have covered Ryder, do.; cld,
Port Tampa, Oct. 11. Ar. sch. Star of the Sea,
two of the three horses nearly all the wav
Hopkins, Philadelphia.
Brunswick. Ga., Oct. 11.
Ar, sch. Joel F.
around the track, and if the blanket had
Sheppard, Carter, Boston.
New Haven, Oct. 11. -w, sch. Win. E. Downes,
been large it would have covered the three
News.
horses at times. The time was fast and the Marshall, NewportOct. y. The
reported sailing of
Richmond, Me.,
defeated horses are entitled to as much sch. Charles E. Raymond, hence for New York,
credit as the winner, as he won the race was an error.
Philadelphia, Oct. y. Ar, sch. Yale, Boston;
hut by a neck. The 2.30 race was not so incld, sch. S. M. Bird, Merrill, Woolwich.
teresting, as it was won by Von Hellon in
Portland, Oct. 7. Cld, sch. J. Manchester
three straight heats. The peculiar feature of Haynes, Matthews, Charleston; 8, sld, sch. Willie
this race was the non-prepossessing appear- L. Newton, Port Spain; y, ar, sch. Hattie McG.
ance of the winner who strikingly resembled
Buck, Bangor for New York ; 10, ar, sch. Susan N.
Haskell, New York; 11, ar, schs.
an ancient overgrown rat. But
appearances Pickering,
George Nebinger, Bangor for New York; Maud
are deceitful at times and Von Hellon
got Briggs, Thurston, Fiankfort for New York;
there. The bad feature of the races was the Mollie Rhodes, Dobbin, Vinalhaven for New
small attendance,which cannot be accounted York Maud Snare, Lowell, Bangor for New York ;
;
for as the weather was good, though cool. Annie R. Lewis, Cobb, Bangor for New York;
But when we reflect that more money was Flora Condon, Sellers, Bangor for New York.
Bangor, Oct. G. Sld, schs. Maud Snare, Cowell,
taken at the gate than was taken at the
Fannie & Edith, Ryder, Boston; Minetgreat races at Rigby Park on the same day, Newark;
schs. Kit Carson, Kendall,
ta,
the management have no occasion to feel NewPerkins, do.; 7, ar,
York; Odell, McDonough, York; cld, schs.
chagrined. Below we give the summary :
Lillian, Griudle, Boston ; Alula, Sinclair, do.; 8,
2.30 CLASS.
cld, schs. Nightengale, Flora Condon, and Maud
Josie Hook, Boston ; y, ar, sch.
b. g., Von Hellon.1 l i Snare, New York ;
sch. Annie R.
b. in., Miss Day Dawn.3 2 3 Isaac Oberton, Trim, Beverly; cld,
New' York.
Lewis,
Cobb,
Camden
g. g.,
Boy.2 3 4
6. Ar, sch. Win. H. Sumner, PendleOct.
Batli,
b. m., Rosa Victor.5 4 2
ton, Portland; 7, sld, schs. James A. Parsons
s. g., Hector.4
5 5 New
Y'ork; D. H. Rivers, Newport News; Jose
Best time, 2.31 3-4.
Olaverri, Washington, D. C.
2.37 CLASS.
Darien, Ga.,Oct. 6. Sld, sell. Charlotte T. SibNew York.
g. m., Silvia K.1 4 3 3 1 1 ley, Coombs,
Portsmouth, N. H., Oct. 8. Sld, sch. Augustus
b. m.. Cricket.
4 112 3 3
Palmer,
Haskell,
Newport News.
g. g Charlie Gid...2 2 2 1 2 2
Rockland, Oct. 7. Sld, sch. A. W. Ellis, Ryder,
b. g., Elerson|M.3 3 4 4 4
sch. Lester A. Lewis, PendleNew
8,
sld,
York;
Best time, 2.37 1-4.
ton, Bangor for New York.
3 MINUTE CLASS.
Washington, D. C., Oct. 7. Ar, sch. Young
Cbasham. 1 l l
Brothers, Snow, Kennebec.
Brookside.3 2 2
Tacoma, Sept. 25. Ar, bark Tidal Wave, Lanb. s., Morrill Chief.2 3 3 caster, San Pedro.
wood.

..
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Produce Market.

Price Paul Producer.
506751 Hay, p ton,10 00#12 00
Apples, p bu,
465 Hides, p ft,
dried, p lb,
3 l-2#4
1 3061 40 Lamb, p ft,
Beans, pea,
:5(#7
medium, 1 30^,1 40 Lamb Skins,
25#40
yel'weyesl 50 a 1 70 Mutton, p ft,
4(io
I'd
a
18
Butter, p lb,
Oats, p bu, 32 ft. 25#30
Beef, p lb,
5;&6 1-2 Potatoes,
90# 100
40,645 Round Hog,
Barley, p bu,
4# 4 1-2
Cheese, p It., 9 1-2^10 Straw, p ton, 6 00a7 00
Chicken, p lb,
lBalS
10^12 Turkey, # ft.
Calf Skins,
50675 Tallow,
1 1-2# 3
14 a. 1G Veal, p ft.
Duck, pit.,
C#7
20 Wool, unwashed, 12#] 3
Eggs, p doz,
Fowl, p It.,
8(610 Wood, hard, 3 50#5 00
Geese, p lb,
13&15 Wood, soft, 3 00^3 50
Retail Price.

Retail Market.

Beef, corned, p lb, 768
salt, 14 lb bag, 18
45
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 45
Corn Meal, p bu,
45
13
Cheese, p lb,
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25
569
lb
Codfish, dry,
Cranberries, p qt, 768
Clover Seed, p lb, 11612
Flour, f> bbl. GOO6tT50
H.G.Seed, bu, 1 75^2 00
Lard, p lb
8(69

Lime, p bbl,
90# 1 00
Oat Meal, p ft,
w4#5
3 I-2#4
Onions, p ft,
Oil,kerosene, gal, 11 a 12
3 1-2#4
Pollock.p ft,
Pork, p ft,
7#8
1.12
Plaster, p bbl,
3
Rye Meal, p ft
Shorts, p cwt,
80#85
5 1-2#6
Sugar, p ft,
35
Salt, T. I., p
Sweet Potatoes,
3
Wheat Meal,
3#3 1-2

Butter

BORN.

F|

MARRIED.
Beals-Higgins. In Morrill, Oct. 6, by Rev.
GeorgeS. Hill, William H. Beals of Montville and
Mrs. Lizzie Higgins of Morrill.
Bachkldek-.Miliiury. In Camden, Sept. 2‘J,
Benjamin Bachelder of Houlton and Isabel Milburv of Camden.
Dunoan-Trimm. In Isleshoro, Sept. 10, LeForest L. Duncan of Appleton and Lura E. Trinim of
Isleshoro.
Elliott-Pendleton. In Monroe, Oct. 0. by F.
L. Palmer, Esq., Albert M. Elliott and Mrs. Laura
Pendleton, both of Monroe.
Griffin-Griffin. In Utica, 111., Sept. 17,
Luther Griffin of Utica and Mrs. Carrie Griffin,
formerly of Ellsworth.
Gillky-Harman. In Southwest Harbor, Sept.
28, Sullivan E. Gilley and Miss Clara M. Harman,
both of Tremont.
Hagekthy- Higgins.
In Ellsworth, Oct. 2,
George S. Hagerthy and Miss Marv C. Higgins,
both of Ellsworth.

DIED.
Ames. In Orland, Sept. 27, Otis Ames, aged 80
years, 4 months and 14 days.
Bowen. In Searsport, Oct. 0, Mrs. Huldah
Bowen, aged 84 years, 7 months and 21 days.
Cottrell. In Belfast, Oct. 7, Mary A. Cottrell,
aged 75 years, 1 month and 7 days.
Colson. In Bucksport, Oct. 2, Mrs. Rhoda H.
Colson, aged 70 years. 9 months and 29 davs.
Fitzgerald. In Rock pore, Oct. 0, Mrs." Frank
Fitzgerald, aged 25 years.
Googins. In Ellsworth, Oct. 4, Miss Ellen A.
Googins, aged 48 years and 11 months.
Hamblen. In Stonington, Sept. 28, Ambrose
Hamblen, aged 62 years.
Holden. In Bangor, Oct. 3, Prescott Parker
Holden, a native of Peer Isle, aged 91 years.
Lampher. In Bucksport. Sept. 30, Mrs. Olive
S. Lampher, aged 78 years, 9 months and 22 days.
Parker.
In Sedgwick, Sept. 27, dames A.
Parker, aged 59 years, 1 month and 25 days.
Partridge. In Orland, Oct. 3d, Sarah A., wife
of Ellessen L. Partridge, aged 61 years, 6 months
and 8 days.
Woodcock. In Buffalo, X. Y., Sept. 13. Harry
Woodcock, formerly of Rockland, aged 58 years.

If

Belfast People

Convinced by
Local Testimony they DIHer from
are

not

Other People.

1

Our readers must have noticed in the past two
years how “cures” have multiplied in the news*
papers like mushrooms in a meadow, and follow-

ing the plethora of “cures” the general public
remarkably skeptical. Facts are demanded, but it has become also essential to know
who supplies them, where are they from, in fine,
whom have you cured. Doubting Thomas will

have turned

accept at par incredible cures, on the other
side of the continent. He wants it at home. “Give
us some neighbor, then I will believe,” is what he
not

Well, Doan’s Kidney Fills do this. Call
it what you like, at home, local or neighbors’ testimony, you can always ascertain the truth of it
without leaving the city limits. Here is a case:
Mr. O. A. Hopkins of No. 5 Bay View street*
asks for.

says: “About six months ago, my kidneys commenced to bother me, at least I think it must have
been them, for at that time I commenced to have
the small of my back.
It bothered me more or less all the time until I
took one box of Doan’s Kidney Pills. I saw them
advertised and highly recommended, and 1 went
over to Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store and I
got
them and used them as directed. The steady acha

steady aching pain

ing pain

left

me

across

and I haven’t felt it since. Doan’s

Kidney Pills cured me. They were the only medicine I took, so 1 must credit them with doing the
work. I will recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills to
my friends as a remedy that can be depended
upon.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per
box, for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on receipt of price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take no substitute.

Parlor Stoves \ Ranges

Petroleum
EMULSION

Hypophosphites.

“What may be one man’s meat is another man’s poison,” is a fact that is
true of medicine, but does not apply to
Angier’s Petroleum Emulsion, which is
a food as well as a medicine.
Its antiseptic properties and the ease with which
it is digested makes it a universal remedy
for everyone afflicted with wasting dis-

highest grade, none are ever
exchanged for something better,
for they are the best.
are

Qlenwood Furnaces^^

eases.

Sold by all druggists. 50c. and $1.00.
Angier Chemical Co., Allston District, Boston.

are great heaters.
We can now show you
and varied stock of the famous Glenwood

large
goods

a

OIL HEATING STOVES

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Ladies, Misses and Children’s

give a nice, clean heat in many places where it is
not convenient to use coal or wood stoves.
WE HAVE THEM IN ALL SIZES,

BOOTS,

Atwood, in Bucksport, Oct. 2, to Mr. ami Mrs.
George W Atwood, a daughter.
Buldcc. In Bucksport. Sept. 30, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Bulduc, a son.
Coreland. In South Warren, Sept. 30, to Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Copeland, a daughter.
Greenlaw. In Deer Isle, Oct. 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank N. Greenlaw, a son.
Haskell. In Deer Isle, Sept. 20, to Mr. and
Mrs. Peter H. Ha k e 11, a daughter.
Hardv. In Blueliili, Sept. 25, to Mr. ami Mrs.
Edwin Hardy, a daughter.
Higgins, in Ellsworth, Oct. 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd H. Higgins, a son.
Merchant. In Sullivan, Sept. 24, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Merchant, a daughter.
Starlks. In Deer Isle, Sept. 30, to Mr. and
Mrs. John T. Staples, a daughter.
Tiiurlow. In Long Island, Sept. 28, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Thurlow. a daughter.
Torkky. In Deer Isle. Oct. 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
Madison Tor rev, a daughter.

ANCBER’S

SHOES,
OXFORDSand

RUBBERS,
Having decided

close out our entire stock of
Ladies. Misses and ( liildren's footwear, we oiler
some of the best bargains ever offered in Belfast.
to

DniUSEIUSQEO
nLIIILIfSDLH
nniU’T
UUm I

this is a genuine closing out
sale regardless of cost.
All
sizes, 2 1-2 to 8, O to 13.j Coin,
Opera, Common Sense toes.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW NiCKEL PLATED TEA
AND COFFEE POTS?
FINE WARE AND NOT
EXPENSIVE.

In’ss ti,is chance to get a good, serviceable article at less than wholesale

prices.
Sale

commences

Thursday, Oct. 14th.

STEVENS BROS.,

LAMPS

^

No. lift Main Street,
Belfast
Mail and stage orders will receive careful

A

attention.

STATE OF MAINE.

BANQUET, RECEPTION, PARLOR, HALL

SS. Taken this llth day of October,
on execution dated rhe4th day of
October,
1897, issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial Court, for the County
of Waldo, at the term thereof begun and held on
the third Tuesday of September, A. 1). 1897, to
wit:—On the first day of October, A. 1). 1897,
in favor of HOWARD F. MASON of Beltasr,
Collector of Taxes for the City of Belfast in said
County,for the year 1896, against MARY E. SUITE
of said Belfast, and against the real estate hereinafter named, for thirty-nine dollars, debt or damage, and nine dollars and ninety-three cents cost
of suit, and will be sold at public auction at my
office in Belfast, in said County of Wald< to the
highest bidder, on the 20th day of November, A.
D. 1897, at nine o’clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate, situated in said Belfast, and all the right, title and interest which the
said Mary E. Sliute has in and to the same, or had
on the 29th day of July, A. I). 1897,at nine o’clock
in the forenoon, the time when the same was attached on the original writ in the same suit, to
wit:—The homestead on Searsport shore road
being E. half of Lot 18, in Div. 1, containing
fifty acres, and land adjoining homestead being
W. half of Lot 17, being Lot 17, Div. 1, containing fifty acres, and situated in said Belfast.
Dated this llth day of October, A. D. 1897.
A. IL 1897,
WALDO
A. 1).

Fine

Commissioners’ Notice.
WALDO SS.

October 11, A. I). 1897.
We, the undersigned, having been duly appointed by the Honorable Judge ot Probate within
and for said County, Commissioners to receive

and decide upon the claims of the creditors of
Milton 1. Whitcomb late of Islesboro in said
County, deceased, whose estate has been represented insolvent, hereby give public notice agreeably to the order of the said Judge of Prooate,
that six months from and after September 14tli,
A. D. 1897, have been allowed to said Creditors to
present and prove their claims, and that we will
attend to the duty assigned us at the following
place and times, viz:—At the office of J. S. Harriman in Belfast, Saturday, November 6th, A. I).
1897, and Monday, March 14th, A. D. 1898, at nine
o’clock in the forenoon of each of the said days.
J. S. HARRIMAN,
{ tom r8.
3t41
WAYLAND

KNOWLTON,)

Commissioners’ Notice.
WALDO SS.
October 11th, A. D. 1897.
We, the undersigned, having been duly appointed by the Honorable Judge of Probate within and
for said County, Commissioners to receive and
decide upon the claims of the creditors of James
Page late of Jackson in said County, deceased,
whose estate has been represented insolvent,
hereby give public notice agreeably to the order
of the said Judge of Probate, that six months
from and after September 14tli, A. D. 1897. have
been allowed to said Creditors to present and
prove their claims, and that we will attend to the
duty assigned us at the following place and times,
viz:— At the office of J. S. Harriman in Belfast,
Saturday, November 6th, A. D. 1897, and Monday,
March 14th, A. D. 1898, at nine o’clock in the forenoon of each of the said days.
3t41

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON,
J. 8. HARRIMAN,

1

n

}Com

r9'

at

large stock of

and STAND LAMPS

prices that will

suit

MITCHELL,

115 Iligli Street.
*'*'*'*'*>'*'»'*/A'*'*/m.

Mmm.m mmm

KKPORT OP THE C0.\HIT10.\ OK THE

BELFAST

VTTALDO SS. Taken this 11th day of October,
A. D. 1897, on execution dated the 4th day of
it
October, A. D. 1897, issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial Court, for the
County of Waldo, at the term thereof begun and
held on the third Tuesday of September, A. I>
1897, to wit:—On the first* day of October, A. 1).
1897, in favor of HOWARD F. MASON of Belfast.
Collector of Taxes for the City of Belfast, in said
County, for the year 189C, against HANNAH OILMORE of said Belfast, and against the real estate
hereinafter named, for seventeen dollars and
fifty-five cents debt or damage, and nine dollars
and ninety-three cents cost of suit, and will be
sold at public auction at my office in Belfast in
said County of Waldo, to the highest bidder, on
the 20th day of November, A. 1). 1897, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, the following described
real estate, situated in said Belfast, and all the
right, title and interest which the said Hannah
Gilmore has in and to the same, or had on the
28th day of July, A. D. 1897, at ten o’clock and
fifty minutes in the forenoon, the time when the
same was attached on the original writ in the
same
suit. t<> wit:— The homestead on the
Searsport shore road, between Shute’s and Pierce’s
lands being Div. 1, Lot 18, containing fifty acres,
situated in said Belfast.
Dated this lltli day of October, A. I>. 1897.
SAMUEL G. NORTON, Sheriff.

goods and

M. L.

SAMUEL G. NORTON, Sheriff.

STATE OE MAINE

new and

At

NATIONAL

BKPOliT OK TIIK CONDITION OK TIIK

Searsport

BANK,
At

Belfast, In the State of Maine, at the close of
business October 5, 1SD7.

National

Bank

Searsport, In tbf State of Maine, at the
business October 5, lv»“.

lo-

ltESOl'RCKS.

ltESOl REES.

! Loans and discounts.slim,:
56 Overdrafts, secured and uiixt .red..
go
3,821 60 | r. S. Bonds to secure eireulai ion
jg.
I S. Bonds to secure circulation. 100,000 00
securities, etc
Stocks,
t;. 1
U. S. Bonds on hand
2.nun on
*;
Banking-house,furuit ure and hxt.res
Premiums on V. S. Bonds.
Loans and

discounts.§26(5,102

Overdrafts, secured and unsecured.

..

<

....

250 no

Stocks, securities, etc.
Banking-house,furniture and fixtures,
Other real estate and mortgages owned.
Due from National Banks (not Re-

54,55.)

..

serve

Agents)..

20,00n
200
I

...

Due from approved reserve agents...
Checks ami other cash items.
Notes of other National Banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents...'
Lawful Money Jictwrcc in Honk, riz:
Specie.11.867 0<>
Legal tender notes. 2,020 00
S. TreasurRedemption fund with
er (5 per cent, of circulation).

>06

11,580
2,011

...

3,843
86

oo
no

Due from National Banks

j

mo'

Reserve

Agents).

Due from approved reserve agents
Cheeks and other cash it♦ ms.
00
Notes of other Nat ional Banks....
Fractional paperctirrem > .niekels ami
66 *
cents.
0(5
IaiU'/ul Mur' ,; HvM-rre in /{mil;.
00 i
.pgl c
Specie......
1
00
Legal tender notes. -Loonm:
>
fund with I
lica>Redemption
88
urer, o per cent. of circulatioi.

}:

j

....
1

..

14,787 00 1
4.50000 I

Total

»;.4g
l.s."

..>gng,>w
L1 a hi t,rn rs.

Capital stock paid in
Surplus fund.
l udividcd profits, less expenses and
taxes paid..

v

..

Total.§403,838

81

LIABILITIES.

National Bank notes outstandi lg.
Due to other National Banks
Dividends unpaid..
Individual deposits subjret t. elieck..

Capital stock paid in.sl5o.onnoo
33.nnu on
Surplus fund.
Cndivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid.
20,301 01
National Bank notes mitsiiin ling
SS.57o on

Due to other National BankDue to State Banks ami bankers
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to rheek.
Demand certificates of deposit.
..

of

Maine, Coi

ntv of

State

Waldo

81

ss.

L C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier of the ab«ive named
hank, do solemn 1> swear that the abo\e statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier.
Subscribed and

sworn

to

before

me

op

.Maine,

cm xn

1

my
07 s
I

7 '*.

sgng.Sd
>

\V

\i.t».•

--

(iOl-ilM)N « ashler I tlie
L ( HAS. 1
named bank, do solemulx swear ii..
the n
statement is true 1
The 'mst ot u.\ klmwletlj.
( II AS
<.* mix »N
belief.
< ash
S11I.scribed am! »\v orn 1.. 1 .»• t.»ie m.
1
day of (ictober, 1 SP7.
L. s.
,1AMKS A. ( OLSON
Notary l*n i.
Correct. Attest
.I VMLS (,. I’KXDLKTON )
< KO. L. SMITH,
Dm
,1 SHl’A B. NICHOLS,
I

h,ss:i so

Total.§403,838
State

Total...

424 18
10.327 1.4
l.lnsno
172,21V 28

■.

g:,.in

..

this 12th

day of October, 1807.
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON.
Notary Public.

!

LOST.

Correct—Attest:
JOHN G. BROOKS,
)
WM. B. SWAN,
>
Directors.
THOS. \Y PITCHER,)

to an extension top
under lost somewhere on the road from Holiest
Searsinont and a breastplate and traces on

Commissioners’ Notice.

road from Temple Heights to Oscar lliils'
Northport. The tinder will be suitably reward'
by returning the same to the

V left back side curtain

We, the undersigned, having been appointed by
the Supreme Judicial Court, within and for the
BELFAST LIVERY (’<>
County of Waldo, commissioners t< make partiBelfast, Oct. 5. 181*7. 3w4<>
tion of the real estate d scribed in the petition of
Augusta A. Hewey vs. T. Kidder Johnson, Fred
M. Johnson. Julia Goodrich, Arthur Wiggin,
Thomas E. Wiggii:, William I). S. Boyd, John C.
Boyd, Arthur Genn, Nettie G. Harvey, Nellie G.
Spencer and George Genn, hereby give notice that
we have appointed Monday, the loth day of Nov- ;
ember, 1897, and the premises described in said
In car lots or any part of car supplied at sh
petition, in Winterport, Maine, as the time and
notice. Seed potatoes constantly on hand by
place to make the partition.
Dated this 12th day of October, 1897.
H. C. PITCHER
M. S. STILES,
)
"lansfield Block, foot of Main St.
S. H. MORGAN,
[ Cornrs.
A. F. CARLETON,)
3m4l
Belfast.

